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The papers in this volume were presented at the 8th Australasian Archaeometry Conference (AAC) hosted 
from the 12-15th December 2005 at the Department of Archaeology and Natural History in the Research 
School of Pacific and Asian Studies of the Australian National University (ANU), Canberra, Australia. 
The Australasian Archaeometry Conference was initiated in 1982 by ANU archaeologist Wal Ambrose in 
collaboration with the then Australian Atomic Energy Commission at Lucas Heights. Since its inception, 
the conference has been an important meeting place for the widely dispersed and diverse community of 
Australasian archaeological scientists, including both those resident in the region, primarily in Australia 
and New Zealand, as well as Australasians working around the world.  The 2005 meeting at ANU was 
the first to be held there since 1991 and was the venue for the presentation of 79 papers in 10 sessions 
covering all aspects of archaeological science from analytical chemistry to GIS, fire histories and ancient 
technology.  The linking concept with all of the sessions was the integration of archaeological science 
research within broader archaeological projects – in other words forwarding interpretations alongside 
consideration of method. Over 120 delegates from 6 countries attended the lecture sessions which were 
accompanied by a poster session, plenary lecture and several workshops. Student participation was 
especially encouraged and, partly as a result of industry and University sponsorship (see below), 
subsidised places and travel bursaries helped to boost student delegates to almost one third of the overall 
total attendance.
 One of the key roles of the AAC has been to promote the work of the region’s archaeological 
scientists by producing refereed publications of conference papers. As academic publication has radically 
changed in recent years so has the publication format and venues for conference publications.  Rather 
than producing a single conference proceedings, papers from the 2005 AAC can be found in a variety 
of  international journals, including Lithic Technology, Internet Archaeology, Archaeometry and the Journal of 
Archaeological Science. This volume presents original research papers from three key subject areas covered 
in the conference, all of key research interest to Australasian archaeologists, namely geoarchaeology, 
archaeobotany and archaeometry.  In keeping with the aims of the AAC, student papers feature heavily 
among those published here and we have included papers studying a range of geographical regions. All 
provide new insights into the past and several herald significant shifts in analytical priorities for their 
component disciplines. 
 Geoarchaeology is a key focus of research interest for Australasian researchers often dealing with 
ancient and eroded landscapes and where dating cultural materials in surface and even stratified contexts 
can prove extremely challenging. Several of the papers focus on dating and interpretation of surface 
exposures of artefacts and provide novel approaches integrating studies of geoarchaeology with geochro-
nology to this end. One group of papers tackles these problems in western NSW, an arid region where 
archaeological sites such as surface stone artefact scatters and hearths have in the past proved difficult 
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to date and to compare with the archaeological record in other regions of Australia.  Many of these studies 
are not just about new ways of doing or dating archaeology: some of the results presented have significant 
implications for the inferences archaeologists draw from their data.
 A good example of this is the paper by Holdaway, Fanning and Littleton which provides a 
salutary example of how time and taphonomic processes impact on the sedimentary and archaeological 
record; a factor often overlooked by archaeologists who use radiocarbon dates as proxies for numbers 
of people in the landscape to generate inferences about human behaviour in the past.  They compare the 
frequency distributions derived from two different data sets for Holocene western NSW, heat retainer 
hearths and dated human burials.  The heat retainer dates show a dramatic decrease in frequency with 
age, whereas the burial dates have a more even distribution. Their study demonstrates the impact of 
differential preservation, not just of cultural materials but also of sedimentary contexts, accessible to 
archaeologists to study.  They conclude that the “accumulative hearth record in northwestern NSW, and, 
by association, the accumulated record of stone artefacts, increases during the last 2000 years because of 
geomorphic surface preservation rather than greater numbers of Aboriginal people and/or increases in 
occupation span”. 
 Fanning, Holdaway and Phillips contribute a new method of identifying heat-retainer hearths 
which have been dispersed.  These important sites are ubiquitous in the arid landscape of western 
NSW but as they are exposed on the surface they are highly subject to erosion and bioturbation.  The 
eventually loose the charcoal and spatial patterning is lost and identification becomes problematic. 
Fanning et al. recommend a technique based on a combination of condition, typology and use of a 
fluxgate gradiometer to detect remnant thermo-magnetism in the heat retainers. If adopted by other 
researchers this technique will assist with standarisation of descriptions of dispersed hearths and 
monitoring of changes in their condition over time.  Shiner’s paper focuses on stone artefact scatters in 
the same region, dated by association with the hearth sites to the late Holocene.  His paper examines 
patterning in the lithic artefacts and raises the issue of ‘scale’ in interpretation of data which in effect 
represents a palimpsest of diverse human activities over several thousand of years.  This paper should 
be of interest to all archaeologists working in Australia where surface stone artefacts form the major 
component of the archaeological record. 
 Similar problems of recording cultural materials dispersed over a vast geographic area present 
themselves to archaeologists dealing with the historic time frame. Artefacts of the 19th and 20th 
centuries can often be dated with some precision using typology and manufacturing dates, but when 
spatially dispersed this data can appear unpatterned, is difficult to record and is often neglected by 
archaeologists. Bolton’s paper describes an effective method of recording archaeological data from
historic period sites in situ.
 Prendergast, Bowler and Cupper employ a multidisciplinary approach to study the environmental
evolution and human occupation of the Victorian Mallee region. They show the while humans were 
present in this landscape from at least 15,000 years ago the fluvial regime and climate of the 
region were substantially different to that of today.  They emphasise that the recognition of changes in 
fluvial and aeolian environments though successive humid-arid cycles is necessary for interpretation 
of the  sedimentary and archaeological record and human adaptation in the Murray Basin.
 Six papers focused on archaeobotany and related studies in Australasia and elsewhere.  Four 
detailed research into plant microfossil taphonomy and analysis, which continues to be an important 
focus for Australasian researchers. Lamb’s paper builds on recent results confirming the utility of 
Congo Red to identify cooked starch, with details of contamination experiments.  Haslam’s paper details 
an experimental observation of starch movement in soils as a result of water percolation and provides 
unsettling evidence that even large starch grains may be subject to lateral and vertical post-
depositional movement. As with the subsequent paper by Crowther on raphide identification, the 
paper’s conclusion demands the routine investigation of site formation processes when evaluating 
microfossil occurrences in archaeological strata and thus closer integration between archaeobotanists 
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and geoarchaeologists.  Crowther’s paper is a significant contribution to the Pacific microfossil debate, 
critically evaluating the reliability and methods of raphide identification, which has become an 
important indicator of prehistoric aroid cultivation. Raphides are calcium oxalate crystals, and 
Crowther’s work shows that light microscopy may confuse commonly occurring calcite crystals with 
raphides. Globally, archaeological starch analysis has produced significant new results in recent decades 
and the papers here, along with recent publications (e.g. R. Torrence and H. Barton 2006 Starch Analysis), 
suggest that Australasian practitioners, who were among the first in the field, are entering a stage of 
consolidation and necessary critical evaluation of methods and results.
 Longford, Drinnan and Sagona’s paper provides a good example of integrated macrobotanical 
research, utilising both seeds and wood charcoals, providing important environmental, economic and 
behavioural information about Sos Höyük in northeastern Turkey. The paper presents preliminary data 
from the Late Chalcolithic to Iron Age, periods whose archaeobotany is poorly understood in Eastern 
Anatolia and under-represented in southwest Asia as a whole, especially when compared to the Neolithic. 
The paper serves to illustrate how wood charcoals can serve to provide much more information than 
simply radiocarbon dates and presents results from an important Australian field project in Turkey. 
Macrofossil analysis is part of an integrated suite of techniques critically evaluated by Denham, Haberle 
and Pierret as a source of information for understanding a key topic in the region: the emergence of 
tropical agriculture. Once again, the Kuk site provides the focus for an engaging and well-supported 
exploration of how integrated archaeological science can provide novel and vital information 
about past agricultural and land-use practices. Concurring with a theme repeated through this 
volume, the paper argues strongly for even greater integration of tailored geoarchaeological and 
archaeobotanical methods if archaeological studies of Australasian plant use, and perhaps those of 
tropical regions across the Asia-Pacific as a whole, are to overcome taphonomic and classificatory 
problems to provide the depth of data that has revolutionised understanding of agricultural 
origins in the Americas and the Old World.  As with all of the papers in this section, this final study hints 
at a methodologically and theoretically healthy future for this area of archaeological science.
 The third and final section includes papers covering a variety of archaeometry disciplines 
beginning with Petchey’s review of marine shell dating in Oceania. The paper provides an up-to-date 
review of the subject, with guidance on date selection and a call for the construction of more shell-
terrestrial (charcoal) paired date sequences to help improve Oceanic marine calibration, which is highly 
variable in time and space. Bourke and Hua’s paper provides such a calibration series from the Beagle 
Gulf in the Northern Territory of Australia, providing a terrestrial-marine sequence that concurs well 
with near by data. 
 Rhodes et al. present the preliminary results of a novel application of the Optically Stimulated 
Luminescene (OSL) dating technique for estimating the age of heat-retainer hearths exposed in surface 
contexts in arid Australia. The comparisons with radiocarbon ages derived from charcoal from the same 
hearths suggest that the technique holds promise. This technique had the advantage that it does not require 
excavation of the hearth so provides a good substitute for radiocarbon dating in situations where non-
destructive dating measures are called for. 
 The two following papers by Grave and Craig and Grave provide important new insights into 
the potential of chemical characterisation techniques to investigate both the production and use of pottery. 
Graves’ paper presents a novel approach to statistically and mathematical analysis of ICP-OES results 
from a ‘closed group’ of shipwreck ceramics from South and Southeast Asia, which allows the distinction 
of firing technologies and provenance, providing a significant new approach for disentangling 
the complexity of ancient technology. Craig and Graves’ paper identifies the underused method of 
HPLC-MS as a means of helping to identify some food residues, in their case using experimental 
samples and pots from ancient Gordion, Turkey, home of the famous King Midas. Moving to yet another 
geographical region, Herries’ paper uses examples from South Africa to illustrate the potential of 
archaeomagnetism to investigate issues as diverse as fire histories and palaeoclimate. The techniques 
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have clear potential for further understanding aspects of Australasian prehistory and we hope to see 
more local studies in the future. The final paper by Macgregor brings us closer to home with a 
discussion of conservation of megafaunal bone remains from the famous Cuddie Springs spite in 
New South Wales, Australia. The paper details the planning, field and laboratory methods applied to 
the megafaunal bone from this important site, ensuring that are available for detailed future study 
and curation. Conservation is a key discipline in global archaeology and is alive in Australasia still, 
though now without the University of Canberra’s internationally renowned conservation program, 
which we note with dismay was closed several years ago.
 For the conference we acknowledge and thank the major sponsors of the conference, namely the 
Department of Archaeology and Natural History, The Graduate School, the Research School of Pacific 
and Asian Studies and the Centre for Archaeological Research, all of the Australian National University. 
We also received financial and in-kind support the ARC Network for Earth Systems Science, the Rafter 
Radiocarbon Laboratory (Wellington, New Zealand) and the Waikato Radiocarbon Laboratory (Hamilton, 
New Zealand).  Administrative support was provided by Sharon Donahue and web-support by Amanda 
Kennedy & Jill Jones. We also thank the session convenors and student volunteers who worked tirelessly 
to make the conference a success. Authors and reviewers worked hard to prepare and improve the 
papers we have published here and we also thank Jean Kennedy for editorial assistance. We hope this 
volume of papers contributes positively to the fostering and further strengthening of archaeological 
science in the Australasian region and demonstrating how Australasia continues to contribute to the 
advance of global archaeological science. In this respect it is encouraging that Australia’s first 
postgraduate degree in archaeological science, the Masters in Archaeological Science at ANU, was 
launched in the year this volume sees publication. 
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Abstract
When grouped together, radiocarbon determinations from heat-retainer hearths from western New South 
Wales decrease in frequency with age.  One interpretation for this pattern is that it reflects an increase in 
the frequency of occupation, and perhaps ultimately an increase in Aboriginal populations in this region 
during the late Holocene.  An alternative explanation is that the increase in frequency reflects the differential 
preservation of the land surfaces on which the hearths are found. According to this explanation, the 
pre-servation of ancient surfaces itself decreases with time, with the destruction of ancient records of 
occupation accounting for the relatively recent skew in the age distribution of heat-retainer hearths.  We
test these hypotheses by comparing the distribution of hearth radiocarbon ages against the distribution 
of ages obtained from samples associated with buried human remains from western New South Wales. 
Samples obtained by excavating buried deposits should not be subject to the same range of erosion 
processes that have affected surface deposits.  Therefore the samples from buried deposits are able to act 
as a control against which the distribution of hearth ages can be evaluated.  Results indicate that age 
estimates obtained from human burials have a distribution different from those obtained from hearths, 
supporting the conclusion that the decrease in hearth frequency with age is a product of geomorphic 
preservation rather than cultural change.




The archaeology of the late Holocene in Australia is frequently characterised by, amongst other things, an 
increase in the number of identified ‘sites’ (Ross et al. 1992:109), an increase in the number and variety of 
artefacts found at those sites (Hiscock 1986) and, in western New South Wales (NSW), an increase in the 
number of heat-retainer hearths (or earth ovens) exposed on the surface (Holdaway et al. 2002).  There are 
two major hypotheses posed to explain these data. On the one hand, the apparent increase in the abundance 
of artefacts at late Holocene sites may indicate increasing populations (e.g. Beaton 1983), greater occupation 
spans reflecting in part the existence of more complex social interactions (e.g. Lourandos 1983, 1984, 1985, 
1988, 1993), or both — evidence used as part of the argument for a mid to late Holocene intensification in 
Australia.  On the other hand, this pattern may not reflect human behaviour and instead be the result of 
differential preservation, i.e. more evidence surviving from the recent times compared to the more distant 
past — the preservation hypothesis (e.g. Bird and Frankel 1993; Fanning et al. 2008; Holdaway et al. 2008)
 This issue has proven to be very difficult to resolve, especially in western NSW where the bulk 
of the archaeological record consists of surface material.  Scatters of stone artefacts and associated heat-
retainer hearths are visible on the surface because of erosion, the product of overgrazing of domestic stock 
since the mid to late nineteenth century (Fanning 1994, 1999).  It can be very difficult to estimate the age of 
many of these surface deposits since the same erosion that has exposed them has removed the possibility 
of determining age through conventional approaches to interpreting archaeological stratigraphy.  The
challenge for archaeologists is to reliably estimate the age of the surface archaeological record.  This will
help to determine if the apparent late Holocene increase in the density of the archaeological
record results from increases 
in Aboriginal occupation or 
whether it is a consequence of 
the preservation of this record. 
In this paper, we summarise the 
results of our investigations of 
the chronology of a number of 
locations we have studied in 
northwestern NSW (Figure 1). 
We then compare these data with 
age determinations from burials 
in southwestern NSW (Figure 
2) to help to determine whether 
intensification or preservation 







The two  components we have 
used to develop a chronology 
for the surface archaeological 
record in western NSW are radio-
carbon determinations from heat-
retainer hearths and optically 
stimulated luminescence (OSL) Figure	1.		Map	of	western	NSW	showing	locations	of	the	study	areas	mentioned	in	the	text.	
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age estimates from under-lying sediments (Rhodes et al., this volume). The statement that surface 
deposits lack stratigraphy is correct in an archaeological sense but not true geomorphologically.  Over 
large tracts of western NSW, especially along upland valley floors, erosion has removed much of the 
surface sediments onto which artefacts were deposited and later buried, leaving the artefacts behind as a
lag (Holdaway et al. 2000). The artefacts are today lying unconformably on an older sedimentary unit, the 
age of which provides the terminus ante quem, or maximum age, for their deposition.  Simple application
of the laws of superposition says that the artefact deposits cannot be older than the sedimentary unit they 
are resting on. Individual artefacts in the deposit may be older as they mayhave been manufactured 
considerably earlier and used many times prior to discard. Here we are concerned only with the 
maximum age of the artefact deposit.
 In some areas of the world, artefacts themselves provide a method for age estimation since they 
change their form through time. In Australia, however, attempts at seriation (e.g. Hiscock 1986) have not 
been successful, and there is currently no means of determining the age of late Holocene assemblages 
with any precision based on artefact typology alone. In western NSW, the remains of heat-retainer 
hearths provide a chronology since the hearths frequently contain charcoal that is suitable for 
radiocarbon determinations. Obtaining age determinations from these hearths does not, however, ‘date’ 
the stone artefacts associated with these hearths since there is not necessarily a close relationship 
between the times at which hearths were constructed and the times when the stone artefacts were 
deposited. It is not possible to use the age estimates for the hearths to ‘bracket’ stone artefacts as is 
sometimes the case with stratified deposits. It is possible, however, to use multiple age estimates from 
hearths to define patterns in the construction of hearths through time and then to compare the nature 
of artefact assemblage composition against these patterns (e.g. Holdaway et al. 2005). For example, 
artefact assemblage composition should be different where occupation was continuous versus situations 
where the radiocarbon hearth chronology indicates a discontinuous pattern of occupation.
Figure	 2.	 	 Map	 of	 southeastern	 Australia	 showing	 the	 Lower	 Darling	 and	 Murray	 Rivers	 and	 their	 major	 tributaries	 (from	 Littleton	
2007).	Locations	where	burials	forming	part	of	the	data	illustrated	in	Figure	4	have	been	found	are	indicated.	
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We first applied this strategy for determining the chronology of surface artefact scatters at Stud Creek in 
Sturt National Park (Figure 1). Here, OSL age estimates on sediments infilling the valley floor suggested 
that stone artefacts and heat-retainer hearths rested unconformably on a surface with an age no older than 
about 2000 BP (Fanning and Holdaway 2001). Radiocarbon age determinations on the hearths themselves 
suggested occupation from 250–1700 cal BP but with a gap of about 300 sidereal years between 910 AD and 
1260 AD when no hearths were constructed (Holdaway et al. 2002:357). Significantly, this gap in hearth 
construction coincides with the Medieval Climatic Anomaly (MCA — Stine 1994), a period of warmer 
average temperatures and hydroclimatic variability, recognised globally in climate proxy records as 
extending from as early as 800 AD to as late as 1450 AD (Broeker 2001; De Menocal 2001; Eital et al. 2005; 
Favier Dubois 2003; Herweijer et al. 2007; Huffman 1996; Jones et al. 2001). This suggested the possibility 
of an environmental correlate for the period with no hearth construction. However, any cause and effect 
relationship would need to be based on demonstrating the palaeoenvironmental impact of the MCA in
Australia and, as yet, there are no climate proxy records from the Australian mainland that demonstrate 
an MCA signal.
 To test the reliability of the dating strategy established at Stud Creek, we investigated multiple 
locations on Fowlers Gap Arid Zone Research Station, some 200 km south (Figure 1). Here, we collected 
samples for OSL dating from exposed sections at each of six sampling locations to provide maximum age 
estimates for the archaeological surfaces. The results supported those from Stud Creek in one sense, in 
that radiocarbon determinations from the heat-retainer hearths were all more recent than the OSL age 
estimates for sediment samples, confirming the applicability of the technique as a means for obtaining 
the terminus ante quem for surface artefact scatters (Fanning et al. 2008; Rhodes et al. this volume). 
Additionally, the Fowlers Gap results indicated that surface ages could vary considerably depending 
on the local geomorphology. For example, at the Fowlers Creek (FC) sampling location, a gravelly terrace 
surface, OSL age estimates indicated that the sediments within about 32 cm of the surface were deposited 
at least 4340 years ago and perhaps up to 10,920 years ago. In contrast, OSL determinations from an active 
proximal floodout environment at the Sandy Creek (SC) sampling location were much younger, ranging 
from modern at the surface to around 4000 years old at 62 cm depth. At a third location (Nundooka — ND), 
marginal to a bedrock channel, sediments at 52 cm below the modern surface were deposited around 3730 
years ago.
 When these age estimates were compared with the results of radiocarbon determinations 
from the heat-retainer hearths, a similar result to Stud Creek was demonstrated, i.e. there is a close 
relationship between the age of the landform and the age distribution of the heat-retainer hearths. 
At Fowlers Gap the oldest hearths (around 6000 cal BP) were found at the FC sampling location that 
also returned the oldest OSL determination. On surfaces associated with more active geomorphic 
environments, like the SC and ND sampling locations, hearths were much younger (Holdaway et al. 
2005). 
 These results provide a set of answers to the question posed above. At least in the locations we 
have studied at Fowlers Gap, there is good evidence that the age of the surface and the age of the record 
that is visible upon it are correlated, i.e. longer duration archaeological records are found on older land-
forms.  Moreover, relatively ancient records are rare, surviving only where landforms are stable and where 
the erosion that has exposed the record has not also destroyed it, for example at FC. The geomorphically 
more active floodplain environments like those at SC and ND are more common at Fowlers Gap than 
terraces like that at FC, thus, younger archaeological deposits dominate the record. Therefore, at least 
at Fowlers Gap, the evidence suggests that the prevalence of the archaeological record in contexts dating 
to the last 2000 years is a function not of people but rather of the geomorphic history of land surfaces 
that preserve this record 1.
 This inference is reinforced when the heat-retainer hearth age estimates from elsewhere in north
western NSW are examined (Holdaway et al. 2005). This record does not illustrate continuous occupation 
during the last 2000 years, but instead shows episodes of hearth construction and use, interspersed with 
gaps in the record. Our ninety-six radiocarbon determinations from four widely spaced locations 
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Figure	3.		Calibrated	radiocarbon	determinations	from	excavated	hearths	in	western	NSW	(Holdaway	et	al.	2005:	Figure	9).	
A	 gap	 is	 indicated	 in	 hearth	 construction	 coincident	 with	 the	 MCA.	 Calibrated	 ages	 were	 determined	 using	 Datelab	 2.0	
software	(Jones	and	Nicholls	2002)	accessing	INTCAL98	calibration	curve	data	(Stuiver	et	al.	1998).	
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(Stud Creek, Fowlers Gap, Pine Point/Langwell, and Peery Lake; Figure 3) demonstrate a consistent pattern, 
with a gap in the record that may be coincident with the MCA (although none of the additional sampling 
locations provided as clear a pattern as that developed for Stud Creek). As indicated in the discussion of 
the Stud Creek results above, environmental correlates may help to explain the distribution (Holdaway 
et al. 2002). However, other causes are possible, not the least of which is variation in the production of 
14C in the past, as evidenced by variations in the radiocarbon calibration curve. In the rest of this paper, 
we consider two sets of evidence that may enable us to better understand the distribution of hearth age 
estimates from western NSW and also help to resolve the intensification versus preservation debate.
Testing	the	model	using	dates	from	burials
The argument derived from the Fowlers Gap results is that hearth preservation and, by extension, the 
preservation of other parts of the archaeological record, are a function of the geomorphic environment. 
Hearths that were once buried structures are visible today because of erosion. However, erosion also 
occurred in the past, to both a greater and a lesser degree, leading to the differential destruction of hearths 
in different parts of the landscape (Fanning 2002). If this argument is correct then the patterned distribution 
of hearth ages through time should reflect the preservation conditions largely controlled by geomorphic 
processes. Equally, archaeological records where the preservation conditions are different should show a 
different distribution of ages.
 As previously noted the bulk of the archaeological record in western NSW consists of surface 
artefact scatters and associated heat-retainer hearths. However, other evidence for Aboriginal occupation 
is preserved in quite different contexts. Human burials have survived from the past because of interment 
underground, thus reducing the impact of surface erosion. This should, in theory, lead to a different record 
of preservation, one that paints a picture closer to the true regional chronology of human occupation rather 
than one more closely related to local geomorphic history.
 Littleton (2007) has compiled the results of radiocarbon determinations from human burials from a 
variety of locations in the lower Darling-Murray region to the south of our study area (Figure 2). With one 
exception, all the ages are directly from bone and the majority of the determinations come from excavation 
samples. These are generally locations with multiple burials, although included in the sample are a number 
of single radiocarbon determinations from burials exposed through erosion.
 In Figure 4, we compare the probability distribution of the fifty burial age determinations com-
piled by Littleton (2007) with that for the ninety-six hearth age determinations (Holdaway et al. 2005). 
While the distribution of human burial age estimates spans the length of the Holocene, the age distribution 
for hearths is skewed to younger ages, with a large number of determinations clustering within the last two 
thousand years. Age estimates older than about 6000 BP form smoother peaks in both graphs, a pattern that 
reflects the relatively larger error terms associated with older age estimates.
 What might be accounting for the differences in the two age distributions? Before discussing 
the most likely reasons, there are two relatively minor differences in the two data sets that need to be 
considered. First, the hearth determinations are from charcoal samples while the human burials, in the 
main, are determined from bone apatite samples. The possible effects of this difference in the composition 
of the two types of samples on the age distributions are unknown. Second, there are half the number of 
determinations from burials than from hearths (fifty cf. ninety-six). However, samples of this size are large 
enough to successfully search for long-term patterns.
 Notwithstanding these small differences in the two data sets, the resulting probability plots are 
fundamentally different in shape. Whereas the plot based on burial data shows a variable, but continuous 
distribution through time, the plot for the hearths diminishes to zero after 2000 radiocarbon years BP, 
with only small peaks present at earlier times. As argued above, this most likely is a reflection of the low 
probability of ancient surface preservation. More recently formed surfaces, and therefore a larger number 
of younger hearths, are more likely to be preserved. In contrast, the act of burial has preserved human
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remains that date from a greater range of past time periods. Thus, there is a more even distribution of the 
human burial dates throughout the Holocene.
 Based on this comparison, we suggest that the accumulative hearth record in northwestern NSW, 
and, by association, the accumulated record of stone artefacts, increases during the last 2000 years because 
of geomorphic surface preservation rather than greater numbers of Aboriginal people and/or increases in 
occupation span.
Gaps	in	the	occupation	record
Comparison of the ninety-six hearth age estimates from locations across northwestern NSW (Figure 3) 
suggests that the times when no hearths were constructed may be regional in extent (Holdaway et al. 2005). 
It is possible, however, that the gaps we detected in the hearth age distributions illustrated in Figure 3 are 
in some cases an ‘artefact’ of plateaus in the calibration curve. The burial data discussed above provide 
a means to assess this, by providing a comparative data set from which to determine whether a similar 
gap in the age distribution of human burials exists. Box plots of radiocarbon determinations, generated 
using the Oxcal software, from hearths and from human burials that span the last 2000 years (Figure 5) 
allow an assessment of the effect of the radiocarbon calibration curve itself on the distribution of 
calibrated radiocarbon age estimates. 
 The influence of plateaus on the distribution of calibrated ages is most apparent for the last 600 
years where the calibration curve has steep sections bounded by plateaus. To some degree, the 
distributions of the hearths and burial age determinations permit a test of whether the plateaus in 
the calibration curve are responsible for the apparent gaps in the radiocarbon record before 600 BP. 
For the hearth data, for instance, there is a gap in the distribution of ages beginning around 900 years 
ago (Figure 5a). Evidence for the existence of such a gap is less apparent, however, in the plot for 
Figure	4.		Probability	plot	for	radiocarbon	determinations	obtained	from	human	burials	(upper)	and	hearths	
(lower)	from	western	NSW.	Probability	is	calculated	per	50	radiocarbon	years.	
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human burials (Figure 5b). 
At face value, this suggests 
that while construction of heat-
retainer hearths appears to 
have temporarily ceased in 
northwestern NSW, people 
continued to bury their dead 
during this period further to 
the south along the lower 
Darling and Murray Rivers. 
 The overall lack of 
precision of the radiocarbon 
determinations together with 
the spread of ages from burials 
over a long time period restricts 
the types of explanations that 
can account for the difference 
between the two plots. Never-
theless, the results obtained 
from both data sets suggest 
a method for assessing the 
reality or otherwise of gaps 
in the record. If the gaps are 
an artefact of plateaus in the 
calibration curve they should be 
present in both data sets. If they 
are absent, then behavioural and/ 
or environmental explanations 
may be called for to explain why 
no age determinations are forth-
coming for particular periods. 
 An important next step 
would be to conduct a dating 
program of hearths located close 





sites to see whether there is any difference in the age distributions of hearths and human burials when 
differences in geogrphy are not a factor. We are also about to date a large number of heat-
retainer hearths from the vicinity of Peery Lake, near White Cliffs (Figure 1), where the presence of 
local floods, overflows from the Paroo River, and artesian mound springs are likely to have guaranteed 
water supplies in the past. Differences in the distribution of hearth ages through time between 
environmentally distinct areas may help isolate regional differences in hearth construction and lead 
to more informed interpretations of the presence of gaps in the distribution of hearth and burial ages.
Conclusions 
  
Based on the comparison of heat-retainer hearths from the locations we have studied in northwestern 
NSW (Holdaway et al. 2005) and burials from the Lower Murray-Darling region in southwestern NSW 
(Littleton 2007), buried contexts preserve a more complete record of human occupation than material 
preserved in surface contexts. Therefore, the apparent relative increase in the frequency of archaeological 
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materials during the last two millennia is likely to reflect the preservation of the record rather than 
an increase in either population size or occupation time.  The record that is available for study today 
reflects the landscape history, particularly the time periods since surfaces were last heavily eroded. Thus, 
in the majority of surface contexts, there is no correlation between spatial proximity and time: surfaces 
that differ in age by many thousands of years can exist side by side and accumulate distinct 
archaeological records.  
 This has considerable implications for the way archaeologists generate inferences about the past. 
The results of archaeological survey, for instance, do not translate easily into either settlement patterns or 
settlement strategies. Although different site types may appear to relate to different environmental or 
resource zones, our evidence indicates that these differences may simply reflect changes in landscape 
preservation. In other words, what may appear at first to reflect locations where people undertook 
different activities related to such things as seasonal variation in resource availability might in fact 
represent differences in the age of deposits. 
 The age estimates from hearths (Figure 3) indicate periods when very few hearths were constructed 
across the northwestern NSW region we have studied. Similar gaps are not apparent in the record of 
human burials, perhaps reflecting geographical differences in resource availability as well as preservation 
of the archaeological record. Differences in the radiocarbon ages derived from charcoal from hearths and 
apatite from burials may be important but are unlikely to be significant. Alternatively, the hearth and 
burial age estimates may reflect differences in the human reactions to environmental change that affected 
the creation of one record but not the other. Differentiating among these potential causes will require 




1  It should also be noted that landscapes at Fowlers Gap, and in much of the Barrier Ranges north of 
Broken Hill (Figure 1), are dominated by much older surfaces than these (see, for example, Gibson 1997; 
Hill 2004), but there is little evidence of prolonged Aboriginal occupation of areas that were distant from 
water sources, save for deposits of flakes and cores at rock outcrops that were utilized as raw material 
sources (Doelman et al. 2001; Holdaway et al. 2008). 
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rock are indeed the eroded remains of heat-retainer hearths. Using a gradiometer reduces observer
variability and ensures that we are not overestimating the number of hearths present by including











to cook food (Allen 1972:280–1; Peake-Jones 1988). Hearths are an important part of the archaeological
record in this region because they are an easily recognisable indicator of past Aboriginal occupation.
For archaeologists, they provide a means for developing a chronology ofAboriginal occupation using
radiocarbondeterminationsfromcharcoalpreservedbeneaththefire-crackedrock(e.g.Holdawayetal.
2002, 2005a), and potentially through optically stimulated luminescence of the stone heat-retainers
(Rhodesetal.,thisvolume).
 Originally, thesehearthswere constructedbyexcavatingadepression that formed thebodyof
the oven into which stones and then food items could be placed for cooking.Abandonment would in
many cases lead to the infilling of the depression, thereby burying and preserving the remains of the
hearth.Onceburied,hearthswereprobablydifficulttoidentifyevenbythepeoplewhomadethem,and
our research has thus far shown little evidence of extensive re-use, at the level of precision currently
attainedbyconventional radiocarbonagedeterminations.However, like thestoneartefactswithwhich
they are commonly associated, their visibility in western NSW today is a consequence of erosion
processes thatareexposing themat the surface,wherewecansee them,andat the same timecausing
their destruction. Hearths are
no longer being produced,
therefore the population is
finite and, as a consequence of
erosion, declining year by year.
It is therefore important for
both cultural and scientific
reasons to document the record
of Aboriginal occupation that
they represent before they
disappear.  In this paper, we
describe techniques developed
to identify, classify and record
the remains of heat-retainer
hearths in far north-western
NSW. We focus on the use of
the magnetic properties of the
fire-cracked rock to provide an
objective test of the degree of
preservation of the hearths and
their charcoal. The techniques
of hearth identification and
classification we describe are a
key component of survey
methods we have developed
















 Because thedensityofhearthshassomething tosayabout the intensitywithwhichAboriginal
peopleuseddifferentpartsofthelandscapeinthepast—themoresosincemanyhearthscanprovide
age estimates, something that is largely impossible when analyzing stone artefacts — it is particularly
important that hearth remains are unambiguously identified. Comparing the density of hearths from
different locations assumes two kinds of comparability: hearths are equally visible and hearths are
equallydefinable.
 Thefirstrequiresanequalstateoferosionsuchthathearthsareexposedtoanequaldegree.This,
however, is obviously not the case, since the contemporary landscape is a mosaic of erosional and
depositionalsurfaces.Todate,ourapproachtothisproblemhasbeentomaplandsurfacesingreatdetail,
separatingerodedsurfaces fromthosestill coveredwithsurfacesediment,vegetation,etc. (Fanningand
Holdaway 2004). Depositional areas may conceal hearths, but we have not yet attempted a systematic
survey of these areas to locate buried hearths, for two reasons. First, test pitting, while potentially
applicable,requiresveryclosespacingtoidentifyrelativelysmallfeaturesacrosslargeareas(Wobst1983),
andisthereforeverylabourintensive.Second,largescalesurfacedisturbanceisincreasinglyoutoffavour
with both Aboriginal people and heritage managers. Geophysical survey, as discussed below, offers a
non-destructive alternative to test pitting but we have not so far explored this option for identifying
buriedhearths.
 Thesecondissue,theabilitytodeterminewhenahearthisindeedtheremainsofapastcooking
fire, and not simply a pile of naturally occurring rocks or a low density scatter of fire-cracked rocks,
requires consistency in field recording. Up to now, our approach has been to identify concentrations
of heat-fractured rock and label these as hearths. Heat-cracked rock has a number of characteristics
that permit rapid identification, for example ‘pot-lids’ may be shed during rapid heating (Purdy 1975
in Hiscock 1985), and crazing patterns (a grid of cracks on the rock surface caused by rapid heating
and cooling — Hiscock 1997) may be apparent. Identification is easiest when the heat-fractured stones
are concentrated together but becomes progressively harder as erosion disperses the fragments.
Identification also depends on the nature of the land surface: hearth remains on surfaces covered with
a gravel lag, for instance, can be almost impossible to identify. In addition, erosion may lead to the





Inresponse to thevariablestateofhearthpreservation inwesternNSW,wedevelopedahearthsurvey
protocolbasedonasysteminitiatedbyDanWitter,formerlyaNSWNationalParksandWildlifeService
archaeologistforwesternNSW.Thesurveystrategyinvolvesanintensivepedestriansurveywiththeaim












 Partially exposed hearths are relatively common in our study locations. This term is used to
describe hearths where a portion of the dense cluster of hearth stones is exposed along an erosion
escarpment(Figure3b),butthebulkofthehearthremainsburied.Intacthearthsarethosewhereerosion
hascompletelyexposedthedenseclusteroffire-crackedrockbutithasnotbeendispersed(Figure3c).
 The next three categories — disturbed, scattered and remnant — refer to hearths displaying
increasingamountsofdisturbanceoftheheatretainers.Disturbedhearths(Figure3d)stillretainaroughly










identified 416 potential hearths in an area of approximately 2.5 km2. Around half are relatively
undisturbed (Table 1), being categorised as buried, partially exposed or intact using the classification
describedabove.Theothersaredamaged,havingbeenclassifiedaseitherdisturbed,scatteredorremnant.
The three hearths identified as buried are likely to be an underestimate of the true number of buried






The hearth recording team then re-visits each of
the marked concentrations and attaches a tag
stamped with a number against which all the
attributes of each putative hearth are




























 Theproportionof theRutherfordsCreekvalley floor that iserodedcanbeused toestimate the
true density of hearths, including those still buried, using two techniques. First, we use digital aerial





hearths we have categorised as disturbed, scattered and remnant actually hearths, or are they simply




 Our solutionwas toemploya fluxgategradiometer toprovideamoreobjectivemeasureof the
potential for thestones tohavebeenheated insitu, fromwhichwecouldbemoreconfidentofpositive
hearthidentification.Thegradiometerworksbyrecordingminutedistortionsintheearth’smagneticfield
atparticular locations.WeusedaGeoscanResearchFluxgateGradiometerFM36(Figure4)tosearchfor
near-surface magnetic anomalies. The gradiometer returns positive and negative readings in nanoTeslas
(nT), with a background value of around zero. In accordance with the discussion in Jones and Munson
(2005),it islikelythatthereadingstakenatRutherfordsCreekderivefromtwosources.First,heatingof
rocksandsoil inhearths can increase themagnetic susceptibilityofminerals leading to thepreferential
flowofageomagneticfieldthroughthesemineralsand,asaconsequence,locallyhigherfieldstrength.In
addition, ifmineralsareheatedaboveacritical temperature (theCurie temperature,120oC-675oC) they
will acquire permanent magnetism (termed ‘thermo-remnant magnetism’ or TRM). The gradiometer
measuresbothsources.
 Unlikeconventionalapproaches,wheregradiometermeasurementsaretakeninasystematicgrid
across a surface, we were not concerned here with identifying buried hearths. Instead, to further
investigate hearths identified during our initial pedestrian survey, we employed the gradiometer in
‘survey’ mode (Clark 2000).At each location, the gradiometer was zeroed against a background surface
that lacked heat-fractured stones. Readings were taken along a transect aligned north-south across a
potentialhearth,theoperatornotingthemaximumreading(eitherpositiveornegative)alongthetransect.
Hearth Condition          Number           Proportion            Pearson                    P                Spearman             P 
         (%)       Correlation                            Rank Order 
           Coefficient             Correlation 
                    Coefficient 

Buried   3 1 n/a n/a  n/a n/a
Partiallyexposed179 43 0.4<0.01  0.17 0.03
Intact  56 13 0.35 0.01 0.42 <0.01
Disturbed 96 23 0.23 0.03  0.24 0.2
Scattered 62 15 0.38 0.77  0.54 0.68











there were too few readings to graph the results. For both partially exposed and intact hearths, the









and remnant categories, the statistical tests indicate that there is only a weak relationship between the
numbersofhearthstonesandthegradiometerreadings,whichwouldbeexpectedgiventhehigherdegree















The trial to test the effectiveness of using a gradiometer survey to identify fire-affected rock, described
above,producedpromisingresults.Thosehearthswiththedensestconcentrationofheat-fracturedstones
produced magnetic readings exhibiting the largest differences from the background magnetism. The
correlationbetweenthenumberofhearthstonesandthestrengthofthedifferencetobackgroundforthe
differenthearthtypessuggeststhatmuchofthesignalreadbythegradiometerrelatestoTRM.Ifso,then
a case can be made that the gradiometer is an effective tool for objectively identifying hearths in a
continuumthatrunsfromthe‘intact’throughto‘remnant’categories(Table1).
 The primary issue here is not just accurately identifying former hearths. It is more about
objectivelydeterminingapointintheprogressivedestructionofhearthsbyerosionatwhichthelocation
wherethehearthonceexistedcannolongerbedefined.Thehearthsthatarenowcategorisedasremnant
were once buried.As erosion progresses, defining the number and precise location of hearths becomes
moredifficult,andcalculatingtheoriginaldensityofhearthsonavalleyfloorisproblematic.
 Ourexperimentsshowthatuseofagradiometerinsurveymodeprovidesanobjectivemeasureof
hearth ‘intactness’ that can be used with the condition classification described above. Based on our
experienceatRutherfordsCreek,ifthereadingoveracollectionofheat-fracturedstonesvariesverylittle
frombackground,i.e.within±5nT,thenitisexcludedfromfurthersurvey.Inimposingthesesomewhat
arbitrary threshold values we may well be excluding some clusters that once were hearths, but we are
certainly not including those that were not. Hence, we can be sure that we are not overestimating the
numberofhearthspresentinthislocationbyincludingsuchphenomenaasnaturallyoccurringgroupsof
stonesnot related tohearthactivity.Useof thegradiometeralsoprovidesuswithanobjectivemeasure
















leading to partial exposure then destruction of the original hearth, as the heat retainers are scattered.
Eventually the lack of integrity is such that hearth identification becomes problematic. Hearths are
protectedbyheritageconservationlegislation,butthisonlyensuresprotectionagainstdestructionthrough
development or deliberate vandalism, not ‘natural’ erosion or damage by domestic stock. Hearths are a
diminishing resource and our research suggests that archaeologists have a limited time to study this
resource before it is gone forever. Our hearth classification scheme, if universally adopted, provides
standardisation of hearth identification that will allow comparison between separate archaeological
surveys,andmonitoringofchangesinhearthconditionovertime.




differences in thegradiometerreadingsrelative to localbackgroundare largelydue toremnant thermo-
magnetismintheheatretainers.Thosehearthswithhighnumbersofheat-fracturedstonesconcentratedin
asmallareaprovidethe largestdeviations frombackground.Thoseconcentrationsofhearthstones that
givevaluesatorbelow±5nTshouldprobablynotbeconsideredhearths.
 Whencombinedwithadetailedassessmentof stoneartefacts (e.g.Holdawayet al. 2004) anda
programofobtainingageestimatesforthehearths(e.g.Holdawayetal.2005a;Fanningetal.2008),study
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The construction of models of past settlement systems in theAustralian arid zone are based on serious
misunderstandings of the formation of deflated archaeological deposits. This in turn leads to the
application of inappropriate interpretative frameworks that often ignore chronological contexts and
assume that spatially separate deposits are contemporary, and demonstrate consistency in human
behaviour through time. This denies archaeologists the opportunity to explore the temporal aspects of
deflatedrecords,both in termsofchronologyand themanagementofstoneartefactmanufactureacross
space and through time. Radiocarbon determinations from heat-retainer hearths and stone artefact
assemblagedatafromthePinePoint/LangwellareaofwesternNewSouthWales(NSW)nearBrokenHill
areusedtodemonstratetheconceptofarchaeologicaldepositsaspersistentplacesacrossthelandscape.
This combined with an analysis of variability in stone artefact assemblage composition provides an
alternativeframeworktosynchronicmodels.








of the artefacts has resulted in the loss of vertical integrity and relative chronological relationships





context, broader temporal context or geomorphologic boundaries (Holdaway et al. 2000). In this sense
assemblages are collections of artefacts that may represent multiple behavioural episodes rather than
discrete events. The formational characteristics of these deposits pose numerous methodological and
theoretical challenges for archaeologists interested in the study and interpretation of the surface
archaeologicalrecordfromtheAustralianaridzone.
 Surfacedepositscontainnumerousartefactsoftenrepresentingmultiplestagesofcorereduction,
tool manufacture and discard. Based upon assemblage composition alone it is difficult to classify these
deposits into distinct site types that correspond with the perceived function of the location within a
settlementsystem.Forinstance,basedonethnographicobservationCane(1984)arguedthatassemblages
with high proportions of scrapers represented woodworking locations. But Cane’s own investigations
demonstrated that high proportions of scrapers were also recorded at sites where ethnographic
informationindicatedthatwoodworkingwasnottheprimaryactivity.
 Therawmaterialtypespresentreflecttheexploitationofbothlocalandnon-localsources.Where
chronological contexts have been established (Holdaway et al. 2002, 2005; Shiner 2004), these indicate
multiple episodes of hearth construction. Although it is impossible to establish direct temporal
relationships between any single artefact and hearth, the multiple age determinations from the hearths
point to numerous episodes of occupation during which artefacts may have been discarded. From this





isnotanappropriate interpretativeframeworkfordeflatedsurfacedeposits. Interpretationsof therecord
thatdonotconsiderthetemporaldimensionoftheformationofsurfacedepositsignorethepossibilitythat
the artefacts found on a common eroded surface may have been discarded at different times during the




with features of the natural environment that may attract human occupation, e.g. swamps, waterholes,
rock outcrops etc. The second reflects the type of materials and features that humans create in the
occupation of a location. In the case of western NSW these might be stone arrangements, heat-retainer
hearths or raw material caches. Once established these features will structure the future use of the
location,eitherthroughreuseoravoidance(seealsoFletcher1995).Theroleoffeaturesmayalsochange
duringsubsequentoccupations.Withthisthedurationandcharacterofoccupationmayalsovarythrough
time. Another factor to consider is that the preserved pattern of site distribution and assemblage






locations because it acknowledges the role of multiple behavioural events in the accumulation of the
archaeological record. Within this context, assemblage accumulation represents multiple processes that
may have very different temporal trajectories, rather than the result of a synchronic functional-
environmental relationship between discard and place use. The composition of assemblages and the












the key criteria used to identify these locations. Each identified location was then ground checked to
assessthepotentialfordetailedrecording.
 In common with other
areas of western NSW (e.g.
Holdawayetal.2000;Holdaway
etal.2004),surfacestoneartefact
distributions across Pine Point
and Langwell have lost their




appear as either clustered or
dispersed distributions of stone
and clay heat retainers that
represent the base of the hearth
pit. In some instances the heat
retainers serve to ‘cap’ charcoal
concentrated in sediments on
the hard baked bottom of the
hearth fire pit. To be selected a
locationhadtohaveanextensive
distribution of stone artefacts
and heat-retainer hearths that
were likely to retain charcoal
forradiometricanalysis.
 Ten locations meeting




Following this initial phase of
investigation further recording
was restricted to four main
locationswherecharcoal-bearing
hearths and extensive stone
artefact scatters were abundant
(Table1).Twoofthese,CN1and
CN3, are in the Conservation/
Fowlers land system and are
situated on an alluvial terrace
adjacent to Pine Creek, the Figure1.LocationofthePinePoint/Langwellstudyareaandotherlocationsmentionedinthetext.
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largestdrainagechannelinthestudyarea.Theothertwo,KZ1andKZ2,areintheKarslandsystemand






































 The four locations chosen for study are not discrete and bounded sites. Rather they represent
areas of high ground exposure (resulting from erosion and a lack of vegetation) where extensive
distributions of stone artefacts and hearths are visible. The issue of site definition has been widely
discussed in such contexts (e.g. Ebert 1992; Thomas 1975). In western NSW, Holdaway et al. (1998)
suggested that site boundaries are difficult if not impossible to define and that archaeologists should
consider factors relating to the geomorphic context of artefact distributions when attempting to define
assemblages. The same approach is adopted here. The Pine Point/Langwell assemblages were defined




	 Land	System		 					Sampling									Description		 									 										Sampling										Artefacts									Hearths	
	 	 	 					Location	 	 	 																										Area	m2	

 Conservation/ CN1  Discontinuoushardpan 19355 8788 CNH7,
 Fowlers   scaldsituatedontopof     CNH23
     amajorterraceofPine     to
     Creek,approximately     CNH25,
     600metresdownstream     CNH42,
     ofthePineCreek–Rantyga    CNH55
     Creekconfluence. 
 Conservation/ CN3  Extensivehardpanscald 12813 4904 CNH32
 Fowlers    situatedontopofterraceof    to
     PineCreek,starting1.2     CNH36
     kilometresmetres     and
     downstreamofthePine     CNH56
     Creek–RantygaCreek
     confluence. 
 Kars  KZ1  Seriesofhardpanscaldson11795 3419 KZ1H2,
     distalfloodplainofRantyga    KZ1H3,
     Creek,approximatelythree    KZ1H7
     kilometresupstreamof
     confluencewithPineCreek.
 Kars  KZ2  Seriesofhardpanexposures7203 11192 KZ2H25
     ontopofasandyriseand
     distalfloodplainadjacent
     toRantygaCreek,
     approximately1.5kilometres
     upstreamofconfluence
     withPineCreek.
Table1.Characteristicsofthearchaeologicalsamplingareas.
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Lab	 	 									Result	(year	BP)	 δ	C13	 												 			Calibrated	2	σ	ages		 							Hearth	
Number		 	 	 	 	 	 			(y	BP	(probability)	 							ID 

Wk-9994          261±49  −23.8±0.2    160–166 (0.053)         CN H 42 
       287–315(0.514)
       408–420(0.107) 
Wk-12322          458±58  −24.1±0.2    463–545 (0.682)         CN H 34 
Wk-12323          481±55  −23.5±0.2    477–534 (0.686)         CN H 35 
Wk-12324          516±52  −23.0 ± 0.2    510–554 (0.572)         CN H 36 
       609–620(0.102) 
Wk-12326          584±46  −22.2±0.2    544–564 (0.212)         KZ2 H 25 
       587–590(0.025)
       599–645(0.47) 
Wk-12325          771±46  −24.6±0.2    737–795 (0.344)         CN H 56 
       812–829(0.098)
       862–906(0.235)
Wk-9995          848±69  −23.4±0.2    687–794 (0.542)         KZ1 H 2 
       813–827(0.057)
       866–886(0.078) 
Wk-10282          886±47  −23.9±0.2    737–795 (0.344)          CN H 55 
       812–829(0.098)
       862-906(0.235)
 TheproximityoftheartefactassemblagestothePineCreek–RantygaCreekconfluencesuggested
the possibility that the chronological record would indicate multiple phases of occupation. Although
significant environmental change has occurred with pastoral land use, the creek confluence is a major








The remains of 122 heat-retainer hearths were recorded during intensive pedestrian survey of the Pine
Creek–Rantyga Creek confluence. Information on the excavation and recording of the hearths has been
publishedelsewhere(Holdawayetal.2005),andisbrieflysummarisedhere.Hearthswereclassifiedinto
three groups according to their relative degree of preservation. Of those with partially exposed and
clustered heat retainers, 30 were selected for excavation, based on their spatial proximity to the stone
artefactrecordingareas.Theexcavatedhearthsconsistedofasandymatrixwithaclusterofheatretainers
and varied amounts of mostly fragmented charcoal. No structural evidence of hearth reuse or multiple
lensesofcharcoalwerefound.
 Sufficientcharcoalforradiocarbondeterminationswasrecoveredfrom16hearths.Thehearthsare
distributed along the alluvial gullies of Rantyga and Pine Creeks. Hearths KZ1 H2, H3, and H7 are
associatedwiththeKZ1location.KZ2H25isassociatedwithKZ2location.CNH7,H23,H24,H25,H42
and H55 are associated with the CN1 location. Hearths CN H32, H33, H34, H35, H36 and H56 are










final group consists of five determinations spanning 550 to 350 cal BP. Together the radiocarbon







those that have performed little or no work (Shott 1989, 1995). Characteristically, these are unretouched
flakes and other debitage produced during core reduction and tool manufacture (Holdaway et al. 2004;
Shineretal.2005).Thesehaveahighprobabilityofdiscardandthemajorityofassemblagesarecomposed
Lab	 	 									Result	(year	BP)	 δ	C13	 												 			Calibrated	2	σ	ages		 							Hearth	
Number		 	 	 	 	 	 			(y	BP	(probability)	 							ID 

Wk-10280          910±52  −23.0±0.2    765–779 (0.071)         CN H 23 
       787–798(0.059)
       809–839(0.162)
       842–912(0.384)
Wk-10832          959±51  −22.1±0.2    793–814 (0.137)         KZ1 H 7 
       826–867(0.26)
       884–929(0.274)
Wk-12320          967±62  −21.9±0.2    794–814 (0.133)         CN H 25 
       826–867(0.257)
       884–931(0.287)
Wk-12319          1002±48  −24.5±0.2    797–809 (0.094)         CN H 24 
       835–848(0.075)
       911–963(0.517) 
Wk-12321          1247±56  −23.9±0.2    1092–1108 (0.071)                    CN H 33 
       1126–1160(0.158)
       1169–1193(0.132)
       1197–1241(0.259)
       1245–1261(0.082) 
Wk-10281          1653±52  −23.2±0.2    1421–1430 (0.028)          CN H 32 
       1489–1497(0.024)
       1515–1613(0.553)
       1623–1625(0.006)
       1674–1689(0.061) 
Wk-9993          1747±76  −23.5±0.2    1550–1734 (0.678)        CN H 7 
Wk-10831          2004±73  −23.2±0.2    1871–2044 (0.678)        KZ1 H 3 
Table2.RadiocarbondeterminationsfromPinePoint/Langwell(afterHoldawayetal.2005).
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of large numbers of these items. Long use-life artefacts mainly consist of retouched tools that can be
ranked according to the degree to which they have been resharpened. The least resharpened tools are
utilised flakes, which exhibit non-invasive retouch. These are usually flakes that have been used to
perform work without prior edge modification. More heavily resharpened tools consist of denticulates,
notches, scrapers and burren and tula adzes that have been deliberately modified before use. The most
heavily resharpened item in arid zone assemblages is the tula adze, which following repeated
resharpening is often, but not always, discarded as a worked-out ‘slug’ (Gould 1980; Hayden 1979,
Holdawayetal.2004).Insomecases,theuse-lifeoftheseitemsmayexceedtheoccupationdurationofa
singlelocation.
 The discard of artefacts is a time-dependent process and the composition of assemblages is an
indirectresultofoccupationduration(BamforthandBecker2000).Asoccupationbecomeslongerthereis
agreaterprobabilitythatlonguse-lifeartefactswillbecreatedanddiscarded(Holdawayetal.2000).
 Differences in the intensity of raw material reduction offer one promising approach to the
investigation of assemblage composition because increased occupation duration may lead to the more
intensive utilisation of material available within the immediate context of an occupied location (Dibble
1988; Dibble and Rolland 1992; Elston 1990). This can be investigated through the study of assemblage
composition.Assemblages that exhibit high flake-to-core ratios, a low proportion of cortical artefacts, a
decreaseinflakeandcoresize,andthepresenceofheavilyworkedtoolsandcoresreflectmoreintensive
reductionofrawmaterials(Dibbleetal.1995).Thesecharacteristics,combinedwiththeconceptoftime-
dependent artefact discard, provide a method for investigating the intensity of place use from stone
artefactassemblages,withoutrecoursetofunctionalinterpretations.

Raw material utilisation 
 IncommonwithsurfacestoneartefactassemblagesfromotherareasofwesternNSW(Holdaway
etal.2000;Shineretal.2005;Witter1992),thePinePoint/Langwellassemblagesaredominatedbyquartz
andsilcrete.Therearecleardifferences in theproportionof rawmaterialsbetween the twoCNand the
twoKZassemblages(Table3).Allfourassemblagesaredominatedbyquartz,buttheproportionofquartz
intheCNassemblagesisconsiderablygreaterthanintheKZassemblages.Approximately80%ofartefacts






silcrete in the KZ assemblages is considerably greater than in the CN assemblages. As with the CN
assemblages,silcreteisdominatedbyclastmaterial.Theproportionofnon-clastsilcreteisslightlygreater
at KZ1 (7.3%) compared to KZ2 (5.1%). The category ‘other materials’ includes crystal quartz, chert,
Core	Type	 										CN1	 	 		CN3	 	 												KZ1	 	 				KZ2	

Clast  1091(12.4)  544(11.1) 936(27.4)  3526(31.5)
Non-clast 347(3.9)  145(3)  248(7.3)  575(5.1)
Quartz  7228(82.2)  4107(83.7) 2135(62.4) 6895(61.6)
Other  122(1.4)  108(2.2) 100(2.9)  196(1.7)

Total  8788(100)  4904(100) 3419  11192(100)
Table3.Rawmaterialnumberandpercentage(inparentheses)perassemblage.
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hornfels, ironstone, quartzite, sandstone and schist, and these make up only a small percentage of raw
material.
 Differencesinrawmaterialaccessarelikelytoaccountforsomeofthevariabilityintherelative
proportions of raw materials between the assemblages. Quartz is available as fist-sized cobbles in creek
bedsandasgibberpavementswithinimmediatevicinityofalltheassemblages,andisclassifiedasalocal
rawmaterial.Clastsilcreteoutcropswithevidenceofhumanuseoccurinthelowhillsapproximatelysix
kilometres north of Pine Creek. The characteristics of one of these assemblages are analysed in Shiner
(2006).Nosourcesofnon-clastsilcretewereidentifiedinthestudyarea.Bothtypesofsilcreteareregarded
asanon-localrawmaterialbecausesourcesofeacharenotavailablewithintheimmediatevicinityofany




material sources is unlikely to have been a limiting factor because the landscapes of Pine Point and
Langwell are primarily erosion dominated, and outcrops and gibber pavements are widely distributed.
Alternatively, access to raw material sources is likely to have varied with factors associated with the
durationofoccupation,andmobilityreductionasoccupationdurationincreases.Theroleofthesefactors







withplatforms flaked fromonlyonedirection (unifacial) andwithonlyoneor twonegative flake scars
(test), suggest non-intensive core reduction strategies. Those with platforms flaked from two or more
directions(bifacialandmulti-platform)indicatecorerotationandaconcernwithextendingthereduction
lifeofnodules.There is somepossibility that sample size is influencing theproportionofdifferent core
formsrepresented ineachassemblage.Forexample, the largestassemblage,KZ2,alsogenerallyhas the
greatest number of different core forms. Despite this, the number of artefacts in each assemblage is
sufficiently large to allow confidence that the patterns are also representative of behavioural
characteristicse.g.occupationduration,ratherthansamplesizealone.





Core	Type	 	 CN1	 	 						CN3	 	 					 KZ1	 	 									KZ2	

Bifacial   4(12.5)  2(9.5)  6(18.2)  31(27)
Flakeblank       1(3)  8(7)
Microblade         1(0.9)
Multiple  1(3.1)  4(19)  9(27.3)  5(4.3)
Nucleartool         1(0.9)
Radial          3(2.6)
Test   3(9.4)     1(3)  3(2.6)
Unifacial  24(75)  15(71.5) 16(48.5)  63(54.8)

Total   32(100)  21(100) 33(100)  115(100)
Table4.Frequencyandproportionofclastsilcretecoretypesperassemblage.
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 Unifacial cores are the single most common clast silcrete core form in all of the assemblages,
varyingfrom75%atCN1,71.5%atCN3,54.8%atKZ2and48.5%atKZ1.AtKZ1thecombinedproportion
of rotated forms (45.5%) is smaller than thatofunifacial forms (48.5%),although this is still a relatively
high proportion of rotated forms and is much greater than that for the other three assemblages. The
proportionofrotatedformsdecreasesfrom31.3%atKZ2to28.5%atCN3and15.6%atCN1.
























varying from 80% at CN3, followed by 60% at CN1, 52.2% at KZ2 and 18.2% at KZ1. At KZ1 the
proportionofbifacialcoresistwicethatofunifacialcores(36.4%comparedto18.2%)andthecombined
proportion of rotated core forms is considerably higher than that of unifacial forms at KZ1 (54.6%
comparedto18.2%).ThispatterndoesnotfollowatCN1,CN3andKZ2.Theseassemblagesshowsimilar
patternstothoseidentifiedforclastsilcrete.






forms (bifacial and multiple combined) is highest at KZ1 (35.2%). The low proportion of rotated core
formsindicatesthatextendingthelifeofquartzcoreswasnotapriority.
Core	Type	 	 CN1	 	 									CN3	 	 	KZ1	 	 								KZ2	
	
Bifacial   92(18.3) 49(16.7)  37(26.6) 118(28.2)
Bipolar   6(1.2)  2(0.7)  6(4.3)  19(4.5)
Flakeblank  5(1)  8(2.7)  1(0.7)  11(2.6)
Microblade         2(0.5)
Core	Type	 	 CN1	 	 									CN3	 	 	KZ1	 	 								KZ2	

Bifacial   2(20)     4(36.4) 5(21.7)
Bipolar   1(10)   
Flakeblank       1(9.1)  2(8.7)
Multiple  1(10)  1(20)  2(18.2) 1(4.3)
Nucleartool         2(8.7)
Radial        1(9.1)  1(4.3)
Test        1(9.1) 
Unifacial  6(60)  4(80)  2(18.2) 12(52.2)

Total   10(100)  5(100)  11(100) 23(100)
Table5.Frequencyandproportionofnon-clastsilcretecoretypesperassemblage.
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Minimum number of flakes (MNF) to core ratio 
TheMNFtocoreratioisthemostbasicmeasureofcorereductionintensityandiscalculatedbysumming
the total number of flakes with a platform (complete and proximal flakes), together with half the
longitudinal splits (Holdaway and Stern 2004). As core reduction proceeds, the number of flakes





























Core	Type	 	 CN1	 	 									CN3	 	 	KZ1	 	 								KZ2	

Bifacial   92(18.3) 49(16.7)  37(26.6) 118(28.2)
Bipolar   6(1.2)  2(0.7)  6(4.3) 19(4.5)
Flakeblank  5(1)  8(2.7)  1(0.7) 11(2.6)
Microblade         2(0.5)
Multiple  46(9.1) 19(6.5)  12(8.6) 11(2.6)
Nucleartool  19(3.8) 3(1)  6(4.3) 6(1.4)
Radial   2(0.4) 1(0.3)  1(0.7)
Test   43(8.5) 18(6.1)  5(3.6) 19(4.5)
Unifacial  290(57.7) 194(66)  71(51.1) 233(55.6)

Total   503(100) 294(100)  139(100) 419(100)
Table6.Frequencyandproportionofquartzcoretypesperassemblage.
Material	 	 CN1	 	 									CN3	 	 	KZ1	 	 								KZ2	

Clast   20.8  17.5  16.5  18.3
Non-clast  23.7  21   14.5  25.4























 Non-clast silcrete has the second highest ratio, followed by quartz. The ratio is consistent for
quartzinthefourassemblagesandpointstothereductionof localcorticalnodules.Thesamecannotbe
saidforclastsilcrete.Clearlyclastsilcrete,althoughavailablewithinthewiderarea,wasnotutilisedinthe
same way as local quartz and was less likely to be available as fist-sized gibber nodules. Clast silcrete




Cortex	Category	 	 CN1	 	 									CN3	 	 	KZ1	 	 						KZ2	
		
None   139(90.8) 67(91.8)  89(89)  189(88.3)
1–50%   12(7.8) 3(4.1)  6(6)  18(8.4)
50–99%   2(1.3) 3(4.1)  5(5)  6(2.8)
Complete  0(0)  0(0)  0(0)  1(0.5)

Total   153(100) 73(100)  100(100) 214(100)
Table10.Frequencyandpercentage(inparentheses)ofnon-clastsilcretecompleteflakeswithdifferentamountsofcortex.
Cortex	Category	 	 CN1	 	 									CN3	 	 	KZ1	 	 						KZ2	

None   431(92.5) 258(92.1)  358(89.9) 1336(89.5)
1–50%   19(4.1) 15(5.4)  31(7.8) 104(7)
50–99%   13(2.8) 6(2.1)  9(2.3) 50(3.4)
Complete  3(0.6) 1(0.4)  0(0)  2(0.1)

Total   466(100) 280(100)  398(100) 1492(100)
Table9.Frequencyandpercentage(inparentheses)ofclastsilcretecompleteflakeswithdifferentamountsofcortex.
Material	 	 CN1	 	 									CN3	 	 	KZ1	 	 								KZ2	

Clast   12.3  11.7  9  8.6
Non-clast  9.9  11.2  8.1  7.6





KZ2, but not KZ1. The patterns emerging at KZ2 and to a lesser extent KZ1 cannot be attributed to
differential raw material access because both locations are the same distance from the nearest silcrete
sources.CN1andCN3showsimilarvalues forboth typesof silcrete.This result supports the relatively




Non-cortical core to cortical core ratio 
 Thenon-corticaltocorticalcoreratioprovidesanothermeasureofcorereductionintensity.Values
forthisratiobyassemblageandrawmaterialarepresentedinTable12.Clastsilcretehasthehighestratio
for each of the assemblages, followed by non-clast silcrete, except for CN3, where no cores with cortex













 The highest ratios for the three raw material types all occur in the KZ1 assemblage. This is
unexpectedbecausetheMNFtocoreandthenon-corticalflaketocorticalflakeratiossuggestedthatKZ1




by the non-cortical to cortical core ratio, which indicates a low proportion of decortified cores at CN1.
ThereisasimilarresultforKZ2,butthepatternislessclear.TheMNFtocoreratiowashighatKZ2,but
the non-cortical to cortical complete flake ratio low. The low proportion of decortified cores at KZ2
supports the non-cortical to cortical complete flake ratio, but is in disagreement with the MNF to core
ratio.CN3followsapatternconsistentwiththenon-corticaltocorticalcompleteflakeratio.
Material	 	 CN1	 	 									CN3	 	 	KZ1	 	 						KZ2	

Clast   2.6  3.2   3.7  2.1
Non-clast  1.5  0   2.7  1.3
Quartz   0.2  0.1   0.6  0.3
Table12.Non-corticaltocorticalcoreratioperrawmaterialandassemblage.
Cortex	Category	 	 CN1	 	 									CN3	 	 	KZ1	 	 						KZ2	

None   1212(44.6) 698(41.3)  413(58) 1222(50.4)
1–50%   823(30.3) 572(33.9)  189(26.5) 815(33.6)
50–99%   537(19.7) 329(19.5)  97(13.6) 321(13.2)
Complete  147(5.4) 90(5.3)  13(1.8) 66(2.7)

Total   2719(100) 1689(100)  712(100) 2424(100)
Table11.Frequencyandpercentage(inparentheses)ofquartzcompleteflakeswithdifferentamountsofcortex.
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Unmodified flake to tool ratio 
The unmodified flake to tool ratio is the simplest measure of tool production. Low values for this ratio
indicate that proportionally more flakes in an assemblage are modified into tools. Proportionally fewer


























As with much of the archaeological record of western NSW, the surface archaeological distributions
across Pine Point and Langwell Stations cannot be interpreted as ethnographic slices of time. Instead,
theyrepresentatime-averaged(Stern1994)recordofarchaeologicaldepositionandgeomorphicprocess.
Interpretations should take account of the time-accumulative nature of the record. The radiocarbon
chronologyfromtheheat-retainerhearthsindicatesmultipleepisodesofoccupationduringthelast2000
years. Further, inconsistencies in the technological indices point to the variable nature of assemblage
formation. Some of these inconsistencies may reflect the variable forms in which the raw materials are




assemblages. In all four assemblages the non-cortical to cortical complete flake and the non-cortical to
corticalcoreratiosarehighestforclastsilcreteratherthannon-clastsilcrete.Theseresultsdonotfollow
the MNF to core ratio that generally suggested non-clast cores were the most intensively worked. The
MNF to core and the non-cortical to cortical complete flake ratios suggest that core reduction is most
intensiveintheCN1andKZ2assemblages,butthisisnotsupportedbythenon-corticaltocorticalcore
ratio.From this it isdifficult todrawstraightforwardconclusionsabout the intensityof clastandnon-
clastsilcretecorereduction.Instead,thevariabilityhintsatthecomplexnatureofassemblageformation,
and suggests that the Pine Point/Langwell assemblages do not represent a single process of silcrete
acquisition and reduction through time. Rather, the assemblages represent multiple raw material
management processes. The re-occupation of the four locations through time also raises the possibility
Material	 	 CN1	 	 									CN3	 	 	KZ1	 	 						KZ2	

Clast   8.3  10.5  11.7  13
Non-clast  3.8  2.8  4.3  3.9




only were many of the artefacts, and especially those made of either type of silcrete, manufactured
elsewhere,butalsotheymayhaveexperiencedmultipleepisodesofreductionandusethroughtimeat
thelocations.
 The reduction of quartz across the assemblages shows far greater consistency compared to
eitherof thesilcretes.Quartzcoresare the least rotated, indicatingreduction frompredominantlyone
platform surface. Further, the MNF to core ratio suggest that quartz is the least intensively worked
material, and the non-cortical to cortical complete flake and the non-cortical to cortical core ratio
supportthis.Quartz isalsogenerallytheleast intensivelyutilisedmaterial fortheproductionoftools.
This consistency suggests a more limited set of behaviours are represented in the acquisition and
reductionofquartz compared to the silcretes.Quartz is a local rawmaterial toall of theassemblages
and occurs as fist-sized rounded cobbles on valley slopes and creek beds. The size and form of the
nodulesmayalsoconstrainthereductionofquartzthusproducingamoreuniformpatternthanthetwo
typesofsilcrete.
 At least some aspects of variability among the assemblages reflect differential access to raw
materials. For example, the non-intensive reduction of quartz reflects to some degree the abundant
sourcesofthismaterialwithintheimmediatevicinityoftheassemblages.Measuresofsilcretereduction
are full of inconsistencies: while there are some aspects of a distance-decay relationship, assemblages
located furthest from possible silcrete sources do not demonstrate a clear pattern of more intensive
reduction. This may be interpreted in a number of ways: silcrete was not always transported to the
locationsfromtheclosestsources,eachlocationhasvariableoccupationhistories,andasingleplacewas
rarelyusedthesamewaythroughtime.
 Thesurfacearchaeological recordofPinePoint/Langwellwas investigatedasa seriesofplaces




The results of this analysis reveal both variability and consistency in assemblage composition across a
relatively small area of the landscape. While some aspects represent responses to the distribution and
form of lithic raw material sources, others are indicative of variability in the intensity of occupation
over the long-term.Different locationsexhibitedvariedoccupationalsignatures.For instance,measures
of raw material utilisation suggest that occupation intensity at KZ1 and CN3 was less intensive than
atKZ2andCN1.
 The Pine Point/Langwell locations can be regarded as persistent places in the sense that they
documentmultipleepisodesofoccupationoverthelast2000years.Althoughitisnotpossibletolinkany
single artefact with a specific period of occupation as indicated by the radiocarbon chronology, the
presence of hearths with multiple age determinations within each of the artefact assemblages, and





repeated occupation. As applied by Shiner et al. (2005) in relation to assemblages from Burkes Cave,
Fowlers Gap (SC and ND locations) and Stud Creek, the analysis of stone artefact assemblage





Analysis of the composition of the Pine Point/Langwell assemblages indicates both consistencies and
inconsistencies in the reduction and utilisation of lithic raw materials. Some of these consistencies are
argued to reflect the character and distribution of the wider lithic landscape. In general, there is a
distance-decayrelationshipinthereductionofsilcrete.Thisrelationshipisnotevidentinallmeasuresof
reductionintensity.Variationinmeasuresofcorereductionisinterpretedtoreflectthevariablenatureof
occupation through time at each of the locations in both duration and frequency. Over the time span
representedinthePinePoint/Langwelloccupationalchronology,multiplebehaviouralpatternsresulted
in internal assemblage variability. These patterns are consistent with persistent but varied use of the
locationsduringthelast2000years.
 The variable patterns identified in the Pine Point/Langwell assemblages raise some interesting
questionsaboutinterpretativescales.Dependingupontheperspectiveadopted,thePinePoint/Langwell
assemblagesmayrepresenteitheraccumulationovertoo longatimescaleorover tooshorta timescale.
Thoseseekingethnographic-scaleinterpretationswouldarguethatthePinePoint/Langwellassemblages
are coarse grained with few clear behaviours represented. Others, who are interested in clear average
patternsofassemblagecompositionrepresentativeofthedominanttypesofbehaviour,maycontendthat
the assemblages do not represent enough accumulation through time, hence variable and inconsistent
intra-assemblage patterns. Viewed as persistent places that were utilised on multiple occasions during
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methods were developed to record in situ surface artefacts at sites from the late nineteenth and early
twentiethcenturies.Thetypesoffeaturesandartefactsrecordedincludedstructuralremains;largeareas
where individual features could not be distinguished; artefact scatters containing glass, ceramic and
metalamongothermaterials;bottleglassdumps;andindividualartefacts.Detailedspatialdataaboutthe
location of the archaeological material and surrounding topography were recorded using differential
GPS.Usingthearchaeologicalandhistoricaldata,ananalysisofwhenthesiteswereoccupied,howthey
were used and by whom, was conducted. The research considers whether these methods are able to
addressthedifficultiesinherentinrecordinglarge,complicatedsurfacehistoricalsites.




The majority of archaeological artefacts found in Australia are from surface scatters (Burke and Smith 
2004:202;Holdawayetal.1998:1).Despitethis,mostarchaeologicalresearchcontinuestoconcentrateon
excavated, and therefore collected, material, particularly in historical archaeology (Crook et al. 2002; 
Murray2002:11).Studiesinhistoricalarchaeologythathaverecordedsurfacematerialinsituincludethe
Central Australia Archaeology Project (Birmingham 1997) and Paterson’s work in the south-western Lake 






and some of the associated problems (e.g. see Lewarch and O’Brien 1981; papers in Sullivan 1998; 
Redman 1987; Wandsnider and Camilli 1992). As part of a study on prehistoric sites in Sturt National 
Park, western New South Wales, Holdaway et al. (1998: 3) identified four main difficulties applicable to 
recording surface sites. First, the lack of chronological control because of the absence of stratigraphy; 
second, the difficulty in determining site boundaries and features demarcated by a group of artefacts;
third, identifying and interpreting artefacts in the field; and fourth, the problem of obtaining a
representativesamplefromsiteswherethereisunevenexposureorvisibility.Becausetheseproblemsare
also relevant to historic sites they need to be taken into account when recording them. 
 Different research questions require different approaches, and this paper presents one way to
recordalargenumberofsurfacesitesfromthehistoricperiod.Theaimwastorecordthearchaeological
information in situ, and to determine whether it was possible to obtain the minimum required
information (as defined by the research questions) without collecting the archaeological material. A case 
studyfromlatenineteenthandearlytwentiethcenturyWesternAustraliaisusedtodiscussthemethods,
and whether they can help overcome the problems identified by Holdaway et al. (1998) at sites 
representingthehistoricperiod.
The	archaeological	project
Archaeology in the School of Social and Cultural Studies, University of Western Australia and the 
National Trust (WA) were awarded an ARC Linkage Grant to conduct archaeological investigations of 
nineteeth and twentieth century society along the Mundaring-Kalgoorlie settlement corridor following
the Goldfields Water Supply Scheme, and this research is part of that project. The National Trust (WA) 
manages many of the sites associated with the Goldfields Water Supply Scheme and is currently
undertaking a major heritage project of the region, the Golden Pipeline Project, conducting interpretation 
and conservation of sites associated with the scheme. The region between Perth and Kalgoorlie is
important in the development of Western Australia’s European history, particularly in the search for 
pastoral landandgold.Whiletherehavebeennumeroushistoricalandsociologicalstudiesof thearea,
usually focusing on Kalgoorlie, there has been very little archaeological work done in this region post-
Europeansettlement.
 The aim of the Mundaring-Kalgoorlie Settlement Corridor archaeological project is to conduct 
archaeological investigations of nineteenth and twentieth century society between Mundaring, east of
Perth, and Kalgoorlie, Western Australia, following the Goldfields Water Supply Scheme (Figure 1) to 
determine what kinds of settlements evolved along the migration route. The study period is from 1830–
1914, as this area of Western Australia was settled by Europeans in 1830. 1914 serves as a convenient cut-
off point, mainly due to technological changes in manufacturing methods around the time of the First
WorldWar.
 Theoverallresearchquestionsrelatetohowthesettlementsitesthatwereoccupiedforvarious
periods of time differed, and how those living and working along the corridor utilised the available 
resources at both temporary and permanent sites. This includes who was living there; the spatial
organisationofthesites;howlongtheywereoccupiedfor;whatmaterialculturewasused;andhowthis
information relates to the historical record. Chronological and spatial information about the site from the 
archaeological data, and functional information about the artefactual material, help to answer these
questionsbyidentifyingoccupationandactivityareas,andtheperiodandnatureoftheiroccupation.
 The study region is approximately 560km long, and is within an arbitrary boundary of 15km 
eithersideofthepipeline.Archaeologicalsiteswithinthisregionwerechosenforstudybasedonseveral




  The majority of the study area is within two modern administrative regions known as the 
Wheatbelt and the Goldfields (Figure 1). The Wheatbelt is an agricultural area, with low-moderate 
rainfall,andthesitesinthisregionareusuallyeitheronagriculturallandorhavebeenclassedaspublic
reserves. East of Southern Cross, the Goldfields are in a semi-arid environment. Most of the sites are 
within national parks, although some are on leased or unallocated Crown Land. The two major land uses 
havesignificantlyaffectedthepreservationofsitesandartefactswithineachregion.
 Most sites in the Wheatbelt were destroyed by later occupation, and only one (Old Doodlakine) 
had enough undisturbed archaeological material to be included in the study. Sites in the Goldfields
containedsurfacematerialandshoveltestpitswereexcavatedtoconfirmthattherewaslittlesub-surface
archaeologicalmaterial.Theartefactualmaterialacrossallof thesites includedsurfacescattersofcans,




Themethodsweredesigned to record thematerial in situ inaway thatwasbothsimpleandaccurate.
Because the research questions included a comparison of different sites along the route, as many as
possible needed to be recorded in the time available. Systematic sampling of each site was used to
identify trends in spatial distribution of the archaeological material and characterise the assemblages,
withminimaldisturbance.
 ThemethodsforthisprojectwereadaptedfromthosedevelopedbyBirminghamandWilsonfor
the Central Australia Archaeology Project (CAAP), during which material from a similar time period and
Figure	1.		Location	of	study	area	including	administrative	regions	and	sites	mentioned	in	text	
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in a similar environment was recorded (Birmingham 1997: 4–6). Surveys in 1995 and 1996 for the CAAP 
identified 100 sites comprising over 5000 features, which is comparable in scale to this project. The
approach used by the CAAP were developed to record information from as many features ‘as possible, 
withconsistentdatarecordingoneachforsystematicentryintoaGIS[GeographicInformationSystems]
database’ (Birmingham 1997: 4). To achieve this Birmingham and Wilson used survey and feature 
recording,whichalsoformedthebasisofdatarecordingforthisproject.
 For the sites recorded along the Mundaring-Kalgoorlie settlement corridor, site survey was
conducted to determine the extent and the location of archaeological material. The survey methods
varied, both between and within sites, according to topography and ground coverage. In order to
determine the site boundary and the extent of the artefactual material within that boundary, transects,
ranging from 5m to 20m according to visibility, were walked. Also, discrete areas, normally delineated by 
featuressuchasthepipelineandrailwayline,weredefined,andindividualteammembersrecordedall
features within them. As well as the systematic survey, all sites were walked several times during the 
process of feature and GPS recording, which provided an extra check that all features were noted and 
recorded.
 A site chosen for intensive study, as per the criteria outlined above, was divided into features
which ranged fromstructures, scattersof artefacts,bothdiscreteanddisperse, to isolatedartefacts.All























 The feature types provide a means of characterising the distribution of artefacts, interpreting
howthesitewasused,andhowthearchaeologicalrecordwasformed.Forexample,ascatter,whichis




 The edge of a feature was defined as the point where the concentration of artefacts effectively
dropstozero.Thiswasnotalwayseasytodetermineasitwassometimesunclearwhetherthespreadof
artefacts related to the feature being recorded or an adjacent one. It was necessary to make assumptions, 
andsometimesdrawarbitraryboundariesbetween twoadjacent features.Bydefining theextentof the
Feature type   Definition 

generalcover   aspreadofartefactsoveralargeareasuchthatindividual 
    depositionaleventscannotbediscerned
scatter    adiscreteareaofartefactsthatconsistsofseveraldifferentmaterial
    types,forexampleglass,ceramicsandmetal
cluster    adiscreteareaofartefactsthatcontainsonematerialtypeandis
    the result of a single event, e.g. a bottle breaking 
singleartefact   singleartefact
arbitrarypoint   arbitrarypoint
structure – regular  usually a four sided structure, such as a building 
structure – non-regular  any other structure 
fill    adepressioncontainingartefacts,oppositetoaheap
heap    araisedareaofartefacts,oppositetoafill
other    afeaturetypenotcoveredbyotherdefinitions
Table	1.		Feature	types	and	definitions	
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feature and classifying it as a particular type the recorder was forced to think about the feature and what 
itactuallyconstituted.
 As most of the sites were in a semi-arid environment, surface visibility was generally high (>90% 
forindividualfeatures).However,itisinevitablethatartefactsweremissed,particularlyverysmallitems
such as pins, sew-on hooks and eyelets, and items that are hard to see. For example, throughout the study 
region, there was a very low number of clay pipe fragments (less than ten over all of the sites recorded) 
and one of the reasons for this may be due to visibility. Clay pipes are commonly found on nineteenth 
and early twentieth century sites in Australia (Lawrence 2006: 368; Courtney and McNiven 1998: 44), and 
it was expected that there would be a higher number on these sites.Although there was high surface
visibility, there was a bias towards larger artefacts and those that are more brightly coloured, such as
glassandceramics.
 In order to determine artefact distribution and activity areas across the site, the artefacts were
counted usually according to raw material (e.g. glass colour, ceramic type), although some artefacts were 
counted according to type (e.g. can, insulator, copper grommet). Zones of different artefact concentration 
wereidentifiedwithinafeatureandtheartefactswerecountedwithineachzone.Ifafeaturehadgreater
than 100 artefacts then a representative area, usually a 1m x 1m square, was chosen from each
concentration zone as a sample for the artefact count. From a sketch plan of the feature, including the 
different zones, the surface area was determined and the total artefact count was calculated for that
featurebasedonthesamplesquares.
 Theartefactclassificationsofrawmaterialorartefacttypewerebasedoncommonobjectsfound
on similar sites (e.g. Birmingham 1997; Paterson 1999) and from observations made during earlier visits. 
Rawmaterialisoneoftheprimarylevelsofinformationaboutanartefactthatcanberecorded,anddoes
not require any level of interpretation (see Crook et al. 2002; Brooks 2005 for a discussion of the issues 
related to artefact catalogues and interpretation of artefacts). Broad inferences can be made about the
originalintendedfunctionofanartefactbasedonitsrawmaterial.Forexample,curvedcolouredglassis





 Unlike glass or ceramic which could be easily differentiated based on other aspects of their 
materialtypesuchascolourorware,metals,inparticulariron,neededtobeseparatedbyartefacttypein
order obtain a count that could be used for further analysis. These types included cans, nails, gun
cartridges,scrapironandcoppergrommets.Again,thesewerebroadcategorieschoseninordertogain
anoverviewof the typeofmaterialpresent.Artefacts suchas telegraph insulatorsandelectrodeswere
alsocountedaccordingtotypeasitwasaneasywaytodistinguishthemfromothermaterials.Byusing
these categories for the counts, it was possible to obtain a detailed map of the distribution of artefacts
acrossthesite,inordertohelpanswertheresearchquestions.
 Artefactswithidentifyingfeaturesthatallowedthemtobedatedwererecordedinfurtherdetail
for a later functional analysis. The artefacts included any items with inscriptions, cans, buttons, nails,
unusual artefacts or artefacts that could not be easily identified on site. The attributes recorded about
these artefacts were material (e.g. glass colour, metal type); form (bottle, jar, can etc.); technology (hand 
or machine made); shape; modifications; inscriptions; dimensions; and minimum item count. A set of
established attribute codes was used to record these attributes. When there were no codes for a given
artefact,therecordergaveadetaileddescriptionwitheitheradiagramand/oraphotograph.
 To identify recycled and reused artefacts (e.g. see Stuart 1993; Busch 1987 for discussions of 





 The attributes recorded provided information to answer questions about what artefacts were
used,whereandwhentheyweremade,andhow,ifatall, theywereadaptedforotheruses.Thecodes
enabled this information to be recorded in the field in a relatively fast and systematic way, so the
informationrecordedbydifferentpeoplewasdirectlycomparable, thereforeaddressingtheproblemof
identifying and interpreting artefacts. Additionally, diagnostic information, such as inscriptions,
technology,formandcolour,providedaterminus ante quem foroccupationofthesiteandagivenarea,
therebygivingalevelofchronologicalcontrol.
 The survey component consisted of recording the location of each feature using a differential
global positioning system (dGPS). The GPS location of each feature was combined with the sketch plan of 
the feature using GIS software (ArcGIS) to create a site plan. The artefact count was then linked to the 
individualfeaturepointsonthesiteplaninordertogiveavisualrepresentationofartefactdistribution

































problemsassociatedwithsurface site recording toproduce informationwithchronological controland
answer the research questions. Bullabulling was a town site and railway station established in 1893 as a 
watering point, for trains and people (RICH 2001: 7) (Figure 1). The site is located at the base of a 15m 




off the rock and channel it into a reservoir. Its population reached a maximum of 54 in 1903 (RICH 2001: 
9) and, following the closure of the railway in the 1960s, the population dramatically declined, to the
currentleveloftwo.
 Four major zones of occupation were identified based on the archaeological material (Figure 2, 
Figure 3). To the north and the south were two areas containing material almost exclusively produced 
before1910,suggestingthattheseareaswereabandonedbythisdate.Theartefactsinthenorthernarea
included hole-in-cap cans, common before 1910 (Rock 1984), which were recorded as individual objects. 
In the southern area, among other artefacts, there was glass predominantly from the 1890s (see discussion 
below, Figure 4) and a large number of torpedo, or egg-shaped, bottles, common in the nineteenth
century (Jones and Sullivan 1989: 72). To the northwest of the site is a 1960s workers’ camp (Rosa Minozzi 
































seen (Figure 2). Figure 4 is a graph of the distribution of glass according to colour and indicates that the 
colours commonly associated with older bottles (e.g. dark olive and amethyst) are more common in the 
northern and southern areas, and those associated with more modern bottles (e.g. amber, which at this 
 sitecameonly from items thatwereproducedafter1920)aremostcommon in thecentralarea.Using
glasscolourtodatethemanufactureofbottlesisnotdefinitive,howeveritcanserveasausefulguideto



























 From the amount and date range of all of the artefactual material, recorded using the artefact
countsand individualobject recording,and the locationof thestructures, it candemonstrated that the
centre, where the gazetted townsite and railway station were (RICH 2001: 14), was the main focus of 
occupation.Theartefactshereincludedmaterialranginginproductionfromthelatenineteenthcentury
untilthe1960s,and,asanexample,Figure2showsthatthereismoreglassinthiscentralarea.
 Based on the distribution of archaeological material, the following interpretation can be made.
Initial occupation occurred in the southern area, when the rock catchment was built. The focus then 
moved to themainarea in the centre, around the railway station.At first thisoccupation included the
area to north, however once the pipeline was built the area was cut-off and abandoned. Unlike other sites, 




knowing when certain elements were built and the distribution of all artefacts from a given time period 





The first problem raised by Holdaway et al. (1998) is the lack of stratigraphy on surface sites, and 
therefore chronological control. Historical records and technological changes in the manufacture of
artefacts allow sites to be dated, and this inevitably makes it possible to date historical sites with a finer 
resolutionthanprehistoricsites.However,historicalrecordsforagivensitedonotalwaysexistandthere
may be a time lag between the manufacturing date and the use of an artefact (Adams 2003). Also, 





 The second problem identified by Holdaway et al. that activity areas are difficult to identify
because featureboundariesarenot clear isdealtwithbyusingarbitraryboundaries.Featuresoftendo
nothaveclearboundaries,andatsomepointadecisionhastobemadeabouttheirextent.Byrecording
different zones of artefact concentration and looking at the site as a whole, activity areas can be identified 
andinterpretationsmadeabouttheuseofthesite.
 The problem of identifying and interpreting an artefact’s use for applies to both historic and 
prehistoricartefacts.Whenrecordingartefactsinthefield,lessinformationisoftenrecordedaboutthem,
for example it is difficult to weigh artefacts in the field, and the artefacts cannot be checked. Whether it is 
necessarytorecordthat informationdependsonwhat theresearchquestionsare. In thisproject insitu
recordingwassufficientas thequestions related to the spatialorganisationof the site,whatwasbeing
used, when and how, and by whom. By identifying the artefacts that have diagnostic information and
recordingonlythose,andbystandardizingtherecordingasmuchaspossible,timeisspentinthefield
recordingtheinformationrequiredtoanswertheresearchquestions.
 The third problem about exposure and visibility of features and artefacts varies between and
within sites. This was dealt with by conducting a systematic survey of the site, followed by feature
recordingand theGPSsurvey,ensuring that the locationandcompositionofallexposed featureswere
recorded.
 InadditiontotheproblemsidentifiedbyHoldawayetal.otherfactorsaffectsurfacesites.These
include a greater potential for disturbance by environmental, animal and human factors, and when
recording surface sites in situ, there is a bias towards larger artefacts, such that small personal items,
includingpins,eyeletsaswellasclaypipefragments,maynotbeseenandrecorded.
 Regarding the greater potential for disturbance by environmental, animal and human factors,
surfaceartefactsfromthehistoricalarchaeologicalperiodarehighlyvisible.Theyarepronetobeblown
by the wind, washed away during heavy rain, kicked about by passing animals and picked up, moved, 
and taken away by artefact collectors and the curious. Numerous bottle dumps have been identified at 
the sites recorded, and because they are very visible, without fail, all have been raided by collectors.
However, features recordedat several siteshaveclear spatialpatterns that indicate theyhavenotbeen
significantlydisturbed.
 There will be a bias towards larger artefacts such that small items may not be recorded.
Nevertheless, small artefacts, including buttons, eyelets and sew-on hooks, have been found in this 
project and recorded at a number of features, demonstrating they are not being missed altogether. By
studyingthedistributionofartefactsusingtheGIS,andincorporatingotherfactorssuchastopography
and ground coverage, it may be possible to predict where the small artefacts are likely to be located.  
Conclusion

 Chronological controls provided by the presence of material of a known period of production 
allow the interpretation of site functions over time. Unlike prehistoric sites, historical archaeological sites 




 The artefacts are also used to identify different activity areas such as a workshop of domestic 




 Themethodsdescribedhereareonewayof recordingarchaeologicaldata fromhistoricperiod
sites in situ. Further testing and development will ultimately determine whether they are successful.
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SurfaceartefactsareamajorcomponentofthearchaeologicalrecordinAustraliaforsitesoccupiedinall
timeperiods.Therearenumerousdifficulties inherent in recordingsurfaceartefacts,mostly relating to
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Amultidisciplinaryapproachhasbeenemployed to study theenvironmentalandculturalevolutionof
theVictorianMallee.Regionalgeomorphicmappingofrelictlandformsandstratigraphicanalysesreveal
evidence of ongoing climatic oscillations in the central Murray Valley, where the Murray River system
interactswithaeolianMalleelandscapes.Analysisoflandformsusingalandsystemsapproachprovides
newinsightsintopatternsoffluvial-aeolianinteractionoverthelastglacialcycle.Fivelandsystemsare
identified within the study area; three of these preserve evidence of palaeochannel activity markedly
different from the present Murray River system. Fluvial morphology evolved over the late Quaternary
from wide, laterally-migrating channels associated with source-bordering dunes to narrower, more














one of the longest records of human occupation on the continent (Mulvaney and Kamminga 1999;
O’ConnellandAllen2004).
 This paper aims to investigate the impact of climate change over the last glacial cycle on the
geologicalandarchaeologicalrecordsoftheMalleeregion.Adetailedgeomorphicandsedimentological
study of fluvial, aeolian and lacustrine landforms provides the basis for interpreting climatic trends
throughtheproxyofanevolvinglandsystem.Inaddition,archaeologicalsurveyandexcavationreveals





Land systems (Christian and
Stewart 1952; Gerard 1981) and
sediment mapping were carried







with detailed field traverses.
Stratigraphiclogswereobtained
by cleaning vertical sections
along river banks and gullies,
and by digging trenches.
Soil development and sediment
composition were assessed in






conducted in tandem with
land systems mapping. North
to south transects were
surveyed at approximately one
kilometre intervals from the
base of the Woorinen Land
System to the southern edge
of the Murray River. The
Woorinen Land System and
the northern sideof the Murray
River were not surveyed.
Several previously unrecognised
sites were identified (Figure 2,
Table3).
Figure 1.  Map of the Murray Basin showing the location of the study area, the major 
drainage networks and the division between the Aeolian Mallee Plain and the Riverine 
Plain (adapted from Brown and Stevenson 1989). 
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 Two 1 m x 1 m trenches were excavated in a previously unrecorded shell midden (the
Homestead Midden: 34°08’08.2’’S,141°21’40.5’’E). All sediments were sieved and freshwater mussel
shells (Alathyria jacksoni) were collected for radiocarbon dating at the Waikato Radiocarbon Dating
Laboratory,NewZealand.
Figure 2.  
A: Land systems map of the study area showing the locations of archaeological sites. From south to north the five land systems 
defined within the study area are: Woorinen Land System, Neds Corner Land System, Lindsay Land System, Mulcra Island Land System 
and Murray Land System. Within the land systems are land units of lunette lakes, palaeochannels and source bordering dunes.  
B: Schematic southeast to northwest cross section (a-a’) of the study area. Vertical scale is exaggerated. 
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 Four OSL samples were obtained from above and below archaeological horizons by
hammering40mmdiameterstainlesssteeltubesintofreshlycleanedverticalsedimentfaces.The90–125
µmsedimentfractionswereretainedforOSLdatingattheUniversityofMelbourneusingstandardpro
cedures (Galbraith et al. 1999). Palaeodoses were calculated using a single aliquot regenerative dose






Five land systems were defined via affinities in topography, pedology, sedimentology and vegetation.
Each of these land systems was subdivided into land units, such as palaeochannels, lunettes or linear




Woorinen Land System 
TheWoorinenLandSystemcompriseslandunitsofeast-westlineardunesandsandplains,whichflank
thesouthernmarginsof thestudyarea.Thissystemextendssouthwards tobecomepartof theCentral
Mallee Land System described by Rowan and Downes (1963). The Woorinen Land System forms the
uppermost topography of the study area, occurring around ten metres above the Neds Corner Land
System(Figure2,Table1).
 Several alternating phases of soil formation and aeolian activation have previously been
identified within linear dune sequences throughout the Mallee (Churchward 1961; Bowler and Magee
1978).Thelastphaseofduneactivationoccurredbetween~25–15ka,duringandjustafterthelastglacial
maximum(BowlerandMagee1978;Bowler1980,1986a;Wasson1989;Readhead1990).Thechronology
of linear dune palaeosol formation serves as a benchmark that is used in this study to correlate to the
fluvio-aeolian-lacustrineunitsdefinedwithinthestudyarea.

Neds Corner Land System 
 The Neds Corner Land System (Rowan and Downes 1963), situated around 10 m below the
Woorinen Land System, extends throughout the study area as a large, flat terrace (Figure 2, Table 1).




 Basedon its relativeposition in the landscape,aswellas itshighpedogenic carbonatecontent
(Figures 2, 3, Table 1), the Neds Corner Land System is interpreted to be the oldest of the four fluvial
terraces identified in this study. Meander wavelengths and channel widths of the palaeochannels are
substantially larger than in thepresentlyactiveMurrayLandSystem(Table2).Twolunette lakes,Lake
Wallawalla and Little Lake Wallawalla, occur as broad, low relief, oval depressions incised into the
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Table 2.  Summary of the fluvial units observed in the Central Murray Valley, northwestern Victoria: MLS is the Murray Land System, 
MILS is the Mulcra Island Land System, LLS is the Lindsay Land System, NCLS is the Neds Corner Land System. 
Lindsay Land System 
TheLindsayLandSystemisafluvio-aeoliansystemoffloodplains,palaeochannelsandsource-bordering
dunes. It sporadically outcrops between the Neds Corner Land System and the Mulcra Island Land
System, with an average terrace width of 500 m. Alternating vegetation bands of Black box trees and
Lignum preserve evidence of large meander scrolls on Lindsay and Mulcra Islands (Figure 4a, 4d,
Tables1,2).

Mulcra Island Land System  
The Mulcra Island Land System typically sits 1–2 m above the Murray Land System, 1 m below the
LindsayLandSystem(wherepresent)and2–4mbelowtheNedsCornerLandSystem(Figure2,Table1).
Its width ranges from 50 to 900 m. The system is essentially composed of floodplain, palaeomeander
scrollsandbillabongs(Table2).
 
Murray Land System 
The Murray Land System includes the River Murray and its presently active floodplain. The terrace





Figure 3.  Interpretative stratigraphic log from the Neds Corner Land System floodplain (34˚10’30’’S, 141˚19’30.6’’E) with thin section 
photomicrgraphs.  
 
A:  Polycyclic clay cutans surrounding quartz grains in the upper 30 cm aeolian-dominated horizon;  
B:  Typical suspension-load quartz grains surrounded by clay cutans in the upper 30 cm aeolian-dominated horizon;  
C:  A muscovite flake amidst clay-rich pedogenic carbonate from the lower pedogenised fluvial horizon. For further thin section 
description and interpretations see Table 3. 
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Figure 4.  Photomicrographs and field photographs from the lower three land systems. 
 
A:  Thin section of typical gilgai floodplain sediments from the Lindsay Land System. Note the abundance of quartz and clay with 
significant muscovite (crossed polars); 
B:  A thin section viewed under plain light showing pedal development in the upper clay-rich sediments of the Mulcra Island Land 
System. The peds are a reflection of cyclic wetting and drying regimes; 
C:  Plain light thin section of grey clay alluvium from the Murray Land System terrace. Note the dominance of clay over quartz and  
the occurrence of muscovite which is characteristic of these fluvial sediments; 
D:  A large meander scroll bounded by a source-bordering dune (34°09’26.2’’S, 141°16’24.3’’E) of the Lindsay Land System; 





inhabited by people in the past. Correlating this evidence with analysis of the distribution of cultural


































 •  Heat-retainer hearths were recorded at six of the eight locations, all elevated above the level




    each including multiple internments. The Potterwalkagee Gully and Homestead Midden
 locationsalsocontainedshellmiddensandartefactscatters.
 • Grinding implements: sandstonegrinding implements (mullersandmillstones)were foundat
    three sites (Figure 5b, Table 3), all of which had associated hearths. The lack of suitable
 outcropsofsandstonenearbyimpliesthattheseimplementswereimported.
 •  Stone artefact scatters: predominantly of ferruginised silcrete, were found at four sites in the
    study area (Figure 2, Table 3), generally associated with hearths. Assemblages comprised
 workedflakes(averagelength5cmfrom20measuredflakes,Figure5c)andsomecores.The
    most likelysource for thestone is theBerribeesilcretequarry to thewestof thestudyarea,
    which isanoutcropof theKaroondaweatheringprofileabove theParillaSands (Figure2b)
 (Grist1995).
 •  Shell middens: three middens were identified in the study area (Figures 2, 5d, Table 3). All
    were associated with stone artefact scatters and burials. The Homestead Midden (discussed
 below)wasthelargestanddensestmiddenrecorded.
        Archaeologicalmaterial
Site Location LandformFreshwaterFreshwaterStoneHearthGrindingBurials
     MusselsSnails ArtefactsStonesStones

Homestead34°08’08.2’’S,source-     






*            *            *           *            *  141°20’41.9’’Eborderingdune
LindsayIsland34°08’32.8’’S,source-
                *           *  Dune 141°16’51.2’’Eborderingdune
Lake 34°11’51.3’’S,lunette    
               *Wallawalla141°12018.6’’E
LittleLake34°12’22.8’’S,lunette
                 *            *             *  Wallawalla141°12’17.2’’E 
Subdued34°10’49’’S,lunette    
 *            *
 
Lunette 141°20’32.6’’E  




Table 3.   Archaeological material recorded in the study area.  
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Archaeological excavation 
The Homestead Midden occurs on a source-bordering dune associated with the Lindsay Land System
(Figure2).Thedimensionsofthemiddenareapproximately400meast–westand20mnorth–south.Four
humanburialswereobservederodingoutofthedune.
 Trench 1 was excavated to a depth of 110 cm (Figure 6). The archaeological deposits (~70 %
Alathyriajacksonifreshwatermusselshells,~10%Notopalahanleifreshwatersnailshells,~20%sediment,
scattered silcrete flakes and clay heat retainers) sit unconformably over a reworked carbonate horizon
of the dune surface. This indicates that the cultural material was deposited after stabilisation of the
Lindsay Land System, when the Mulcra Island Land System was active (Figure 6). Ferruginised sand
stratigraphicallyoverliesthemidden,althougherosionhasexposedsomesectionsatthesurface.
 Radiometric radiocarbon ages (Table 4) were determined from two excavatedAlathyria jacksoni
shells.Theshellsyieldedsimilaragesof15,000±750calBP(Wk-15263)and15,100±750calBP(Wk-15262).
Figure 5.  Archaeological deposits found during archaeological survey of the study area.  
 
A:  An           hearth from the Subdued Lunette site; 
B:  Sandstone grinding implement (muller) from the Lindsay Island Dune; 
C:  A silcrete flake from the Homestead Midden; 
D:  Freshwater mussels (                           ) from the Tip Site midden. For locations of archaeological sites see Figure 2 and Table 3. Alathyria jacksoni 
in situ 
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Figure 6.  Stratigraphic log of the trench 1 excavation at the Homestead Midden, into source-bordering dune sediments. 
 
^  OSL age (Table 6) 
*  Uncalibrated radiocarbon years before present (Table 5) 









Discussion:	 Environmental	 evolution	 and	 archaeology	 of	 the	 central	 Murray	
Valley

The soils, sediments and landforms of the central Murray Valley preserve evidence of environmental
evolutionthroughoutthelastglacialcycle.Incorporationofarchaeologicalevidenceallowsanevaluation
of the human response to environmental changes as these human populations would have needed to
adapt their settlement, hunting and foraging activities to the changing environment as the landscape
evolvedthroughsuccessivearidandhumidcycles.

The fluvial activation of the Neds Corner Land System: >40 – ~24 ka 
TheNedsCornerLandSystempreservesevidenceofmultiplephasesofenvironmentalevolution in its
fluvial, aeolian and lacustrine landforms. The oldest units are floodplain and palaeochannel sequences
with morphologies markedly different from the modern Murray fluvial system (Table 2). These
differencesimplyacontrastinghydrologicalregime,likelytoreflectdivergentclimaticconditions(Drury
1967). A change in channel morphology also connotes a change in fluvial load. While the present
regime is characterised by suspended-load, low flow rates and sinuous channels, the larger, laterally-
migrating channels of the Neds Corner Land System may have resulted from bedload-dominated flow
regimes (PageandNanson1996).This interpretation is consistentwith thecoarser sandychannelsand





Site	 											Material	 					Lab		 														Depth		 Uncalibrated							Calibrated											Geomorphic							δ13C 
        Reference       (cm)  Radiocarbon        Radiocarbon       Context             (‰) 
         Number  Agea                Ageb 

HomesteadAlathyria Wk-1526270cm 12,787 15,100 source- -9.7
Midden jacksoni    ±104BP±750CalBPbordering±0.2
trench1 shell       dune
 (aragonite) 
HomesteadAlathyria Wk-1526360cm 12,73115,000 source- -9.1
Midden jacksoni    ±88BP ±750CalBPbordering±0.2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 Thedegreeofpedogenesis intheNedsCornerLandSystemfluvialhorizons, togetherwiththe
accumulationof~30cmofaeoliandustabovethefloodplainsurface,suggestthatthisfluvialactivityis
substantially older than the other land systems identified by this study (Figure 3). Although this
sequence has not been dated, its relative age can be inferred by comparison with equivalent fluvial
sequences in the adjacent Riverine Plain. Channels of the Green-Gully Tallygaroopna system (Bowler
1978), like the Neds Corner channels, are wide, laterally migrating, bedload-dominated and associated







decreased during arid, glacial periods, infiltration was reduced. Furthermore, periglacial conditions in
highland catchments have the effect of increasing runoff. Discharge is increased even though actual
precipitationmaybereduced(Barrowsetal.2001).
 This fluvial regime was probably active as far back as the commencement of Oxygen Isotope





Aeolian activity of the Neds Corner Land System and activation of the fluvial Lindsay Land System: 
Oxygen Isotope Stage 3 to the last glacial maximum 
Significant dust transport, represented by ~30 cm of parna accumulation on the floodplain surface
followed the finalphaseofchannelevolution in theNedsCornerLandSystem(Figure3).This implies
intensificationofthearidconditions,whichculminatedduringthelastglacialmaximum(~24–18ka)(Mix
and Schneider 2001). The polycyclic clay cutans and higher degree of carbonate pedogenesis in





and McTainsh 2003). Aluminium- and quartz-rich aeolian detritus within the Vostok ice core are
indicative of the greater wind speeds and dust mobilization that occurred during the last glacial
maximum(McTainsh1989;Petitetal.1990).Cool,aridconditionspeakedat~20ka.Sealevelwas~120m





 The lunette lakesof thestudyarea incise,and thuspostdate, theNedsCorner fluvialchannels
(Figure2).Almostall lunettes inAustraliaare relict,with theexceptionof somereactivated lunettesat
LakesTyrrell (Telleretal. 1982)andEyre (Dulhunty1983).Thus the lunettesof theNedsCornerLand
System provide an insight into previous hydrological conditions (Bowler 1986b). The pelletal clay
compositionsofthelunetteswithinthestudyareaindicatethattheyformedduringcool,aridconditions
whensalinewatertableswerenearthesurface(Bowler1973;Macumber1980;Dare-Edwards1984).Lake
Wallawalla preserves two lunette phases, which are potentially analogous to the two cycles of parna
activityattributedtolateOxygenIsotopeStage3andthelastglacialmaximum.
68
 The largemeanderwavelengths, channelwidthsandassociationswithsource-borderingdunes
suggest that, similar to theNedsCornerLandSystem, theLindsayLandSystemconsistedof laterally-
migratingbedload-dominatedfluvialchannelswithseasonallyhighdischargetoexposepointbarsand
providea sediment source for source-borderingdune formation (Figure2,Table2).Gilgai clayson the
floodplainof this landsystem(Figure4a) support thenotionof increasedseasonal flow,with thedeep
crackssuggestingstrongseasonalwettinganddryingregimes(Retallack1997).
 Unlike theNedsCornerLandSystem, theupper surfaceof theLindsayLandSystemdoesnot
preserveevidenceofparnadeposition.Thissuggestsitwasfluviallyactiveduringorafterthelastglacial
maximumwhenthelastphaseofparnadepositionoccurred.OSLdatesof17.2±4.4kaobtainedfromLin
dsay Land System source-bordering dunes (Table 5) indicate that activation of the Lindsay
palaeochannels was roughly synchronous with lunette dune building and parna accumulation on the
NedsCornerlandsurface.EquivalentsoftheLindsayLandSystemfluvialphasefromtheRiverinePlain
have been identified by Bowler (1978) (Kotupna phase) and Page et al. (1991; Page and Nanson 1996)
(Yanco phase), both of which have been dated (by radiocarbon and thermoluminescence) to the last
glacial maximum. These systems are characterised by large, laterally migrating meanders, source-
bordering dunes and channel widths wider than the modern River Murray, but smaller than the Neds
Cornerpalaeochannels.Thesechannel forms implyaregimeofseasonallyhighdischarge,onasmaller
scalethantheNedsCornerLandSystem.
 The last advancesof theKosciuskoglaciation in the southernhighlandsoccurredat19±1.6ka
and16.8±1.4ka(Barrowsetal.2001,2002).Thelessextensiveadvancesoftheseglaciers,comparedwith
the previous glaciations (Barrows et al. 2001), suggest lower precipitation may account for the smaller
channelwidthsandmeanderwavelengthsof theLindsayLandSystemcomparedwiththeNedsCorner
LandSystem.
 The effect of these hyper-arid conditions on human populations is reflected in the lack of






Mulcra Island Land System fluvial phase:The transition from glacial conditions 










allowed eucalypt woodland to recolonise and restabilise the landscape (Singh and Luly 1991). This
observationisconsistentwiththehighersinuosityandabsenceofsource-borderingdunesonthissystem.
 From Vostok ice core records, dust flux decreased and temperatures began to increase
immediately following the peak of the last glacial maximum, but did not approach modern conditions
until the middle Holocene (Barnola et al. 1987; Jouzel et al. 1987; McTainsh 1989). Global sea levels






 Some studies contend that substantial occupation of the central Murray Valley region did not
occuruntiltheLateHolocene,withthemostintensivesettlementinthelast2000years(Ross1981,1982
1985; Hope 1998). However, radiocarbon ages from the surrounding regions (Edmonds 2004) show a
spreadofagesoveragreaterperiod,withasignificantnumberofdatesclusteringaroundtheterminal
PleistoceneandearlyHolocene.The15,000calBPdatesobtained fromthis studyaswellas largeshell
middenaccumulationsonsource-borderingdunessuggestsubstantialoccupation,atleastoftheriparian
margins, during the Mulcra Island climatic phase.At this time, the river evolved from a high-velocity
bedload-dominatedregimetoamixed-tosuspended-loadsinuouschannelsystem.Thechangeinfluvial
regime would have increased the resource potential of the riparian margins (Mulvaney and Kaminga
1999). As the channel became narrower and more sinuous, water temperature increased and current
velocitydecreased,creatingconditionsmoreconducive to thesupportof fishandmolluscpopulations.
Billabongs, characteristic of this land system, provided an additional resource as seasonal wetlands,
attractingbirdandmammalpopulations,whichcouldbehunted for theirmeat, skins, sinewandbone
fortools.

Murray Land System fluvial phase: The Holocene 
The higher sinuosity, smaller channel width, and smaller meander wavelengths of the Murray Land
Systemareafunctionofthecurrentfluvialregime:asuspended-load,low-gradientflowsystem(Table2).
ChangetowardsmodernregimesinboththeMalleeandtheRiverinePlainislikelytohavebeengradual,
occurring some time in the early Holocene. Bowler (1978) has dated this change to 9 ka BP, which is
coevalwithanincreaseinwoodlandvegetationatLakeFrome(Singhetal.1981).Decreasedrunoffdue
to the presence of woodland vegetation, along with increasing summer insolation throughout the
Holocene,causedincreasedevaporationtodepletewateravailability,reducingflowpeaksanddecreasing
channelandmeandersize(HarrisonandDodson1993).
 During natural flow conditions in the Holocene, the Murray River dried to a series of saline
water holes, which would have necessitated the exploitation of the surrounding Mallee hinterland






have been processed with grinding stones like those found at Little Lake Wallawalla, Tip Site and





Thisprojectaddressesapreviouslyunstudiedarea, linking fluviatile,aeolianand lacustrinesystems in
the central Murray Basin.A multidisciplinary approach to a complex set of environmental parameters
inevitablyposesmorequestionsthanitanswers.However,throughapplicationoflandsystemsmapping
andarchaeology,significantconclusionsemerge.
 Five land systems have been identified in the central Murray Valley, each reflecting different
hydrologicalandclimaticregimes.TheNedsCorner,Lindsay,MulcraIslandandMurrayLandSystems
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such as Aboriginal Australians. However, the archaeological preservation of such plants is rare, as is





not undamaged starch. This method has been applied to identify cooking or milling activities in the
subsistenceofhunter-gatherersfromsouth-eastQueensland,Australia.







work resulted in the establishment of a new method for determining cooking in archaeological plant
residues, which was published (Lamb and Loy 2005) and then presented at the 2005 Australasian
Archaeometry Conference. This paper provides a summary of the methods and archaeological
applicationspublishedbyLambandLoy(2005),andexpandsuponthe2005publicationwithnewdata







Latz and Griffin 1978; Lee 1965, 1968; Meehan 1989; O’Connell et al. 1983; Peterson 1978), plant foods,
particularlystarchyplants,areamajorpartofpeople’sdiets.Thisisespeciallytrueforhunter-gatherers,
such as Aboriginal Australians (Beck et al. 1989:6; Kaberry 1935:6; Mountford 1960; Peterson 1973).
However,theseplantsareoftennotpreservedinwholeforminthearchaeologicalrecord,particularlyin
Australia,anddirectevidenceofplantusebypastpeoplesisalsorare(Hather1991:661;Meehan1989:14;
Pearsall 2000:153; Piperno and Holst 1998:765; Therin et al. 1999:439). Residue analysis, particularly
analysisofstarchyresiduespreservedonartefacts,hasnowbecomeacceptedasaneffectivemethodfor





Starch grains have a very regular structure of amylose and amylopectin layers (Badenhuizen 1965:81;




oxalates and some other biologically precipitated compounds, but each of these has a much higher
refractive index than starch, so viewing residues through a low refractive index medium like water
makes thesecompoundsalmost invisibleowing toexcessivelyhighrelief (BanksandGreenwood1975;
Canti1998;Loy1994;Reichert1913).
 The regular structure of starch is altered by cooking, however, a feature which allows the
identification of cooking via residue analysis. This is important because it can provide additional
evidencethatanartefactwasusedinhumansubsistence-relatedactivities,namelythecookingofplant
foods,which is auniquelyhumanactivity.Other evidenceof thehumansubsistenceuseof anartefact
may include the presence of other food residues from plants, use wear, and ethnohistoric accounts of
certainstonetoolsbeingusedtopreparefood.
 Theknowneffectsofcookingonstarchincludemainlyswellingandlossoftheregularstructure
of thegrains,withacorresponding lossof theextinctioncross (BanksandGreenwood1975;Halletal.
1989;Loy1994).Thisisaprocessknownasgelatinisation,anditoccurswhenthegrainisinthepresence




effect in cooked starch grains makes it very difficult to identify them accurately using the standard
morphological method, because their appearance depends on the stage of gelatinisation, and at some
point in this process the cross becomes completely invisible (Banks and Greenwood 1975; Loy 1994;
Reichert1913).
 Onewaytoaddressthisproblemofhowtoidentifycookedstarchliesintheeffectsofcooking
onstarchgrains.The lossof thestructurefromthebreakingof theirhydrogenbonds,andtheswelling





and a suspected carcinogen, which depends on linear hydrogen bonding for staining (Conn and
78
Lillie 1969). This stain has been used in other studies as a general contrast stain for cellulose, amyloid
fibrilsandagriculturalstarchproducts(Chouetal.2001;ConnandLillie1969;RameshandThranathan
1999).However, itstainsproteinslikeamyloidfibrilsonlyinacidoralkalineconditions,soataneutral
pH only starch and cellulose will stain (Badenhuizen 1965:86; Conn and Lillie 1969; Cortella and
Pochettino 1994; Khurana et al. 2001 [pH2–4]; Loy 1994:92; Mehta and Rajput 1998 [pH3.5]; Reichert
1913). Congo Red appears to react with the amylose in starch, which is exposed when grains are
damagedbystructurelossandswollenwithwater,aswhentheyhavebeencooked.
























were present in south-east Queensland, and for all of which there are ethnohistoric accounts of their
havingbeencookedand thenpoundedbetween stonesbyAboriginalpeople in this area.Theseplants




in an electric frypan filled with sand (to simulate roasting as if in a fire), and cooked samples were
smeared onto slides. Another specimen of the three plants was then taken, and part of each was





 After microscopic examination of the characteristics of each of the raw, cooked, raw and
processed,andcookedandprocessedstarchsamples,eachwasthenstainedwithCongoRed,usingthe
procedureoutlinedinLambandLoy(2005:1435[Table1]),beingverycarefultotakeprecautionsagainst
the possible carcinogenic properties of the stain. This was achieved mainly by wearing a lab coat and
non-starch-powdered gloves, and sealing the slide covers once the stain was applied. The Congo Red
solution used was originally made up by dissolving 50 mg of the powder into 50 ml of water; in this
Figure1.Primarystructureofcelluloseandα-amylose(fromstarch).nmaybeseveralthousand(afterVoetandVoet2004:365-6).
79
situation face masks and eye goggles were worn in addition to the lab coat and gloves. The solutions
applied to theslidesallhadthe lowrefractive indexofwater, toavoidconfusionwith thecrosseffects
givenbynon-starchresidues,aspreviouslymentioned.
 Archaeologicalresidueswereinitiallytakenfromthreebevel-edgedartefactsfromtheSouthern
Curtis Coast (Figure 2). These artefacts (Figures 3–5) were provided by Dr Sean Ulm, having been
























Samplesofstarch fromtheprocessedrawplants tended tostain light red inregular lightandretained




 The raw, unprocessed starch samples did not stain, unless they had been unintentionally
damagedduringtheexperiments.However,thewell-cooked,gelatinisedgrainsstainedbrightred,often
with either an orange-red or green-gold glow. These grains were not seen in regular light without
staining,butapplicationofCongoRedrevealedthattheyhadswollenquitedramatically.Intheinstance
ofMoretonBaychestnut(seeninFigures7–8),thegrainshadswollentoaroundtentimestheiroriginal
size. Some pitting, layering and cracking can also be seen in the swollen grains (Figure 8). Generally,
cookedgrainsdidseemtoretainenoughoftheirstructureforthemtomaintaintheirprimarilyroundor
oval shape, although extensive swelling associated with heating appears to be able to change the







































 The fourth archaeological artefact
produced plant-dominated residues, with pre-
dominantly small starch grains (approximately
10–15 microns in diameter), many of which
stained and hence were interpreted as having
been processed or cooked. The grain shown
below in regular transmitted (Figure 16a) and
cross-polarised light (Figure 16b) was assessed





 Congo Red was observed to stain sclereids, tracheids, parenchymal tissue (Figure 17), wall






distinctive in appearance. It was therefore concluded that each artefact had most likely been used to
processastarchyplantorplants,atleastoneofwhichwascookedtosomeextentbeforebeingprocessed.








Several brief taphonomic studies were also conducted to ascertain the extent of non-processing-related
starch contamination on the stone artefacts. The possibility of ground contamination was tested by





















after the user had processed each plant (Table 1, Tool Type 3). On these tools, starch grains and plant
materialwerealso seenand thequantitywasabout13%of that seenonprocessing tools (seeTable1).








 It is possible that natural attacks on starch by enzymes in biologically active soils may cause
damage that would stain with Congo Red. This possibility has not been tested as part of the current
research. However it seems unlikely that enzyme attack would swell the starch grains in the way that
cookingdoes.Althoughitmaybemoredifficulttodistinguishprocessingdamagefromenzymedamage,
use-wearanalysisoftoolsshouldenableabetterunderstandingofwhetherthismaybethecase.Inboth










Tool type    Number of recorded  Percentage compared 
     starch grains   with processing tools 

1.Experimentalprocessingtools  146    N/A
2.Groundcontaminatedtools  19    13.01
3.Touchcontaminatedtools  34    23.29








or unpalatable raw (for example, inAustralia, cycads as well as Alocasia and Castanospermum australe).
Itmayalsobeusedtocontributetothedebateontheoriginsofcontrolledfireuse,bybeingappliedto
artefactsassociatedwithearlyhumanssuchasHomo erectus,anddetectingwhethertheseartefactsretain







for archaeological time spans changes their structure or appearance. Secondly, a reference collection
should be compiled with samples of archaeological and experimental cooked starches. Experimental
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Archaeological studies of microbotanical remains must consider taphonomic factors likely to have
affected a recovered assemblage. One of the most fundamental taphonomic considerations is the
movement of objects within a soil profile under the influence of groundwater. To this end, this study
reports on initial tests involving the movement of starch granules in three dimensions within a
constructed sand matrix. The results indicate that both lateral and upward as well as significant








Analyses of starch granules from archaeological soils complement other, longer-established
microbotanicaltechniquesincludingpollenandphytolithstudies.Asintheseotherfields,starchanalysts
are increasingly recognising the influence of taphonomic factors on constructing and biasing the
recovered microfloral suite (Babot 2003; Barton et al. 1998; Haslam 2004). Of critical taphonomic
importanceistheestimationofstarchmovementthroughasoilprofilefollowingdeposition.Pioneering
workinthisregardwasundertakenintheearly1990sbyFullagar,LoyandCox(Fullagaretal.1994),and
later developed and elaborated on by Therin (1998, see also 1994) in the first publication on the topic
directed towards archaeologists. To date Therin’s study remains the sole published starch movement
study, with subsequent ancient starch studies often citing his finding that very little starch appears to





significant levels of water simulating heavy rainfalls. His main conclusions were that small starch
granuleswillmovemoreoftenandfasterthanlargegranules,andthat largergranuleswillmovemore
slowlybut further thansmallergranulesoncemobile.Therinalsosuggested that futurestudiesshould
investigatelateralandupwardmovementofstarch,inadditiontoothertests.Followingthisadvice,here






One of the goals of the current experiment was to produce results which complement previous starch
movementstudies,andthemethodsforassessingstarchmovementwerethereforedeliberatelychosento
build on and augment Therin’s (1994, 1998) experiments. Certain parameters (including the amount of







apparatus was constructed of four 10cm sections of 10cm diameter PVC piping, cut in half lengthwise
andjoinedtocreateanopencruciformstructure(seeFigure1).Threeofthefour‘arms’ofthecrosswere
blockedwithsemi-circularwoodenstops,whichhadseveralholesdrilledinthemtopermitwaterflow.A






for the development of cracks
or other events that may have
influenced starch movement.
A metal bracket was attached
to the back of the cross arm
which did not have a wooden
stop; this arm formed the ‘top’
of the apparatus during the
experiment.
 Sand was chosen as the
sediment matrix for the
experiment, following Therin
(1998). ‘Medium’ sand was
obtained from a commercial
supplier, and dry-sieved
throughaseriesofEndecotttest
sieves of mesh sizes varying
from 125µm to 1mm. The 250 –
500µm fraction was selected for
the experiment as this could
















was added to half-fill the
apparatus. Using a funnel and
a cut-down section of a plastic
pipette, 0.1g of commercial
corn starch was added to the
centre  of the sand (Figure 2).
The corn starch chosen has
starch granules which range in
size from 2–27µm (average 9.07
µm), based on measurements
taken from more than 2000
granules. Dry packed sand was
then added to fill the apparatus
to a level 1cm below the top.
The whole experiment was
hungfromaretortstandviathe
metal bracket attached to the
back (Figure 3), allowing it to
hang freely vertical. 500ml of
ultrapure water was gradually
added to the experiment over
the period of a day to initially
dampenthesand.
 The choice of water
volume to be added to the
experiment was again based
on Therin (1994, 1998) to allow
comparability. The irrigation
of three of Therin’s four
starch movement columns
corresponded to 4777mm of
rainfall over two months (Therin
1994:53; incorrectly recorded
as 4777ml in Therin 1998:63).
The present experiment ran
over a period of one month
(30 days) and aimed therefore
to simulate approximately
2400mm rainfall. With a cross-
95
section of 40cm2 for the current experiment 2400mm corresponds to a total irrigation of 9600ml over 30
days,or320ml/day.Thisirrigationratewasachievedbyadding160mlofultrapurewatertwiceaday,inthe






























pipette tube with a 6mm inner diameter to ‘core’ into the
sandmatrix.Thetubewascleanedthoroughlywithethanol
betweensamples,andcleannon-starchedgloveswereworn
at all times. Twenty-five samples were collected from






Starch extraction involved first deflocculation then heavy
liquid separation steps, based in part on Horrocks (2005).
TheprocedureissummarisedinTable1.Theuseofsterile
sandasamatrixobviatedtheuseofmoretime-consuming
extraction protocols designed to remove organics and other unwanted soil components. Important
differences between this protocol and that employed by Therin (1994) include the use of non-toxic























present experiment, the bulk density may be calculated from the dry weight of the sand added to the
apparatus(2957g)andthevolumetakenupbythatsand(calculatedat1688cm3),leavingabulkdensity
of1.7518g/cm3.Particledensityinthisinstancecanbetakenas2.65,thespecificgravityofquartz.Using
equation (1), this produces a porosity of just under 34%, which is typical for packed sand with little
grain-sizevariation(Tolman1937:115).Theaverageporespacefor250µmsandcanthenbecalculatedas
128.16µmusingequation(2),giventhatthepercentagesofporosityandsoilparticlevolumemustaddto
100%. Clearly this allows for movement of particles above the size range of the corn starch in the
experiment,althoughthepresenceofsomeparticlesbelow250µmwhichwerenotremovedduringsieving
wouldreducetheavailableporespaceandpermeabilityofthematrixsomewhat.
Starch waste water slides
Atotalof38slideswerecollectedfromthewastewaterpassingthroughtheexperiment.Noneofthese
contained starch granules, of any size. The waste water did contain sedimentary particles up to
approximately5µmdiameter,however,indicatingthatanystarchgranulesofthissizeorsmallerwhich
hadmigratedthroughthesandmatrixwouldhavebeenable toexit theexperiment.Thecomplete lack
of starch suggests that either small starch granules were not able to move beyond 13cm (the distance




in Table 1, along with the control autoclaved sand sample. The two samples not analysed were those
closesttothepointofwateradditionatthetopoftheapparatus.Starchwasrecoveredfromnineofthe27
samples,whilenostarchwasrecoveredfromthecontrolsample.Figure5showsthefrequencyofstarch
granules recovered from these nine locations. The highest number of starch granules (n=237) was, as
expected, recovered from the sediment sample at the starch addition point at the centre of the
experiment. The next highest frequency (n=44) was 2cm below the starch addition point, and the third
highest frequency (n=6)2cm toone sideof theadditionpoint, although the latternumber isobviously
quite low.Onlyverylownumbersofstarchgranuleswererecoveredfromanyother location,although
three granules were located at a lateral distance of 12cm, indicating the potential for this kind of




 The average size of the
starch granules recovered from
thestarchadditionpointis13.34
µm, while those 2cm below is
11.82µm. All starch granules
recovered from the other seven
locations were >10µm in
maximum dimension, and the
three starch granules displaced
laterally by 12cm ranged from
11–26µm. No starch granules
below6µminsizewererecovere
d from any of the extractions,
including the sample at the
starchadditionpoint, indicating
that these granules were lost
during the extraction process.
While this is regrettable,
archaeological starch analyses
frequently focus on starches
over5µmasthestoragestarches
important in human diets are
often (though not always)
greater than this size (e.g.
Torrenceetal.2004).Theresults
of this initial 3D test therefore
carryusefulinformationforancientstarchresearch,andforassessmentofthemovementofsmallstarch
granulesthereaderisdirectedtoTherin(1998).Thelossofsmallgranulesduringtheextractionprocess












sand particle sizes and rainfall simulation closest to those of the current study (designated column 1 by
Therin), approximately 0.03% of starch moved downward when compared to starch frequency at the
additionpoint.Thepercentageinthecurrentexperimentismuchhigher,atalmost16%.Tosomeextent,the
differencemaybeduetothelackofstarchgranulesbelow6µminsizecountedinthecurrentstudy,although
Therin’s starch sizebreakdown for sectionBof column1 (Therin1998:Figure5),which is2cmbelowhis
starch addition point and therefore comparable to the second highest starch frequency in the 3D study,
showsthatover90%ofthestarchgranulesinthissectionwere>5µm.Thedifferencethereforemorelikely
results from the greater porosity afforded by the larger minimum sediment granule size in the current
study,andemphasisesthenecessityofassessingsedimentcompactionandparticlesizewheninterpreting





no starch of any size was recovered from the waste water exiting the base or arms of the experiment,
showingthatveryfew,andpossiblyno,smallstarchgranulestravelledthenecessary13cm.Whilethe3D
experimentwassetup topermitstarchmovement ifpossible (althoughnotexcessively), theresultsdo









more centimetres away can become significant, particularly in sites where a vertical distance of that
magnitudeequates toaperiodofhundredsor thousandsofyears. Itmightbe temptingtosay that the
current results imply that most archaeological starch recovered from sediments was collected in its
primarycontext,howeverconsiderationofboththeseandTherin’s(1998)resultsshowthatthis isoften
likelytobeanunwarrantedassumptionwhichblurstherecordofactivityatasite.Whileartefactresidue
studies may rely on use-wear corroboration to determine if starches are associated with use (and
calculationsofartefactmovementmustofcoursethenstillbemade),studiesofstarchesdirectlyextracted
fromarchaeologicalsedimentsmayhavetoturnmoreoftentostarchassemblagecompositionstudiesif
claims that recovered starch was in its primary context are to be supported (see also palynological
discussion below). Other taphonomic issues will however come into play at that point, including
differentialdecayofstarchesfromdifferentspeciesandofdifferentsizes(Haslam2004).
 The second main conclusion and perhaps the most important contribution of this study is that
lateralandupwardmovementofstarchgranulesdoesoccur,althoughitisclearthatthisislesssignificant
than downward movement (or more strictly, movement with the main direction of water flow). The
implicationsofthisfindingforancientstarchresearchcentremainlyonthestudyofactivityareas,although
upward movement raises the same issues of incorrect dating or strata association as the downwards
movement discussed previously. Two published spatial analyses use starch to identify ancient activity
areas,conductedatPetzkesCaveinAustralia(BalmeandBeck2002)andatTorFarajinJordan(Rosen2003;
seealsoHenryetal.2004).TheAustralianstudyidentifiedclearareasofstarchconcentrationinthetop3cm
of sediment at Petzkes Cave, with all dated hearths from the same layer dating to the last few hundred
years (Balme and Beck 2002:163). The authors did consider moisture at the site (based on wet/dry
observationsfollowingrain),butthisdidnotcorrelatewiththestarchpattern.Therelativelyyoungageof
thesitemayhaveplayedapartinmaintainingdistinctstarch-richzones,althoughtheportionsofthesite
with the highest starch loadings do possess a halo of decreasing starch content (Balme and Beck 2002:
Figure1)whichmayhaveatleastpartiallybeeninfluencedbylateralstarchmovement.
 Rosen (2003) sampled a Middle Paleolithic living floor at Tor Faraj, with 0–177 starch granules
recovered from each of 30 analysed samples. Four of the samples have >100 granules each, while the
remainderhave<60.The threehighest recovery sitesare recognisedas ‘concentrations’and translatedas
spatiallydiscreteareas(Henryetal.2004:24).Again,thesestarch-richclusterspossesswhatmaybeviewed
asa lateralhaloofdecreasingstarchcontent.Henryetal. (2004:21) report that ‘thedeposit is inprimary
contextwithonlyminorpost-depositionaldisturbancefromlowenergysheetwash’,althoughtheeffectof
this lateral water movement is not discussed in relation to the recovered starches. Interestingly, the
sedimentmatrixoftheTorFarajlivingflooriscomprisedofaeoliansand(Henryetal.2004:20),providinga
potentiallyusefulparalleltothecurrentstudy.Asthesetwostudiesdemonstrate,ifancientstarchresearch
continues at its current rate it is likely that increasing numbers of spatial/activity area studies will be
conductedthatwillneedtoconsiderthepresenceandrateoflateralstarchmovement.
 Movement is not confined to that initiated by groundwater, of course, and processes such as
physical turbationofsediments,crackingclaysandhumanactivitywill likelyplayapart inanystarch
movement. Whether or not the conditions within a rockshelter or cave differ in the effect of starch
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movement when compared with more open site remains to be seen, although the lesser exposure to
rainfall in a shelter could be expected to lead to a reduction in water-induced movement.  Sediment
starch studies from shelter sites would then need to pay close attention to soil micromorphological
evidence where this was available (e.g. McConnell and Magee 1993). As an example, a recent study
revealed micromorphological evidence of episodic wetting/drying, water movement and bioturbation
moldsaround4mminsizeatNiahCave,Sarawak(Stephensetal.2005).Areportofthestarchanalysisof
sedimentsfromthesite(Barton2005),however,makesnomentionofthepossibleeffectsofthese(orany
other) processes on post-depositional starch movement. Development of closer ties between starch








lower one looks in a sediment profile, the higher the percentage of older pollen, and the higher the
percentageofdegradedpollengrains,oneshouldfind.Samplestakenfromhigherupinaprofileshould
contain mixtures of washed-down pollen of various ages, trending towards a high percentage and
frequencyofrecently-depositedpollengrainsatthesurface.Inaddition,becauseoftheinterplaybetween
percolation and degradation (including differential decomposition), the absolute numbers of pollen











been suggested as a mechanism of starch survival, including the possible triggering of aggregate
formationbythestarchitself(Haslam2004:1725).Insuchcases,itisthebreakdownoftheseaggregates,
or their wholesale movement, which is necessary to transport microfossils within the profile (Russell
1993).Bothscenariosare frequentlyaccomplished throughtheagencyofmacro-fauna.Bothpollenand
phytolith (e.g. Hart 2003) studies have noted the influence of earthworms, ants and termites in
translocatingeitherindividualmicrofossilsorsoilaggregates.Earthwormsinparticularmayhomogenise
a considerable volume of soil (Armour-Chelu and Andrews 1994; Canti 2003), although pH and
vegetationcharacteristicswillinfluencethenumberandspeciesofwormspresentinagivensetting.In
amulti-analyticalapproach,GraveandKealhofer(1999)usedphytolithstodemonstratethatevenwhere
there is ‘strong evidence of insect activity and percolation’ in a Thailand site, microfossils may avoid
much of the homogenisation because of their small size (<50µm). Such investigations have yet to be
replicated ated by starch analysts, however they indicate that the potential complexity of starch
movement should not be underestimated for any site. Starch-specific sediment deposition patterns not
seenforothermicrofossils (e.g. insituundergrounddecayofstarchyorgans;seeZarilloandKooyman








All available evidence suggests that starch granules do move through sediments under the influence
of groundwater, just as pollen grains, phytoliths, and in fact any sedimentary particle with sufficient
spaceandtheappropriateinfluenceswilldo.Theinitialtestingofthree-dimensionalmovementofstarch
has shown that upward and particularly lateral movement occurs, although to a lesser degree than





the soil per day as in this experiment (although certain events, for example floods, sheetwash or
irrigation certainly would), and second that the much greater time scale of archaeological sediments is
expected to permit much greater movement of mobile starch granules than seen in the current
experiment.Futurestudieswillneedtovarysediments,waterinputandtimeperiodsaccordingtolocal
conditionsof interest.Continuedresearch into the taphonomyofstarchgranulesremainsan important
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Needle-shaped calcium oxalate crystals called raphides are increasingly being identified in microfossil
assemblages from archaeological sites, including in sediments and as residues on artefacts. This paper
reviews issues associated with the identification and interpretation of raphides in the archaeological
recordof thePacific. It is argued that,withabetterunderstandingof theoccurrence,distribution,and











archaeology. Such studies have made important contributions to palaeoenvironmental reconstructions
andourunderstandingofpasthuman-plant interactions.Thispaper focuseson theanalysisofcalcium
oxalate crystals, which have been reported in a number of archaeological microfossil assemblages
worldwide,includingasresiduesonstonetools(e.g.Bernard-Shaw1984citedinBernard-Shaw1990:193;
Fullagar1993b;Fullagaretal.2006;Hardy2004;Hardyetal.2001;Loyetal.1992;ShaferandHolloway




from hearths and roasting pits (Bernard-Shaw 1990; Koumouzelis et al. 2001), burials (Lalueza Fox et




other microfossils owing to their more restricted range of forms, which are rarely diagnostic to family
(Lalueza Fox et al. 1996:106; cf. Jones and Bryant 1992). In the Pacific region, however, needle-shaped
calciumoxalatecrystalsknownasraphideshavebeendrawnuponasanimportantindicatorofaroids(a
groupthatincludesthePacificfoodstaplesColocasia esculenta[taro],Alocasia macrorrhiza,andCyrtosperma 
chamissonis [giant swamp taro]) in microfossil assemblages. The aroids are a subgroup of theAraceae,
which is a family of mainly herbaceous plants that are known to produce raphides in abundance.
Raphideshave longbeenassociatedwith theacridityof thearoids,meaning thatwheneatenrawthey
causeswellingofthelips,mouthandthroat.Itisnowunderstood,however,thatraphidesonlyactasa
conduit for the injection of an associated chemical irritant into the skin. Detoxification via cooking,
poundingor leachingneutralisesthechemical,hencemakingthearoidsedible,butdoesnotdestroyor
degradetheraphides(BradburyandNixon1998;JohnsandKubo1988;Paulletal.1999;Sakai1979).In
the Pacific region, raphides alongside other microfossil types have been drawn on as evidence for
Pleistoceneprocessingofstarchyplants(Loyetal.1992),thedevelopmentofagriculture(Denhametal.
2003; Fullagar et al. 2006), the timing of plant introductions, and the integration of horticulture into
prehistoriceconomies(HorrocksandBedford2005).
 Giventheincreasingincorporationofraphidesintomicrofossilstudies,thispaperaimstoreview













Calcium oxalate crystals occur in more than 215 higher plant families, as well as the algae, lichen and
fungi, in the form of whewellite (CaC2O4.H2O) or weddelite (CaC2O4.2H2O) (Bouropoulos et al. 2001;
Horner and Wagner 1995:54). They can form in any organ or tissue within plants, including in stems,
leaves, roots, tubers,andseeds,andhaveavarietyof functions includingcalciumstorage,defenceand
providing structural strength (Franceschi and Horner 1980; Franceschi and Nakata 2005; Nakata 2003).
Unlikephytoliths,whichvaryconsiderablyinsizeandshapeacrossfamilies,calciumoxalatecrystalsare
generally restricted to five basic morphological types: needle-shaped raphides, rectangular or pencil-
shaped styolids, mace-head-shaped aggregates called druses, block-shaped aggregates called crystal
sand, and variously shaped prisms (Horner and Wagner 1995) (Figure 1). Given that the size and
appearance of these crystals can differ within and between families, and that these morphological
characteristicsareprobablyundergeneticcontrol(e.g.aplantspeciesalwaysproducesthesameformof
crystal in the same tissue [Bouropoulos et al. 2001]), calcium oxalate crystals may have taxonomic
potentialforbothbotanistsandarchaeologists(HornerandWagner1995).
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 Raphides most commonly occur in bundles of tens to hundreds of crystals in specialised cells
calledidioblasts(Figure2).Althoughlesscommon,theyarealsoknowntoforminextracellularbundles
(e.g.Barabéetal.2004)andtherehasbeenonereportofraphidesformingwithinstarchgranules(Okoli
and Green 1987). Idioblast cells are structurally modified to accommodate crystals and are therefore
markedlydifferentinform,structure,andcontentsfromothercellsinthesametissue(Gallaher1975:320;
Sunell and Healey 1981:235).A variety of idioblast cell forms have been identified (see Keating 2004),
whichcanbegroupedbroadlyintothosehavingdefensiveornon-defensivefunctions(SunellandHealey
























 Raphides and other crystals of calcium oxalate are relatively stable minerals. They are only
slightlywatersoluble (Grausteinetal.1977:199;Webb1999:752),andare insoluble inalkalis (i.e.bases;
highpHconditions)andorganicacids(e.g.carboxylicacidssuchasaceticacid)(Gallaher1975:315).They
are heat resistant and can therefore survive cooking. As Monje and Baran (2002:711) summarise, ‘the
oxalateshavetheparticularadvantagetobeveryresistantwater-insolubleplantproductsand,thus,they









first highlighted by Loy, Spriggs and Wickler (1992; see also Loy 1994), who found these crystals in
association with starch residues on the edges of stone tools as old as 28,000 years from the Solomon
Islands.Followinganalysisoflimitedmodernreferencematerialfromaroids,yams,andothereconomic
speciesfromtheregion,Loyandhiscolleaguesmadetwokeyfindingsregardingraphideidentification
and interpretation. First, the abundance of raphides in aroids and near absence from other plants
analysedintheirstudycouldbroadlysupporttheidentificationofstarchresiduesfromaroidswhenthe




al.’s (1992)studyhas formed thebasisof raphide identifications inPacificmicrofossil studies,but their
findingshavebeensubjecttolittlefurtherreview.
 Raphides are known to occur in at least 49 monocotyledon and 27 dicotyledon families
worldwide (DahlgrenandClifford1982:92–93;McNair1932;MetcalfeandChalk1979:217;Prychidand
Rudall1999),includingmanythatarecommonlyassociatedwitharchaeologicalsitesinthePacificregion
or had probable prehistoric economic importance. These include palms (Arecaceae) (Tomlinson 1971),
pandanus (Pandanaceae), cordyline (Laxmanniaceae), bananas (Musaceae) (Osuji and Ndukuwu 2005;
Osujietal.2000)andyams(Dioscoreaceae) (Ayensu1972;seealsoAl-Raisetal.1971;OkoliandGreen
1987). For the last family, it is reported that raphides occur in at least 51 species worldwide (Ayensu
1972),even thoughLoyetal. (1992)onlyobservedtheminoneofsevenspecies (Dioscorea esculenta) in
theirstudy,possiblyasaresultofsamplingerror(cf.Loyetal.1992:910).Hence,thepresenceofraphides
inmicrofossilassemblagesfromthePacificregioncouldpotentiallyrepresentanumberofeconomically
important taxa. Of the published studies in which raphides have been identified in microfossil
assemblages from this region (see Table 1), all have identified the observed crystals to the Araceae,
although Fullagar (1993a:335, 1993b:25) acknowledges the possibility that raphides on a stemmed tool
from West New Britain could also be from yam. It is therefore important to examine and evaluate the
reasoning underlying these identifications, and identify avenues by which they can be refined and
strengthened.
 TheAraceaeareknowntoproduceabundantquantitiesof raphides inallormostorgans– for
example,asingleColocasia esculentacormmaycontainupto120000calciumoxalateraphidesanddruses
per cubic centimetre (Sunell and Healey 1979:1031; see also Bradbury and Nixon 1998; Genua and
Hillson1985;Keating2004;Sakai1979).Thisabundanceisoneofthemostcommonlyusedcharacteristics
to distinguish Araceae raphides in microfossil studies (Crowther 2005; Horrocks and Bedford 2005;
HorrocksandWeisler2006;Loyetal. 1992), even thoughquantitativecomparativeanalysesof raphide
concentrations in economic plants from the Pacific have yet to be undertaken. It is suggested, for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Location	 								Sample	type		 Taxonomic	identification	of	raphides	 Reference	
	
KiluCave, Stonetools  Araceae(Alocasia macrorrhizaand  Loyetal.1992
Buka,Solomon    Colocasia esculenta–direct
Islands     associationwithstarch) 
Bitokara,West Stonetools  Araceaeand/orDioscoraceae  Fullagar1993b
NewBritain,    (probablyC. esculentaand/or  (seealsoFullagar
PNG     Dioscoreasp.–directassociation  1993a)
     withstarch)  
Anir,PNG Sediments&  Araceae(probablyColocasia esculenta– Crowther2005
  potsherds  possiblyassociatedwithstarch) 
NewZealand Sediments  Araceae(C. esculenta–indirect  Horrocksand
     associationwithstarchin2of6samples) Barber2005
Uripiv,Vanuatu Sediments&  Araceae(non-Colocasia–indirect  Horrocksand
  potsherds  associationwithstarch)   Bedford2005
Hendersonand Sediments  Araceae(non-Colocasia–indirect  Horrocksand
MarshallIslands.   associationwithstarch)   Weisler2006
KukSwamp, Stonetools  Araceae(Colocasia esculenta–  Fullagaretal.2006
PNG     directassociationwithstarch)  (seealsoDenham
          etal.2003)
Table1.SummaryofstudiesthatidentifycalciumoxalateraphidesinarchaeologicalsitesinthePacificregion.






Within our current state of knowledge, it can be argued that the quantity of raphides present in a
microfossilassemblageisessentiallymeaninglessinrelationtotheirtaxonomicidentification.
 More reliable raphide identifications may be possible in cases where they co-occur with other
taxonomically distinctive microfossils, such as starch granules or phytoliths. The strength of such
identifications, however, relies in part on their degree of association in the archaeological record. For
example, it canbeargued that raphidesandstarchgranulesobserved indirectassociationon theused
edgeofastonetoolare likely toberelatedandtherefore together theymayenablestronger taxonomic
identificationsof theresidue,basedonawiderrangeofattributes (Fullagar1993b;Fullagaretal.2006;
Loy et al. 1992). Where similar identifications have been made of raphides associated with starch in
sediments, however, the relationship between the two is arguably relatively indirect given that, when
analysedforpollenandphytoliths,thesamesamplesarefoundtocontainresiduesofanumberofplant




 The final lineof reasoningbywhichanalystshave taxonomically identified raphides inPacific
microfossil assemblages has been on the basis of morphometric characteristics, following Loy et al.’s
(1992)descriptionsofaroidraphides.Theseattributes,however,haveyettobeevaluatedbasedonmore
comprehensive reference collection analyses and have been only minimally incorporated into
archaeological raphide analyses since. Fullagar et al. (2006), for example, mention the square cross-
section of a raphide found in association with Colocasia esculenta-type starch granules on a stone tool
from Kuk Swamp in the central highlands of Papua New Guinea. Other studies simply describe
microfossil raphides as typical of or similar to those from the aroids without presenting detailed
morphometricdataofboththearchaeologicalsamplesandmodernreferencespecimens(includingnon-
Araceae)tolendweighttotheiridentifications(Crowther2005;Fullagar1993b:25;HorrocksandBarber
2005; Horrocks and Bedford 2005). It is insufficient for taxonomic purposes to note that a crystal or
broken crystal segment fits within the size and shape range of a particular genus or family without
discussingotherpossiblematches.Combiningthispointwiththatconcerningmicrofossilco-occurrence,
caseswhere raphidesalonehavebeenused to identify taxapresent in sediments, even to species level







Anatomical and tissue culture studies indicate that raphide morphology and formation in specific
locations within a plant are genetically controlled (Horner and Wagner 1995). Key attributes for
differentiating raphides include size, cross-sectionand terminationmorphology, all ofwhichappear to
varytodifferingdegreesdependingontaxaoforigin.Fragmentationanddegradationofarchaeological
raphides,however, limits thepotential for taxonomicdifferentiationusingsomeof theseattributes (see
Crowther 2005:64–65; Horrocks and Bedford 2005:70–71). For example, morphologically distinctive
features such as terminations may not be present and size can be difficult to estimate from broken
crystals. While cross-section has been noted in some studies using light microscopy (e.g. Fullagar
et al. 2006:605; Loy et al. 1992), personal experience shows that unambiguous analysis of raphide
sectional shape is often beyond the resolution limits of the light microscope. Scanning electron
microscopic analysis of raphide
cross-sectional shape and termi-
nations (where present), how-
ever, may have greater taxo-
nomicpotential.
 SEMstudiesofraphides
from a number of higher plants
have described four general
morphological types, referred
to here as Types I–IV (Figure 4)
(CodyandHorner1983:328).

 Type I is the most
common raphide form and
consists of four-sided single






 TypeII raphides,whicharealso four-sided,haveonepointedandonebidentateor forkedend
(PrychidandRudall1999:726).Thistypeofraphidehassofaronlybeenrecordedinafewfamiliessuch
astheVitaceae(Figure6) (CodyandHorner1983;Webb1999).Thebidentateend is formedbycrystal
twinning(ArnottandWebb2000:133).
 The third form (Type III)
are crystals with six to eight
sides and symmetrical pointed
ends. This raphide type is
known to occur in theAgavaceae
(Wattendorf 1976), Typhaceae

















type its overall H-shaped cross-section, although the solid mid-point of the raphide is 4-sided and
sometimesvisibleunderapolarisedlightmicroscope(Figure8b–c).TypeIVraphidesalsodevelopbarbs
ontheirpointedendsastheymature(BradburyandNixon1998:614;PrychidandRudall1999:726;Sakai

























which the crystal is formed, and partly on environmental factors including the amount of calcium
available during crystal formation (see Franceschi and Nakata 2005). The degree of variation within
speciesthereforeneedstobeassessedbeforesizeisacceptedasareliableindicatoroftaxaoforigin.
 Basedonthisreview,itislikelythatmorereliableidentificationsofmicrofossilraphidesmaybe







A second major issue in the analysis of raphides from Pacific microfossil assemblages relates to their
differentiationfromothercrystalswithsimilarmorphologiesandopticalproperties.Allofthepublished
cases that have identified raphides in the archaeological record have done so based solely on light
microscopy. Using this technique, raphides have usually been identified as such by their acicular or








whichhadprecipitatedon thepotterycanhave formsandopticalpropertiessimilar tocalciumoxalate
raphides (Figure 9). The archaeological crystals were identified as calcite, based on morphological























rock-milk, moonmilk, and lublinite, but most commonly as needle-fibre calcite. They form as smooth,
singlemicrorods thatcan fuse together inpairsof two,givingmorecomplexmorphologieswitheither





oriented meshes of individual crystals.Although the most common form of calcite crystals is straight-
sided, some can also be curved (Philips and Self 1987:435), a trait shared with some calcium oxalate








fungal mycelia) or inorganic processes (e.g. crystallisation from supersaturated calcium solutions)
(Borsato et al. 2000; Verrecchia and Verrecchia 1994). They have been reported from a variety of
environments exhibiting active pedogenic processes, including calcareous soils, calcrete, aeolianite,
weathered limestone and limestone caves (Phillips and Self 1987:429). Finding an abundance of these








Pacific archaeology relies. Not only might it be possible that naturally occurring needle-fibre calcite











































see bubbles of carbon dioxide gas produced by the calcite as it dissolves, although in the experiments
performed here the reaction occurred too quickly and vigorously to observe this phenomenon. By
comparison,a sampleofAlocasia macrorrhiza raphides treatedwith thesamesolutionwasnotaffected.
This simple test supported an SEM analysis which suggested that the archaeological crystals were














should be used to confirm the identification of raphides as such when found in archaeological sites,











characteristics for taxonomic identification,andchemical tests, arenecessary further steps for raphide
analysis.This findingrequires thata reexaminationofpreviousandongoingstudiesof raphides from
Pacific archaeological sites be conducted before secure conclusions based on these crystals can be
drawn.Thisisanon-trivialissue,astheseconclusionsinfluenceourunderstandingofearlyhorticulture




origin. Previous archaeological studies of raphides have been restricted in the scope of their
interpretation,whichhas focusedonanassociationbetweenraphidesand theAraceae,aswellas their
identification, forwhich therehasbeena relianceon lightmicroscopyrather thanSEM,which ismore
suitable for examining taxonomically significant features. Before even attempting to answer questions
aboutwhattypeofraphidesareinvolved,however,analystsneedtoestablishthatthecrystalsfoundin
microfossil assemblages are in fact calcium oxalate raphides and not naturally occurring crystals of
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Chalcolithic to the Medieval Period. No major archaeobotanical analysis has been conducted on the
carbonisedplantremainsfromSosHöyük.Samplesfromthreetimeperiods,theLateChalcolithic,Middle




curementpatternssuggests thedepletionof theopenoakwoodland in thePasinlerValleybetween the
MiddleBronzeAgeandIronAge.Areductioninwoodresourcesissupportedbytheuseofdungfuelas
a firewood supplement from the Middle Bronze Age. These findings correlate with the pattern of








Sos Höyük is an archaeological site located in the modern village of Yiğittaşı in Erzurum Province, northe
astTurkey(Figure1).Thesiteissituatedatanaltitudeof1800minthenarrowPasinlerValleyflankedby
the Karapazarı Mountains to the north and the Palandöken Range to the south, both of which reach eleva
tions in excess of 3000 m.As is the case today, in antiquity the Pasinler Valley lay on one of the main
routes through the mountains of Eastern Anatolia linking Western Turkey to Iran and the Caucasus.
Members of the University of Melbourne’s NortheasternAnatolia project, led byAntonio and Claudia
Sagona,excavatedthemoundofSosHöyükfrom1994to2000(seeSagonaetal.1995,1996,1997,1998;Sa






























(late 4th millennium BC) by agro-pastoralists who were part of the Early Transcaucasian (or Kura-
Araxes)culturalcomplex.CommunitiesofthistraditioncontinuedtooccupySosHöyükthroughoutthe
greater part of the BronzeAge. Judging from architectural remains and analysis of some of the faunal
data, these early villagers incorporated a degree of transhumance into their lifestyle, though the exact
nature of this economic activity and how it related to sedentary agricultural practices has yet to be
determined.DuringthelatesecondmillenniumBC(LateBronzeAge)occupationappearstohavebeen
seasonal, though this may reflect the limited area of this period that was excavated; more permanent
buildingsmaystilllieunexcavatedatthesouthernendofthemound.IntheIronAge,thesitewashome





house. Sos Höyük was abandoned in the second century BC and reoccupied briefly after the Seljuk


















 Post-excavation research at Sos Höyük has included zooarchaeology (Howell-Muers, 2001),




further intensive analysis be performed. The closest archaeobotanical studies to Sos Höyük have been
conducted beyond the southern Palandoken Mountains in south-eastern Anatolia at Arslantepe
(Frangipane et al. 2001), Aşvan (Willcox 1974) and Kurban Höyük (Miller 1986) and to the east at Patnos 
(Dönmez2003).NoarchaeobotanicalanalysishasbeencompletedinnortheastAnatolia.
 In the Near East most archaeobotanical work has focused on the early domestication of crop
plantsintheNeolithicandrelativelylittleresearchhasbeenundertakenintotheplantbasedsubsistence
economy of the Chalcolithic, Bronze and Iron Ages (Miller 1991, Reihl and Nesbitt 2003). Analysis of 
theplantremainsfromSosHöyükwouldhelptofillthisvoidbyprovidinginformationonsubsistence
in Eastern Turkey from the Late Chalcolithic to Medieval Period. Sos Höyük is located in the Eastern
Highlands of Anatolia and provides a rare opportunity to investigate the subsistence strategies of a
mountainvillageincomparisontothelowlandsettlementsalreadydocumentedtothesouthandwestof
the Palandöken Range.  
 Similarly,SosHöyükisideallyplacedtoexaminethevegetationhistoryofamountainzone.Tod
ay the Pasinler Valley is practically treeless, dominated by alpine wildflowers with riparian trees
restricted to riverbanks, and pollarded poplars along roadsides and around villages. The surrounding
mountains are devoid of trees except in steep gullies near the plateau of the Karapazarı range where isola








amid herbaceous steppe found across Central and Eastern Turkey is thought to have resulted from
deforestationinantiquity(McNeill1992,WoldringandCappers2001).
Period	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Date

LateChalcolithic      3500–3000BC
BronzeAge
 EarlyBronzeAge    3000–2200BC
 MiddleBronzeAge    2200–1500BC
 LateBronzeAge     1500–1000BC
IronAge      1000–300BC
Post-Achaemenid     300–200BC
Medieval      1100–1300AD
Table	1.	Sos	Höyük	chronology	(Sagona	2000).	
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 The research described here was a pilot study that aimed to bring a highland perspective to
archaeobotanical research in the Near East and begin much needed work in northeast Anatolia. In
particular,theprojectaimedtostudymaterialfromtheLateChalcolithic,MiddleBronzeandIronAges
toreconstructthevegetationhistoryofthePasinlerValleyandrelatethistoenvironmentalchangeacross











cloth bags the material was stored in Yiğittası until 2003 when it was transported to Australia for labora
toryanalysis.
 Afterinitialexamination,threelociwereselectedforanalysisbasedontheamountofcarbonised
material and period of deposition. The Late Chalcolithic sample was from the surface of a burnt plaster
floor of a Transcaucasian roundhouse dated to 3100–2600 cal BC (Beta-135363, calibrated using OxCal




 For seed analysis, whole seeds and seed fragments were collected from the >2 mm sample
fractionsandonlywholeseedsfromthe>0.5mmportion,followingMiller(1998).Thesewereidentified
usinganOlympusSZ60stereomicroscopewiththeaidofillustrativearchaeobotanicaltextsbyvanZeist
and Bakker-Heeres (1985, 1986), Zohary and Hopf (2000), and seed atlases (Berggren 1969, 1981;
Anderberg1994).Cerealgrain identificationwasassistedby reference tomodernseedsamplesofwild
and domesticated cereals sent from the Australian Winter Cereal Collection in Tamworth. Where
possible, taxa were identified to species level, otherwise to genus. Nomenclature follows Zohary and
Hopf(2000)forcultivatedspeciesandforwildtaxafollowstheFlora of TurkeybyDavis(1965–1985).
 Wood charcoal fragments were sorted from the >2 mm sample fractions. For this preliminary
studyaninitialsubsamplesizeof50charcoalpiecespersamplewasselectedasacompromisebetween
thefiveofMiller(2004)and200ofAsoutiandHather(2001).Tochecktheappropriatenessofexamining
50 pieces per unit studied, a variant of Smart and Hoffman’s (1988) taxon-number curve was used. In
eachinstancethetaxonnumbercurveplateauedpriortoidentificationofall50fragments,indicatingthat
a 50 fragment count provided an adequate sub-sample. The 50 charcoal fragments were randomly
selected for examination under an Olympus SZH stereomicroscope. Each piece was cut with a razor
blade to expose the transverse, tangential longitudinal and radial longitudinal planes. The wood was




at the University of Melbourne. Confirmation of identifications made under the stereomicroscope was
conducted by randomly selecting a charcoal piece from each taxon group identified, for FESEM
examination and photographing as a quality control. Nomenclature follows the Flora of Turkey (Davis
1965–1985). Identifications were made to genus or, if possible, to species. For Salicaceae, identification
wasmadetofamilylevelsince,bywoodanatomy,thetwogeneraSalixandPopulusareindistinguishable






A summary of seed abundance data for the Late Chalcolithic, Middle Bronze and Iron Age levels is
presented in Table 2. In the Late Chalcolithic sample, only wheat (Triticum sp.) and barley (Hordeum 
vulgare)grainswereidentifiedwithnakedwheats(Triticum aestivumssp.vulgare/T. turgidumssp.durum)
beingmostabundant.TherecoveryofaT. aestivum ssp.vulgare rachis indicateshexaploidbreadwheat
mayhavebeenpresent. Agreatervarietyofplant taxawerediscovered in theMiddleBronzeAgepit.
Wheat and barley were found with hulled barley (Hordeum vulgare) the most common taxa. A diverse
wildseedflorawithGaliumsp.,Asperulasp.,Polygonumsp.,Loliumsp,andmembersoftheBoraginaceae,
Caryophylaceae, Convolvulaceae, Fabaceae and Poaceae families were present. Remains of sheep/goat 
dung were also found. In the IronAge sample, naked wheat was the most dominant grain type, with




Taxon	(English	name)	 	 	 	 Plant	Part	 	 						Period	 	
						
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 Late	 						Middle	Bronze	
	 	 	 	 	 	 	 									Chalcolithic						Age	 				 						Iron	Age	

Crops    
Triticum aestivumL.ssp.vulgare /T.  
turgidumL.conv.durum (bread/durum wheat) grain     84                 16           715 
Triticumsp.(wheat)    grain  35  4 71
Triticum aestivumssp.vulgare(breadwheat)  rachis  2  - -
Hordeum vulgareL.(hulledbarley)   grain  46 175 14
H. vulgareLvar.nudum(naked6-rowbarley) grain  -  1 -
Cerealia(cereal)     grainfrags. -  - 1
Setaria italicaL.P.Beauv.(foxtailmillet)  grain   
Lens culinarisL.(lentil)    seed  -  - 1
Vitis viniferaL.(grape)    seed  -  - 1
					
Wild	plants    
GaliumL.sp.     seed  -  2 2
AsperulaL.sp.     seed  -  1 1
PolygonumL.sp.     seed  -  3 -
LoliumL.sp.     seed  -  1 2
Ranunculus arvensisL.    seed  -  - 1
Boraginaceae     seed  -  1 -
Caryophylaceae     seed  -  1 -
Convolvulaceae     seed    1 
Fabaceae     seed  -  7 2
Poaceae      seed  4  2 -
Unidentified     seed  -  3 6
Pinussp.cone     cone  -  - 1
			
Other    











and in many settlements from the Neolithic onwards it is the most dominant wheat type identified
(Wasylikowa et al. 1991). The presence of bread wheat rachis segments and quantity of naked wheat



































While this study isbasedononlya smallnumberof samples, thepreliminaryarchaeobotanical record
fromSosHöyükpreservesadiversecharcoalfloraforthePasinlerValley.Althoughveryfewtreesarepre
sentinthevicinityofSosHöyüktoday,mainlyalongroadsides,riversandnearvillages,thepastenviro
nment can be inferred based on the species’ modern habitat preferences as recorded in Zohary (1973),
Period	 	 	 					Late	Chalcolithic	 									Middle	Bronze	Age	 							 Iron	Age	
Sample	numbers	 L17b4299142  L16c403560  J141299122
Taxon	   Count % Count %  Count %

Pinuscf.sylvestrisL. 10  20 21 42  17 34
Salicaceae  38  76 9 18  19 38
Betulasp.  -  - 1 2  9 18
Lonicerasp.  -  - - -  1 2
Quercussp.  2 4 12 24  - -
Ulmussp.  -  - 1 2  - -
Acersp.   -  - 3 6  - -
Indeterminate  -  - 3 6  4 8
	







Pinus	 sylvestris;	 Quercus Ulmus Acer	
Betula Lonicera	
127
Location		 	 Vegetation	type	 										Taxa	identified	in		 			 							Possible	taxa	in	
	 	 	 	 	 										assemblage	 	 							association	

river banks/alluvial  riparian            willow,  poplar          ash (Fraxinus)alder
flats     (Salicaceae),elm  (Alnus),Carex,Juncus,
     (Ulmus),Polygonum   
plain   disturbedland Ranunculus,  Galium,                Bromus,  Phalaris,  
               Lolium,  Asperula,            Rumex,  Trifolium 
               Triticum,  Hordeum,  
               Lens,  Cucumis,  
               Convolvulaceae  
plainandfoothills oaksteppe- oak(Quercus),  hawthorn(Crataegus),
   woodland maple(Acer),  pears(Pyrus)
     honeysuckle(Lonicera), cherry(Prunus),
     elm(Ulmus)  terebinth(Pistachia)
         juniper(Juniperus),
         rose(Rosa)
         almond(Amygdalus)
lowermountain  pineforest pine(Pinus sylvestris), juniper(Juniperus)
slope     honeysuckle(Lonicera),




Fairbairn et al. (2002), Newton (2004) and Davis (1965–1985). When integrated, the charcoal taxa form
five vegetation types that have distinct distributions in the site’s locale (Table 4, Figure 3). The
environmental reconstruction (Figure 3) incorporates the northern half of the Pasinler Valley, in which
Sos Höyük is located, and the Karapazarı Mountains, since the Aras River to the south of the site forms a 
socio-geographical boundary in the Valley which may have marked the edge of village territory in
ancient times (Sagona 2004). Along the rivers and alluvial flats, riparian woodlands dominated by
willowsandpoplarswereprobablypresent.Disturbedland,includingcultivatedfieldsnearvillagesand
thevillageitselfwouldhavebeenhometowildandweedyannualsandperennials.OnthePasinlerPlain,
theseverewinter frostsandwindsdepress the tree line, limiting treegrowthtoscatteredstands (Stern
1983). This BronzeAge steppe savannah was probably an open oak-dominated woodland with maple,
elm, almond, and shrubby Rosaceae, and juniper as is still present in some parts of Anatolia. The oak 
woodland would have spread across the wild subalpine flower-covered valley and into the foothills.
Further into the Karpazarı Range, the open oak woodland would have graded into the Pinus sylvestris 
forest that may have had an oak and maple understorey at lower altitudes. At the upper tree line
beneath the Karapazarı plateau, birch would have grown, particularly dense in sheltered north-facing 
niches, together with stunted pines, Rhododendron and juniper as is found in Northern Turkey today 
(Connor pers. comm.). This reconstruction matches the habitat requirements of wild animals found at
Sos Höyük in the Early BronzeAge with brown bears in coniferous forests, wild sheep in the wooded







 All the wood charcoal fragments identified are elements of the Euro-Siberian Euxine
phytogeographical province (Davis 1965–1985). This is in accordance with Zohary (1973) and Davis
(1965)whoviewtheEastAnatolianHighlandsasbeingamixof relictEuro-Siberian forestsandIrano-
Turanian steppe.As the Euro-Siberian forests were depleted over time, the Irano-Turanian steppe and
shrubberybecamethedominantvegetationtypepresentintheregiontoday.IncomparisontoCollinset
al. (2005), this model suggests a more complex vegetation history for the Pasinler Valley with several
differentecotypespresenttogetherwiththePinuswoodlandidentifiedintheBulemaçpollencore.

Resource Depletion  
ThedepletionoftheEuro-SiberianwoodlandisvisibleinthecharcoalassemblageexaminedfromSosH
öyük when tabulated in terms of vegetation types used over time (Table 5). From the burnt
plasterflooroftheLateChalcolithicroundhouse,Salicaceae,pineandoakwerefound,withSalicaceae
charcoalconstitutingthemajorityofthesample.Thisroomhadaportablehearthintheformofatwin-
hornedandironand ispartofasuccessionofplaster floor levelssuggesting that theoccupationat this




which wood selection is driven more by the proximity and quantity of fuel required for mass milk
processingthanthecalorificquality,andhenceburningproperties,ofthewooditself.
Vegetation	Type	 	 	 Late	Chalcolithic		 Middle	Bronze	Age	 						Iron	Age	

riparianwoodland   xxx   xx  xxx
openoakwoodland   x   xxx 
pineforest    xx   xxx  xxx





 In the Middle Bronze Age pit, a greater diversity of charcoal taxa is present from all four
recognised arboreal associations. More species from the plain, including maple and elm, and from the
mountain slopes, birch, are found in the sample, indicating exploitation of vegetation communities
beyond the settlement periphery, perhaps due to depletion of the riparian arboreal flora. This matches
findings from Neolithic Çatalhöyük where most wood in the early phase of settlement was gathered
fromthe localwetlands.Over timetheresourcebasewasbroadenedto includemoreecologicalniches,
including intensive harvesting in the foothills 10km to the south, which at Sos Höyük seems to have
occurredbytheMiddleBronzeAge(Fairbairnetal.2002).
 Charcoal from the Iron Age house includes taxa from the riparian woodland and mountain
forests, but lacks taxa from the open oak woodland. While honeysuckle is present, its use as an
ornamental in some Anatolian villages impinges on its reliability as a woodland indicator (Ertuğ 2000). 
This scarcity of fragments from the steppe woodland, particularly the lack of oak, may be an artificial
productofsamplingbutcouldequallyrepresent thedeclineof theopenoakstands.AsoutiandAustin
(2005) also suggest that the function of different archaeological contexts leads to botanically different
charcoal assemblages. Thus the difference in context between the Late Chalcolithic and Middle Bronze
Agesamples,whicharelikelytobehearthremains,andthemixedhousedebrisfromtheIronAgecould
be the reason for the lackofoakwoodlandcharcoal in the IronAge.However, this isunlikely, sincea
householdcontextwouldusuallycontaina representative floraofmost taxanear to thesitedue to the
greaterdiversityofwoodformsthatareburnt.Ahousefirewouldincludeamixofwoodfrombuilding
construction, furniture, tools, domestic objects, and firewood stores. Hearth remains primarily contain
taxa that were intentionally gathered from nearby vegetation and burnt as firewood (Willcox 2002).
A household context is likely to contain a wider range of woods selected for a variety of purposes
and objects and thus is representative of the surrounding vegetation. Therefore the lack of taxa from
the oak woodland in the IronAge probably reflects a depletion of the trees from the plain that forced
the inhabitants of Sos Höyük to travel further into the Karapazarı Mountains to collect wood. 
 TheseedresultsfromSosHöyükalsoareindicativeofwoodlandreduction(Table2).IntheMid
dleBronzeand IronAge samples thepresenceofadiverseweedseed flora togetherwith sheep faecal
pelletsmay indicate theuseofdung fuelasawoodsupplement, similar to findings frommodernand
ancient Maylan in Iran (Miller and Smart 1984). Indeed, having examined a range of samples from
throughout theBronzeAge,MarkNesbitt (cited inNewton2004) found thatatSosHöyükweedseeds
onlyenteredthecharcoalrecordintheMiddleBronzeAgeandconcludedthatthiswassuggestiveofthe
introduction of dung fuel. In modern Yiğittaşı, dung bricks (tezek) are still used in the earth stove (tando
or) and as an occasional supplement to the coal and wood bought in Pasinler (Hopkins 2000).At Sos
Höyük,theremainsofdungfuelwerefoundintheLateBronzeAgeindustrialsectorpreservedasahighly
alkaline chocolate-brown layer and were probably incorporated as fuel supplement into a lime
productionpit(Sagonaetal.1997).Thus,astheoakwoodlandresourceswerecomingunderpressurein
theMiddleBronzeAge,dungfuelmayhavebeenusedasafuelsupplement.
 This pattern of woodland depletion is comparable to findings from Malyan in Iran, Aşvan in south
easternAnatoliaandpollencoresfromtheregion.DuringtheMiddleBronzeAgeatMalyan,juniperwas
exhausted from the pistachio-almond-maple-juniper woodland and was replaced as fuel by oak from




Period. In Central Anatolia, the oak woodland around Eski Acıgöl is seen to decline sharply in pollen 
records from the Bronze Age, as the pine increases (Roberts et al. 2001). This decline of oak woodland is 
confirmedbyapollencorefromLakeImerainthehighlandsofEasternGeorgia,climaticallysimilarto






along the Euphrates River Valley, when land clearing and climate desiccation caused increased erosion 
(Kuzucuoğlu 2003).  

Human Impact 




andacomplexofpits forplastermanufacture(Sagonaetal.1998). Inthesepits limestonewasburnt to
producelimeplaster,usedinantiquityforfloors,bowls,statuesandotherartefacts(Sagonaetal.1997,
Miller 1990a). Lime manufacture required high temperatures and much fuel, one ton of lime plaster
requiring two tons of limestone and two tons of wood fuel for burning (Miller 1990a). Fresh wood or
charcoal can be used to convert limestone into plaster. Charcoal has a higher calorific value but its
productionisveryinefficientandrequiressaplingtimber(Miller1985).WorkatBronzeAgeMaylanand
surrounds found that certainvillageswerecentresof limeproduction that serviced thenearbyvillages
thathadnokiln(Miller1990b).ItcouldbethatSosHöyükwasonesuchcentreoflimemanufacturefor
some of the villages in the Pasinler Valley in the Late BronzeAge. The quantities of fuel required for
plasterproductionincombinationwithlandclearingforagricultureandtheusualwoodprocurementfor
hearths and housing may have placed excessive pressure on the vegetation of the Pasinler Valley and






and Iron Ages (Howell-Meurs 2001:90) and were probably the primary herd type throughout the
occupationofSosHöyük,justastheyaretoday(Sagonaetal.1997).Theseanimalsgrazeonsoft-leaved
vegetation, and are noted to prefer oak (Riehl 1999). As flocks of sheep and goats range across the land 
they constantly graze, killing freshly germinated seedlings and defoliating saplings. Over time, this
would prevent the growth of the new generations of trees and eventually stop regeneration of certain
species. InCentralAnatolia,mostwoodland remnantsare foundon isolated rockoutcropswhere they
are protected from grazing (Woldring and Cappers 2001). Grazing promotes the proliferation of anti-
herbivoroustaxawithprotectivespinesandunpalatableleavesandselectsagainstsoft-leavedtaxa.Inthe
Pasinler Valley, Crataegus and Rosa shrubs, both bearing woody spines, are present, whereas 
unprotected trees are rare, located in marshes and sheltered mountain niches (Newton 2004).
Furthermore,shepherdsandgraziersofnorth-easternAnatoliaoftenburnthesubalpinemeadowsinthe




Climatic Aridity  
OvergrazingintheLateBronzeAgemayitselfhavebeenafunctionoftheincreasingclimaticaridityin
this period. From the beginning of the Holocene, humidity increased in the Near East which, with the
improvedclimaticconditions,enabledtheoakwoodlandstofirstexpandalongtheMediterraneancoasts
and then, after a 3000-year delay, expand in the montane interiors of Anatolia as found at Eski Acıgöl and 
Lake Van around 8200BP (Roberts et al. 2001; Wick et al. 2003). This climatic optimum was maintained 
throughtheBronzeAgeuntil4000BPwhenhumiditylevelsbegantodecrease,whichloweredthewater
levels at Lake Van (Wick et al. 2003; Lemcke and Sturm 1997) and Eski Acıgöl  (Roberts et al. 2001). At 
131
Lake Van the oak woodlands were depleted and the drought intolerant trees from Eski Acıgöl were consi
derably reduced (Roberts et al. 2001; Wick et al. 2003). Similarly in Eastern and Southern Georgia, rainfall 
andtemperaturekeptincreasinguntil4500BP,permittingoakforestexpansionandtheraisingofthetree
line before conditions began to deteriorate around 3500 BP (Kvavadze and Connor 2005). The Pasinler
Valley in the second millennium BC, located between Lake Van and Georgia, was probably similarly
affected,withthetreelineloweringanddecreaseofoakwoodlandinanalreadymarginalenvironment,
leaving pine as the dominant tree by the IronAge, as occurred at Lake Imera (Kvavadze and Connor
2005).AtLakeVan(Wicketal.2003)andGravgazinSouthwestAnatolia(Vermoereetal.2000)theoak
woodland’s decline is interpreted as a product of Holocene desiccation reducing the oak woodland’s
climatically favourable distribution. In contrast, at Eski Acıgöl after the loss of the drought intolerant 
species at the onset of the Holocene arid phase, the oak pollen has a delayed but marked fall which
Roberts et al. (2001:733) interpreted as an anthropogenic change. Around Sos Höyük, as at Eski Acıgöl, 
thegrowingclimaticaridity fromtheMiddleBronzeAge onward, in tandemwithhumanagricultural
andsettlementpractices,mayhaveledtothedepletionoftheopenoakwoodland.




southern Turkey walk their flocks over the Taurus Mountains into Erzurum to graze on the Karapazarı 
plateau for the summer months (personal observation). This is a tradition that may have occurred for
thousands of years (A. Sagona personal communication). With increased aridity across the Near East
duringtheLateBronzeAge,theamountofmigratoryherderstravellingtotherelativelyrichpasturesof
thePasinlerValleyinsummermayhaveincreased.Asamodernanalogue,theinfluxofmigratorycattle
herds to Lake Victoria in Tanzania during a recent arid period caused substantial deforestation and
promotionofcattle-tolerantspecies(HongoandMasikini2003).
 Therefore, thesepreliminary findings suggests that thedepletionof theopenoakwoodland in




through the Pasinler Valley in the fourth century BC the abundant woods he passed were probably
composedprimarilyofpineandbirch.ThetimingofthefinaldeforestationofthePasinlerValleywhich
eliminatedthepineandbirchforestsisuncertain.
 A pollen record from north of Sos Höyük, dating back 700 years (620±60 BP), indicates that
since then the arboreal vegetation on the Karapazarı Mountain slope has been sparse, with only a few 
isolatedpinesandbirches(Connorpersonalcommunication).Tothesouth,onthenorthernslopesofthe
Palandöken Mountains, pine and birch may have been more common. Today, the mountain slopes are
practically treeless. This final deforestation probably occurred in the last 500 years, when a sizable
nomadic population of Eastern Anatolia settled to form village communities (McNeill 1992). Yiğittası, 
thevillageofSosHöyük,mayhavebeenresettledatthistime.AtVantheoakwoodlandwasclearedwith
inthelast600years(Wicketal.2003),coincidingwithvillageproliferation.IndeedErzurumrecordeda
two thousand-fold increase in population in the 16th Century AD (Jennings 1976). The effect of this
populationshiftwasseenbytheFrenchbotanistJosephPittondeTournefortin1702.Travellingthrough
Erzurumhecommentedon‘thescarcityanddearnessofWood.NothingbutPine-woodisknownthere,
and that too they fetch two or three days Journey from the Town; all the rest of the Country is quite
naked.’(Tournefort1718:194).AsTournefortpassedthroughthePasinlerValleyhenoted‘Thereisnota







From these preliminary findings, a picture of deforestation in the Pasinler Valley emerges from the
macrobotanical remains of the Late Chalcolithic, Middle Bronze and Iron Ages. The modern alpine





the nearby riparian woodland, the open oak woodland and the pine and birch forests on the southern
slopes of the Karapazarı Mountains. By the Iron Age only the riparian woodland and the mountain pine 
and birch forests were used for wood gathering. Representatives of the oak woodland on the plain were 
absentfromtheIronAgesample.ThissuggeststhatsometimebetweentheMiddleBronzeandIronAge
theoakwoodlandwasdepletedwhichis inaccordancewithfindingsfromLakeVan(Wicketal.2003),
Eski Acıgöl (Roberts et al. 2001), and Eastern Georgia (Kvavadze and Connor 2005). The use of dung fuel 
as a supplement for firewood may indicate that the deforestation of the Pasinler Valley was a gradual
processbeginningintheMiddleBronzeAge.Increasingclimaticariditytogetherwithgoatgrazing,land
clearingandintensifiedindustrialactivitiesinsettlementsmayhavecontributedtothedeclineoftheoak
woodland in the late second millennium BC and caused the inhabitants of Sos Höyük to change their
wood procurement strategies. The final deforestation of the Pasinler Valley, the felling of the pine and
birchforests,occurredpriorto1700ADperhapsasaresultofthesettlingofthenomadicpopulationof
EasternAnatolia. This two-tiered deforestation model may be the pattern for vegetation change across
the highland regions of the Near East. Due to the limited nature of this study further analysis of the
charcoalsfromSosHöyükisneededtoconfirmthesetrendsandtohelpclarifythetimingoftheseevents.
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by Tim Denham from 1997 under Golson’s supervision) are considered. Three methodological
contributions to the study of early agriculture and plant exploitation are highlighted: X-radiography,












to be a centre of early and independent agricultural development (Denham et al. 2003, 2004a, 2004b;
Golson 1977, 1991; Golson and Hughes 1980; Hope and Golson 1995). These investigations have
identified successive periods of manipulation of the wetland margin for plant exploitation and swamp
drainage for cultivation. Although claims for agriculture dating to 10,000 years ago are contentious
(Phase 1; Denham 2004a; Denham et al. 2004a), there is general agreement that mounded cultivation
occurred on the wetland margin at c. 7000/6500 cal. BP (Phase 2; Denham et al.  2003, 2004a). From
approximately 4000 years ago to the present (from Phase 3 onwards), the wetland was periodically
drained using ditches. The agricultural history at Kuk, at least from approximately 6000 years ago, is
corroboratedbyarchaeologicalandpalaeoecologicalfindingsatothersitesintheNewGuineaHighlands
(Denham2003a,2005a;Golson1982;Haberle2003;Powell1982a).
 In this paper, the multi-disciplinary methods used to investigate early agriculture at Kuk are
summarised. The rationale of the methodological approach adopted is outlined and three significant







Initial claims for early and independent agriculture in New Guinea were based on multi-disciplinary
investigations at Kuk directed by Jack Golson from the 1970s onwards (and with Philip Hughes from
1974; Golson 1977, 1991; Golson and Hughes 1980; Hope and Golson 1995). As discussed elsewhere




























        Integrationofarchaeological 
2.Newarchaeological      andmulti-disciplinary
excavationsatKukin      investigationstodetermine
1998and1999       typesofplantexploitation
        associatedwithPhases1,2







Research Field  Period  Methods 

Archaeology  Original Excavationtrenches(n=187)
     Archaeologicalandstratigraphicrecordinginplantation
     drainwalls(n=>15km)
   Renewed Excavationtrenches(n=19)
Dating1   Original Conventionalradiocarbondating(n=52;RSES,ANU)
   Renewed ConventionalandAMSradiocarbondating(n=36;
     RSESandANSTO)
Palaeoecology  Original Macrobotany:seedsandwood(n>500;J.Powell/L.Lucking)
     Phytoliths(n=30;S.Wilson)
     Pollen(n=31;J.Powell)
   Renewed Diatoms2(n=50;B.Winsborough)
     Insects(n=10;N.Porch)
     Phytoliths2(n=40;C.Lentfer)
     Pollen2(n=60;S.Haberle)
     Toolresidues(n=12;R.Fullagar,J.Field,C.Lentfer,M.Therin)
Stratigraphy  Original Depositionrates(P.Hughes)
     Chemicalandphysicalcomposition(M.Latham)
     Ferrimagnetism(R.ThompsonandF.Oldfield)
     Physicalcomposition(J.Powell)
     X-radiography(R.Blong)
   Renewed Thinsectiondescription(T.Denham)
     X-radiography(A.PierretwithT.Denham)













correlation of multi-disciplinary lines of evidence. The results of many previous analyses could not be
readily cross-correlated with each other or with precision to stratigraphic and archaeological





(see Figure 1b). The majority of diatom, phytolith and pollen samples, as well as someAMS samples,
































Comparative X-radiography and photography of undisturbed soil monoliths provide a meso-scale
investigation of soil and sediment characteristics often missing in archaeological investigations
(Gilbertson 1995). Meso-level analysis links macro-level field descriptions to extremely detailed
micromorphological studies, i.e., thin section description. Following Hamblin (1962), Krinitszky has
shown that ‘“thick bedded” or “massive” sedimentary deposits really contain many complex primary









features, as well as major stratigraphic units, and to guide further sampling. During recent work, X-
radiography has revealed structures associated with former palaeosols (Figure 2a) and the degree of
pedogenic homogenisation within a sample. The differentiation of deposits that retain their original
stratification (Figure 2b), as opposed to those that have been subject to extensive post-depositional




































2. Biostratigraphic markers 
Multi-scaleandmixed-methodanalyses(followingCanti1995;Denham2003b),incorporatingtheresults
oftheoriginalandrenewedinvestigations,haveenabledcharacterisationsofthearchaeostratigraphyat
Kuk (Denham 2003b). Of concern, and in contrast to previous sedimentary interpretations of the
stratigraphyatKuk(Hughes1985;Hughesetal.1991), themajorityoftheHolocenestratigraphyatthe
siteappearstohavebeensubjecttoconsiderablepedogenesis,orsoilformation.Soilformationprocesses











the archaeostratigraphy of the site against biostratigraphic markers. It can be assumed that if post-
depositional processes have predominated, then the characteristics of macrofossil and microfossil
assemblages within samples of similar provenance and age would be partially inter-mixed with those
from adjacent — most probably higher and lower — contexts. However, if archaeostratigraphic units
retaintheiroriginalpalaeoecologicalcharacteristics,i.e.,thosethatreflecttheecologyoftheenvironment




Kuk is based on a Principal
Components Analysis (PCA) of
the pollen analysis (Figure 3;
see Haberle et al. n.d. for a
fulldiscussion).Anexamination
of groupings clearly shows that
samples from the same major
stratigraphic units, i.e., black
clay, grey clay and Pleistocene
organic peat, cluster together.
Furthermore, the basal samples
from Phase 2 feature fills form
a tight cluster, which is
significant, because it suggests
that the basal fills of Phase
2 features have retained
their original biostratigraphic
characteristics and are reliable
indicators of past environments
when the Phase 2 palaeosurface
was in use. In contrast, the
biostratigraphic signatures for
the fills of Phase 1 features are
highly variable, which suggests
thatthePhase1palaeosurfaceis,
in part, a palimpsest of features
ofdifferentages.

3. A suite of macrofossil and 
microfossil techniques 
A combination of archaeobo-
tanical and palaeoecological
techniques (see Table 2) has
yielded evidence for the
presence, use and cultivation of
a range of crop plants at Kuk
from the Pleistocene to the
recent past (Table 3). Only the
earliestoccurrencesofplantsare





are considered to have been continuously present in the vicinity. Previous deficiencies in obtaining
evidenceoffoodplantsbasedonmacrobotanicalandpollenanalyseshavebeenovercomebyemploying
phytolith analysis of archaeostratigraphic samples and starch grain evidence of tool residues. These
techniques have opened up new avenues for exploring subsistence in the past in New Guinea, as well
as other parts of the world (see Piperno 2006 and Torrence and Barton 2005 for recent reviews).  Of
most significance are phytolith evidence for the cultivation of Musa bananas from 7000–6500 cal. BP
(see discussions in Denham et al. 2003, 2004b) and starch grain analysis of residues from stone tools
indicatingtheexploitationoftaro(Colocasia esculenta)andayam(Dioscoreasp.)fromtheearlyHolocene
(Fullagaretal.2006).
Species/Genus1          Exploited Edible  Evidence4      Earliest 
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 Part(s)3         Record5 
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 l,sh  s  Pleistocene
Acalyphasp.   w,t  l  s,w,p  Pleistocene
Castanopsissp.   w,t  n  w,p?  Pleistocene
Cerastiumsp.   w  p  s  Pleistocene
Coleussp.   w  l  s  Pleistocene
Ficus cf. copiosa6   c,w  f,l  s  Pleistocene
Ficusspp.   c,w  l,f  s,w  Pleistocene
Garciniasp.   w  f,l,b  w  Pleistocene
Hydrocotylesp.   w  l?  s  Pleistocene
Lycopodiumspp.   w  sh  p  Pleistocene
Maesasp.   w  f  w  Pleistocene
Musaceae   c,w  f,c  ph  Pleistocene
Oenanthe javanica  c,w  l,sh  s,p  Pleistocene
P. antaresensis   w  d  p  Pleistocene
P. brosimos   c,w  d  p  Pleistocene
Pandanussp.   c,w  d  s,p  Pleistocene
Parsonsiasp.   w  n  p  Pleistocene
Phragmites karka   w  l,r,sh  ph  Pleistocene
Pouzolzia hirta   w  l,st  s  Pleistocene
Rubus moluccanus  w  f  s  Pleistocene
Rubus rosifolius   w  f  s  Pleistocene
cf.Setaria palmifolia  c,w  s  ph  Pleistocene
Solanum nigrum   c,w  l,sh  s  Pleistocene
Syzygiumsp.   w  f  w  Pleistocene
cf.Zingiberaceae  c,w  r,l,sh  ph  Pleistocene
Colocasia esculenta  c  c,l  st  P1
Dioscoreasp.   c,w  t  st  P1
Elaeocarpaceae   w  n  p  P1
Ipomoeasp.   w  sh  p  P1
Typhasp.   w  st  p  P1
Wahlenbergiasp.   w  p  s,p  P1
Musasectionbananas7  c,w  f,c  ph  P1?
Ingentimusasectionbananas7 w  f,c?  ph  P1?
Solanumsp.   c,w  f,l,sh,t  s  pre-P2
Commelinasp.6   c,w  l,sh  s  P2
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Drymaria cordata6   w  l?  s  P2
Floscopasp.6   c,w  l,sh  s  P2
Viola arcuata   w  l?  s  P2/P3
Amaranthussp.6   c  l,p  s  P2/P3
Bidens pilosa6   w  s  s  P2/P3








































wide range of edible plants. However, taken together, the suite of plants could have supported broad-
spectrum subsistence practices from the beginning of the Holocene, and potentially earlier (Powell
1982a:211).
 ThefindingsatKukindicatetheimportanceofusingacombinationofmacrofossilandmicrofossil
techniques in the investigation of plant exploitation in the past. Although macrofossil techniques —
primarilythemacrobotanicalinvestigationofthehardpartsofnutsandfruits,aswellasseedsandwood
— have formerly predominated in New Guinean research, it has long been recognised that these
techniques provide only a partial view of plant exploitation in the past (Golson and Ucko 1994; Powell
1970a). Only with recent advances in phytolith (Bowdery 1999; Denham et al. 2003, 2004b; Lentfer and
Green 2004), pollen (Haberle 1995), starch grain (Fullagar et al. 2006; cf. Loy 1994) and parenchyma
(Hather2000)researchhavearchaeobotanistsbeenabletoinvestigatepeople’suseofthemajorstarch-rich
staples of Pacific agriculture. At Kuk, microfossil analyses have provided evidence from the early













fill — as representative of the human practices accompanying the formation or use of the feature as a
whole.
 During the renewed investigations at Kuk, multiple samples were taken from larger (i.e.,
palaeochannels) and smaller (i.e., palaeosurfaces) features. Multiple subsamples of fill were subject to
multi-disciplinaryandpairedanalyses.Althoughtheresultsindicatedquitehighdegreesofvariabilityin
the biostratigraphic signatures and age for the fills from several palaeochannels, such results were
anticipated based on studies of channel fill composition and chronology in other parts of the world
(Brown1997:48–54).Surprisingly,multiplesamples fromthe fillsofshallowpalaeosurface featuresalso
indicated relatively high degrees of biostratigraphic variability — both within and between features;
variability was more marked for Phase 1 features and less so for Phase 2 features. However, even for
Phase2 features, foreachofwhich three subsampleswereanalysed, therewasconsiderablevariability
betweentheupper,intermediateandlowersubsamples,eveniftherewasgoodagreementforthebasal
fills of all five Phase 2 features analysed (as discussed above). These findings suggest that different
environmentalconditionsanddifferentprocessesofformationareassociatedwithdifferentpartsofafill.
Although ithasbeenassumed that thebasalportionof the fill is themost representativeofpastplant
exploitation and cultivation associated with the formation and use of the feature, this assumption
requiresfurtherinvestigation.
 Different hypothetical interpretations of the processes leading to the formation of, and hence
representativeness of, the basal and other parts of the fill can be advanced (see Figure 4). These
hypothetical interpretationscastdoubtonthereliabilityofassumingthat thebasalportionof thefill is
representative of — at least in the case of Phase 2 features — cultivation practices associated with
formationanduse.Forexample,isthebasalportionofthefillformedshortlyafterinitialdiggingofthe
feature, thereby comprising largely inwashed residual materials, or does it represent materials that
slowly accumulated during cultivation on adjacent mounds (Figures 4a–c)?Additionally, the extent of
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pedogenesis accompanying and subsequent to the infilling of the feature is unknown (Figure 4d).
Dependingupontheformationscenario,plantmacro-andmicrofossilassemblagesinthebasalportions
of the feature fill may or may not be representative of cultivation on adjacent mounds (Figure 4e).
AlthoughinparttheseconcernscanbeaddressedthroughX-radiographyandthinsectionanalysisofthe
































multi-proxy (diatom,phytolithandpollenanalyses)andpairedsamplingstrategies through the fillsof
the feature and underlying deposits (Figure 5). The 1 cm wide slices used for X-radiography of the
stratigraphyhavebeensubsampledforPhase1,Phase2andPhase3featurefills—withthelocationof
all subsamples marked on the X-ray image. Although the results of these analyses are incomplete,





The vertically-oriented voids indicate recent pedoturbation. The summary pollen diagram (Figure 5b)
shows an increasing and then stable forest signal (samples H–D), which then dramatically declines
(samples C–B). The decline in forest cover corresponds to the period when the Phase 1 feature had
formedandwasinuse;manipulationofthewetlandwasoccurringlocallyinconjunctionwithaformof








uncertainwhether this isdue to forest regeneration followingcessationofplantexploitation locally,or
inwashing of older sediments from the edge of the feature. The diatom record indicates locally wetter
conditions prior to feature formation (samples H–D), but the much lower frequencies of diatoms in
samplesC–Aindicatedrierconditionslocallywhenthefeaturewasinuseandhadinfilled.
 All three techniques — stratigraphic, pollen and diatom — provide complementary lines of
evidence. Together they indicate wetter and forested conditions locally, prior to manipulation of the
wetland margin for plant exploitation at 10,000 years ago.  The feature was dug and in use during a






In a series of papers, Bruce Smith has advocated and demonstrated the need for greater rigour in the
investigation of the archaeobotanical record (Smith 1998, 2001, 2005; Erickson et al. 2005). Smith has
developed a research methodology that utilises archaeobotany (primarily macrobotanical analysis) and
thedirectAMSdatingofidentifiedmacrobotanicalremains, inconjunctionwithcomprehensivegenetic
fingerprinting of modern crop plant distributions. By adopting this multi-disciplinary approach, the
present-day locations of wild progenitor populations of several domesticated crop plants have been





rich staple crops, there is certainly a case for partial adoption. Indeed, recent direct AMS dating of
macrobotanicalremainsattheDonganmiddensitehasalreadyyieldedsignificantresults(Fairbairnand
Swadling2005); theoriginal reportofmid-Holocenebetelnut (Areca catechu)at thesite (Swadlingetal.
1991)hasprovedincorrectandthebetelnuthasbeenshowntobeamodernintrusion.Thereiscertainly
scope for the greater direct AMS dating of other potentially significant, yet controversial,
archaeobotanicalfinds,suchastheputativesugarcane(Saccharum officinarum)atYuku(Bulmer1975:31;
cf.Yen1998:168).
 However, there is an urgent need to improve, perhaps revamp, the methodologies used to
investigate plant exploitation in the Pacific. Firstly, the systematic and tandem employment of
macrofossil and microfossil techniques is essential to recover evidence for the presence, use and
cultivation of a range of edible plants, as discussed above with reference to Kuk. Without a suite of
techniques,onlyapartialviewofplantavailabilityanduseinthepastcanbereconstructed.
 Secondly, molecular databases for the major Pacific cultivars require to be systematically
compiled with accessions from all regions of the Pacific and Southeast Asia. Although this work is
ongoing, there is some variability in geographical coverage. For example, Lebot et al.’s (2004) genetic
characterisationsoftaro(Colocasia esculenta)includeaccessionsfromseveralregionsofMelanesia,Indo-
MalaysiaandSoutheastAsia,whereasasimilarstudyofthegeneticrelatednessofyamspecies(Dioscorea
spp; Malapa et al. 2005) excluded potentially significant centres of yam diversity, namely New Guinea
and the Indo-Malaysian archipelago. In the Americas, the resultant phylogenetic data for crop plants
havebeencomparedagainstmacrofossil(Smith2001)andmicrofossil(Sanjuretal.2002)records.
 Thirdly,ancientDNAresearch(aDNA)offersnumerouspotentialavenuesofresearchfromthe
identification of archaeobotanical finds to the construction of phylogenetic chronologies that could
theoretically track domestication, hybridisation, and the formation of new species and subspecies
(e.g., Erickson et al. 2005; Jaenicke-Després et al. 2003). Only once such an integrated methodological
approachisadoptedinthePacificwillitbepossibletofilloutrecentlyproposedconceptualframeworks
for the emergence of early agriculture (Denham 2004b, 2005b, 2007) and arboriculture (Fairbairn 2005)
intheregion.
 Finally,althoughtheinvestigationofearlyagricultureintheHighlandsofNewGuineahasbeen
ongoing for 40 years (Golson et al. 1967), there are still major research lacunae. Few archaeological
excavations have been undertaken in the Highlands over the last 30 years; consequently few wetland
agriculturalandcontemporaryoccupationsiteshavebeeninvestigatedorreportedindetail,andmostof
thesestudieswereundertakenbeforeseveralmicrofossil techniques (parenchyma,phytolithandstarch
grainanalyses)weredevelopedandapplied.Furthermore, the fewreadilyavailablespecialists in these
newtechnicalfieldsareoftenhinderedbypartialreferencecollections.Giventheserealities,itisessential
thatresearchersofearlyplantexploitationpracticesinMelanesiaco-ordinatetheiractivitiestomaximise
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Marine shell has several advantages for radiocarbon (14C) dating in the Pacific — it is ubiquitous in
archaeological sites, is easy to identify to the species level, and can often be related directly to human
activity.Consequently, shellsareoneof themostcommonlydated14Csample typeswithin this region.





of ∆R variability in Oceania and highlights areas of caution when using extant ∆R values, and when select
ingmarineshellfor14Cdating.ParticularattentionisgiventotheHawaiianarchipelagowherenumerous
∆R values are available for evaluation and the influence of ocean currents, estuarine environments and 
geologyisapparent.






A plant or animal that obtains carbon from a marine source (or reservoir) yields what is termed an
‘apparent age’. The surface ocean (down to around 200m depth) has an apparent 14C age that is, on
average, 400 years older than the terrestrial (atmospheric) reservoir. This is known as the marine
reservoireffect,andiscausedbyadelayinthe14C exchange between the atmosphere and ocean, and by 
the mixing of surface waters with upwelled, 14C-depleteddeepoceanwater(Stuiveretal.1986:982).This
reservoir effect is automatically corrected for when a marine shell conventional radiocarbon age (CRA)1
iscalibratedusingthemodelledmarine14C calibration curve (e.g. MARINE04: Hughen et al. 2004). The 
marine calibration curve represents a global average of the surface ocean 14C as it changes over time.
11
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Local and regional deviations from this global average, however, complicate the calibration of marine
samples. To account for this deviation a local correction factor, or ∆R — the difference between the model
led14Cageofsurfacewaterandtheactual14Cageofsurfacewateratthatlocality—needstobeapplied





 Samples for ∆R research must conform to a number of prerequisites regardless of what marine 










 4. The date of collection must be known, and for historic proxies, the date of collection must be  
 before1955(i.e.priortodetonationofthermonucleardevices).2

 Presently, there is only a limited number of published ∆R values for Oceania (see Table 1 for a list 
of ∆R  values from pre-1950 marine proxies), most of which are readily available from the Marine Reservo
ir Database (http://radiocarbon.pa.qub.ac.uk/marine/). Unfortunately, for most of these values it is
impossible to know if the prerequisites discussed above have been rigorously adhered to. In particular, a 
numberofvalueshaveunknowncollectiondatesandareofquestionablelivecollection.Therearefewer

























































































































































































   
   
   
   
   



































   
   
   
   
   



































   
   
   
   
   














































   
   
   
   
   

















































   
   
   
 





































   
   
   
  




















































































































































































































































































































































































   
   
 





























































   
 

































































































































































































   
   
   
  



























































































   
   
   
  










































































































































































































   
   
   
  















































   
   
   
  














































































































































































































































































































































































































































   
 














































   
 








































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































    
 






































































































































































































































































   
 












































   
 







































































































































































































































































































































   




















































































































   
  























































































































   







































































































































































































































































   





























































































































































































































































































































































 The limited available ∆R values and lack of guidelines governing the selection of an  appropriate 
∆R value for each island has been a continuing problem for the accurate calibration of dates on marine 
shell and other animals that subsisted on marine resources. This makes comparison of the chronology
between, and sometimes within, archaeological sites difficult (e.g. Specht and Gosden 1997;
Summerhayes 2001). Consequently, it is becoming increasingly important that researchers have an
understanding of ∆R variability and shellfish suitability for 14Cdating.Thispaperattemptstobeginthe
process of addressing this problem and presents a discussion of ∆R variability in Oceania,  here defined 
as Melanesia, French Polynesia, Polynesia, East Coast of Australia and Micronesia. ∆R values from New 






 It is widely recognised that shellfish selected for 14Cdatingand∆R research must be identified 
to species level, and the dietary and habitat preferences of that species known.  In particular, algae 
grazers3 and deposit-feeders may have anomalously high ∆R values caused by the digestion of detritus in 
areas dominated by limestone geologies (Anderson et al. 2001; Dye 1994). Even in areas where limestone 
is absent, 14C dating of deposit-feeding species has resulted in anomalous 14C values due to the
consumption of carbon from a terrestrial source (e.g. Hogg et al. [1998] recorded unusual values for
Macomona lilianawhichcanswitchbetweenfilter-feedinganddeposit-feedingmodesdependingonthe
environment [Beesley et al. 1998:343]).  Despite these findings, deposit-feeding species regularly continue 
to be dated, potentially to the detriment of reliable 14C chronologies. Limited data are available for
carnivorous shellfish, but they are presumed to show an averaging effect depending on the carbon
reservoirsoftheirprey,andcouldthereforebesubjecttosimilaruncertainties.
 Petchey et al. (2004) noted anomalous ∆R values for deposit-feeding species from Ufa Island 
(Table 1, location 8), Malaita (location 7) and Ambrym Island (location 11), all of which are either 
limestone islands, or located near limestone deposits. The use of unsuitable shell species is also partly
responsible for the range of ∆R values available for the Hawaiian Islands (locations 34, 35 and 36).  Of the 
14pre-1955marineshellsreportedbyDye(1994),12areofherbivorousordeposit-feedingshellfishand
have a ∆R range of −479±120 yrs to 3842±100 yrs. Of these, Dye identified only three as coming from Pleist




small pockets of limestone on the eastern coast of O’ahu at Waimanalo (Figure 2a, location 34c), which 
could be responsible for the ∆R of 502±70 yrs for Conus distans, a carnivorous gastropod. Similarly,
a ∆R value of 229±40 yrs for the deposit-feeding Tellina palatum from Waikane at the northern end of
Kaneohe Bay (Figure 2a, location 34a) is suspect since Kapapa and Kekepa Islands located within the bay 
areconsolidateddunesconsistingofsandfromancientlimestone(Stearns1938).
 Suspension-feeders (or filter-feeders) are usually considered the most reliable shells for 14C
datingbecausetheyconsumesuspendedphytoplanktonanddissolvedinorganiccarbonfromseawater,
and therefore more closely reflect the 14C content of the surface ocean (Forman and Polyak 1997:888).
Some bivalve species will, however, also engage in deposit-feeding activities depending on local
circumstances (Snelgrove and Butman 1994). Moreover, suspension-feeding species may give anomalous 
∆R values because of a hardwater effect where calcium carbonate from calcareous strata of disparate age 
becomes incorporated into the shell of animals that inhabit environs nearby (Spennemann and Head
1998). The incorporation of riverine material especially in estuarine environments (Dye 1994; Ingram 
1998;Southonetal.2002),andlocalizedhydrothermalactivityarealsoconsiderations.Theeffectofthese





The 14Cof thesurfaceoceanmayalsodeviate fromthemodelledmarinecurveofHughenetal. (2004)
because of variations in upwelling and ocean currents (Stuiver and Braziunas 1993). The South Pacific 
islands are encircled by the South Pacific Gyre, which is driven by the high latitude eastward-flowing
Antarctic Circumpolar Current and the mid latitude westward-flowing South Equatorial Current (SEC) 
(Figure1).Coralcorerecordscollectedoverthelast20yearshaveenabledresearcherstobuildapicture
ofoceancirculationand14Cvariation.Datacollectedfromcorals intropicalsurfacewaters,suchasthe
Galapagos Islands tend to have higher ∆R values due to upwelling of old 14C-depletedwaters (Druffel
1987). Lower ∆R values have been recorded from southern subtropical waters (e.g. Rarotonga  (Table 1, 
location 25): ∆R = −52±27 yrs) and have been attributed to high air-sea 14C exchange and reduced mixing 
with older subsurface waters (Guilderson et al. 2000). Mixing of water from tropical and subtropical 
sourcesappearstoresultin midrange ∆R values as seen at Nauru (location 17: ∆R = 9±5 yrs), Guadalcanal 
Island (location 9: ∆R = −6±27 yrs), Fiji (location 24: ∆R = 43±12 yrs), and the Great Barrier Reef (location 












 To the western edge of the study area, seasonal interaction between the New Guinea Coastal 
Undercurrent, the SEC, and the North Equatorial Counter Current resulted in high reservoir values for 
shells from Watom Island (∆R = 261±101 yrs derived from marine/terrestrial archaeological material) and 
New Ireland (Table 1, location 1: ∆R = 365±50 yrs and 305±110 yrs) that are indicative of upwelled 14C-
depleted water (Figure 1).  A ∆R value of 43±68 yrs for the Duke of York Islands (location 3), less than 40 km
from Watom Island, is closer to other values recorded for the Coral and Solomon Seas. In this instance, it 
was hypothesised that the New Guinea Coastal Undercurrent brought higher 14CwatersfromtheCoral
and Solomon Seas into the channel between New Britain and New Ireland, shielding the Duke of York 
Islands from the effects of the upwelling noted above (Petchey et al. 2004, 2005). 
 The east coast of Australia is likely to be just as complex. On approaching Australia the southern 
branch of the SEC bifurcates near 18° S with the southern flow feeding the East Australian Current while 
the northern flow continues northwards along the Great Barrier Reef. This northern flow is suppressed 
during the summer monsoon season (Tomczak and Godfrey 2001:119) and when combined with ENSO 
El Niño/Southern Oscillation events (interannual fluctuations in atmospheric and oceanic circulation that 
occur every two to ten years), shifts in ∆R over relative short periods of time can occur (e.g. coral from the 
Abraham Reef returned a ∆R of −36 yrs in 1851 compared with 83 yrs in 1865) (Druffel and Griffin 1999: 
23, 610). It seems probable that these factors are partly responsible for the range of ‘open ocean’ values 
(−90±60 yrs to 30±50 yrs) for the east coast of Australia (Table 1, locations 28, 29, 30 and 32).  
 Further south, the Chatham Islands (Table 1, location 18) are located within the Subtropical Front 
(STF). At the STF, there is a transition from mixed Subtropical to 14C-depleted Sub Antarctic Surface
Waters (Heath 1985:87; Sparks et al. 1992:729). The high ∆R values recorded for the Chatham Islands  (244
±40yrsto94±40yrs)aretypical forregionswhere14Cdepletedwaterfromthedeepoceanisupwelled
(Stuiver and Braziunas 1993; Toggweiler et al. 1991). Unfortunately, limited information is published 
about theseshells,andadditionalcomplicationsofhabitatanddietare likelysince theywerecollected
from an area dominated by limestone and peat. A wide fluctuation in ∆R values is possible in areas of up
wellingwhichmeans14Cagesofshellsamplesfromislandsintheseareaswillbedifficulttointerpret.
Data collected from an AD 1760–1771 coral core from Urvina Bay on the west coast of Isabela Island 
(Galapagos Islands) has presented the most dramatic example of seasonal and yearly 14C variability
knowninthePacific(Druffeletal.2004).Higher14CvalueswerefoundduringJanuarythroughMarch,
whenupwellingwasweakorabsent,whilelowvalueswereobtainedmidyearduringstrongupwelling
— when the southeast trade winds are the strongest. The extreme range in ∆R values fell at 314±44 yrs in 
1765comparedtoavalueof26±4yrsfiveyearslater(Druffeletal.2004:628).
 A wide range in ∆R values is also recorded for the Hawaiian archipelago (Table 1).  While this 
variation can be partly explained by the diets of the shellfish selected (see above), unique oceanic 
conditions that occur around the islands may also be responsible. Northeasterly trade winds flowing 
through the Hawaiian Islands result in a distinct pattern of upwelling and downwelling in the lee of the 
islands(Figure2b)(Flamentetal.1996).Additionalcomplicationsarecausedbythepresenceofeddies
that are generated in the lee of the islands as they impinge on the North Equatorial Current. These 
conditions create an eastward ocean current (the Hawaiian Lee Counter Current) in the lee of the Big 
Island that draws warm water from the Asian coast 8000 km away. In response, a cold tongue of 
upwelled water emanates from the southern tip of the Big Island and extends westward (Xie et al. 2001).  
 If the available ∆R information for the Hawaii archipelago is reviewed with these observations in 
mind, a pattern emerges. Coral samples from Kona on the western coast of the Big Island (Figure 2a, 
location 36a: ∆R = −29±4 yrs) come from a sheltered area in the lee of the island where water is being dow
nwelled (Druffel et al. 2001:17). Conversely, samples from Kaulana on the southern tip of the island
(location 36b) (∆R = 290±100 yrs and 280±80 yrs) will have been subject to different oceanic conditions. 
Given the volcanic nature of the island (i.e. no limestone) these high values appear to be indicative of
upwellingof14C-depletedcoldwaterinkeepingwiththeobservationsmentionedabove.Thepicturefor
O’ahu is not as clear because of the presence of Pleistocene-age limestone and the diets of the shell 
species selected for ∆R (Table 1), but post-1970 coral core data from Kahe Point on the leeward side of
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O’ahu Island has also been considered to support downwelling (Druffel 1987:679). It seems likely, 
therefore, that ∆R values for Hawaii will be highly variable depending on the coast in question. This may 
also be true for other island locations, though eddies and wakes are not normally as large as those
present around Hawaii. One area that may be similarly complex is the southeast coastline of Australia. 
Here,largescaleeddiesformattheboundarybetweenwarmwateroftheCoralSeaandthecoolerwater
of the Tasman Sea (Tomczak and Godfrey 2001:126–128). Unfortunately, no data is currently available
alongthiscoastlineforanalysis.
 A high level of spatial control is also vital when dating shells from within lagoons. The ∆R value 
of shells from atoll lagoons will depend on the rate of exchange between the lagoon and the open ocean 
waters,whichisdependantonthenumberofchannels(hoas)aswellastheirdepthandorientationwith
respecttotheprevailingseaswell.The‘residencetime’isusedtocharacterizethelengthoftimeittakes
for water to exchange between the lagoon and the open sea. Throughout the five archipelagos that 
comprise French Polynesia the residence times of atolls and lagoons vary from five hours to 230 days
(Charpy 2002). Consequently, it is possible for the ∆R to vary considerably. Radiocarbon dating of live 
corals collected from within the lagoon of Reao Atoll (eastern Tuamotu Archipelago) by Pirazzoli et al. 
(1987:66) suggested a 14C activity that was in equilibrium with the atmosphere, while shells collected
from the outer reefs were in equilibrium with sea water (an apparent difference in CRA of 440±70 yrs, 
equivalent to a near 0 ∆R). Conversely, Paulay and Kerr (2001:1197–8) suggested that the local reservoir ef
fect for the Tarawa Atoll — part of the Tungaru Islands — was ‘inconsequential’ on the basis of 14C
measured from two specimens of Porites cylindrica collected in the 1860s from nearby Abaiang Atoll
(Table 1, location 26).  It is possible, however, that ∆R values for the two atolls may not be comparable
since the residence time of Tarawa Atoll has been calculated at around one week (Chen et al. 1995),
whereas Abaiang Atoll has more restricted water exchange with the open ocean as well as an influx of 
freshwatertothesouth(Smith1999).
 In areas of limited exchange with the open ocean, geology may also play an important role in 
determining the reservoir value of filter-feeding shellfish, and a hardwater effect may occur in areas
wherelimestonedominatesthebedrock.ThishasbeensuggestedforshellfishcollectedfromTongatapu
(Table1, location20).TongatapuisaraisedvolcanicatollwithaPleistocene limestonecapping,andan
internal lagoon separated from the ocean by a complex system of reefs and channels.  A ∆R of 87±74 yrs 
for Gafrarium tumidum  a filter feeding bivalve — from within Havelu lagoon was attributed to a
hardwater effect caused by evaporation that resulted in ground water discharge into the lagoon,
compounded by a long mean residence time of 31 days (Spennemann and Head 1998:1049–50).
Conversely, the low ∆R value of −157±68 yrs for the nearby islet of Pangaimotu was considered by 
SpennemannandHead(1998) torepresent14Cvaluesfortheopenocean.Thisvalueappears,however,
tobeunusualwhencomparedtootherpublishedopenoceanvaluesinthisarea(thoughasimilarvalue
is recorded for Porites lobata for Easter Island: ∆R = −113±18 yrs4).  A possible alternative suggestion
is enrichment in 14C caused by wind and wave action, because the reef flat surrounding Pangaimotu
is exposed regularly at low tide and water is less than 2m deep (Richmond and Roy 1986).  Forman 
and Polyak (1997:888) have argued that increased wind turbulence may augment transfer of enriched
14CO2 from the atmosphere reducing the reservoir effect (and result in a negative ∆R value) by 100 to 
200 years. A similar explanation has been given to enriched 14Cvaluesforshellfishgrowingintheopen
marine inter- tidal zone of Tairua Harbour, New Zealand (Hogg et al. 1998).  
 Estuarine reservoirs are also potentially complex due to the interaction and incomplete mixing 
of14Cfrombothterrestrialandmarinereservoirs(Ulm2002:322). This isespeciallyproblematicwhere
circulation is restricted. Kaneohe Bay, O’ahu Island (Figure 2a: location 34b) has a deep lagoon between 
an outer reef and the shore.  To the southeast of the bay low wave energies have enabled the streams
entering the bay to form small deltas (Bathen 1968; Moberly 1963:31). The range of ∆R values for Kaneohe 
Bay includes 44±60 yrs for a sample of Conus distans,229±40yrs forasampleofdeposit-feedingTellina 
palatum (see discussion above), as well as a low ∆R value of −479±120 yrs for a sample of Macoma 
(Scissulina) dispar. Macoma dispar is commonly found in areas of freshwater discharge (Dye 1994:52)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and the low ∆R value is likely to be caused by the incorporation of river-borne dissolved and particulate 
terrestrial organic matter. Ulm (2002:339) also noted that ∆R values calculated from estuarine marine/ 
terrestrial archaeological pairs from central Queensland demonstrated a lack of consistency, which he 
attributed to estuarine-specific variation in terrestrial carbon input and limited exchange with the open 
ocean.Twoknown-agehistoricsamplesofVolachlamys singaporina,afilter-feedingbivalvefromnearthe







Paleoclimate reconstructions using banded coral core records have indicated that there is long-term
marinereservoirvariability insomeregionsof thePacific (DunbarandCole1996:5;DruffelandGriffin
1993).  Archaeological studies (Deo et al. 2004; Ingram 1998; Reimer et al. 2002; Yoneda et al. 2001) have 
also demonstrated the importance of longer-term ∆R evaluation.  For archaeological shells, the age of 
death is determined by the dating of short-lived charcoal from pene-contemporaneous contexts. 
Unfortunately, few published archaeological shell/charcoal pairs can demonstrate irrefutable pene-
contemporaneity, in part because charcoal is rarely identified to short-lived species increasing the
likelihoodofinbuiltage(AllenandWallacen.d.;Kennettetal.2002),butalsobecauseofsitedisturbance
and the misidentification of food shells. Recently, Jones et al. (2007) and Petchey et al. (2005) have used 
a Bayesian methodology that allows some uncertainty in the dated events to be incorporated in the 
calculation. This methodology incorporates all chronological data rather than just the paired marine/
terrestrial sample approach traditionally used (originally outlined by Stuiver and Braziunas 1993). This 






Thereare limitedpublishedpre-1950 ∆R values for the islands that make up Oceania, and only a few 
conform to the prerequisites for ∆R selection listed above. The most problematic values are those for
deposit- feeders and other species that may incorporate sediment in their diets. These deposit-feeding
shellfishshouldbeavoidedforbothroutine14C dating and ∆R studies. Where several ∆R values are avail
ableforaparticularregion,itbecomesapparentthatsignificantvariationispossibleovershortdistances.
Consequently, it is recommended that the ∆R value used for the calibration of archaeological shell samples
belong to the same island. Annually banded corals clearly demonstrate seasonal and longer-term
variation, but they are geographically few in number and may not directly relate to the same
environmental conditions as the shell species selected from archaeological middens. The use of
archaeological marine/terrestrial pairs would go a long way towards alleviating this problem.





1.  A conventional radiocarbon age (CRA) is obtained from a radiocarbon measurement following the conventions set out by  
     Stuiver and Polach (1977).  A CRA must be calibrated to determine a calendar age.  By convention, the symbol BP means  
     ‘conventional radiocarbon years before AD 1950’, whereas the symbols cal BP or BC/AD are used to express calibrated  
radiocarbonages.












4.  Of five coral cores collected from around Easter Island, only one exhibited distinct annual growth bands suitable for  
     chronology development (Core Ovahe -97-1).  This is attributed to the location of Easter Island at the environmental limits  
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This study examines the marine reservoir effect during the Late Holocene evolution of a small estuary in 
the Beagle Gulf (12°S, 131°E). The paper aims at refining the local marine reservoir ages (R) and correction 
values (ΔR), by 14C analysis of stratigraphically associated archaeological fauna (marine shell, charcoal an
d fish otoliths) from five proximate middens of different chronologies. The results suggest that a marine 
reservoir age of 340 ± 70 yrs is applicable to the Beagle Gulf for the Late Holocene, which is not significan
tly different from that determined for nearby Van Dieman Gulf and the north Australian coast. 
 
Keywords: Marine reservoir effect; Holocene; archaeological fauna; dating; middens; northern Australia. 
 
 
Although there are known uncertainties identified in radiocarbon dating marine samples, particularly 
shell, related to system complexities (e.g. estuarine fluctuations, oceanic upwelling and organism 
physiology) of carbonate incorporation, shell offers important advantages to archaeologists, as Higham 
and Hogg (1995) have outlined: 
 
 1.  it has the potential to date an event closely. Shellfish are mostly processed close to where they  
      are collected  
 2.  shell remains are ubiquitous in Australian coastal contexts 
 3.  the marine calibration curve is smoother for marine than terrestrial samples, with fewer  





 By reducing the uncertainties and refining local marine reservoir correction factors for Australia’s 
coasts, we may improve our confidence in the accuracy of 14C based age determinations on this useful 
sample type. Researchers such as Reimer and Reimer (2001) and Ulm (2002) have indicated a need for 
localized estuary-specific data in order to accurately calibrate marine radiocarbon dates, given that local 
variations in marine reservoir corrections (ΔR) may be of the order of several hundred years. 
 This study examines the marine reservoir effect during the Late Holocene evolution of a small 
estuary – Hope Inlet, Shoal Bay in the Beagle Gulf (12°S, 131°E). The project addresses questions on the a
pplicability of the Marine Reservoir Age of 384 ± 54 yrs for north Australia (see Reimer and Reimer 2001). 
These questions have been raised by the close correspondence between some dates obtained on shell 
and charcoal from this region and for the neighbouring Van Dieman Gulf (Bourke 2000:162; Woodroffe 
and Mulrennan 1993:40–1; Woodroffe et al. 1988:98). This paper describes the results of investigations 
aimed at refining the local ΔR value for the Beagle Gulf, by 14C analysis of stratigraphically associated 
archaeological fauna (marine shell, charcoal and fish otoliths) from five proximate middens of 
different chronologies.  
 Projects such as this are becoming increasing important with further refinement of cultural 
chronologies in Australian archaeology (Ulm 2002:343 and see Ingram 1998; Spenneman and Head 1996). 
For example, radiocarbon dating of Anadara shell mounds on the Beagle Gulf coast suggest rapid 
formation (a few hundred years or less) and broad contemporaneity of some mounds in terms of human 
lifespans (Bourke 2004, 2005), that must be interpreted within the limits of error inherent in conventional 
radiocarbon dating (Head 1991; Ward 1994). Such issues have implications for palaeo-environmental 
models as well as models of 
past human coastal economies, 
often derived in large part 
from data from shell middens. 
These models require relatively 
precise dating if apparent 
correlations between environ-
mental change and human 
adaptations and cultural con-
temporaneity between sites and 
regions are to be established 
with any confidence (e.g. Field 
2004; Lourandos 1997; Nunn 
2000; Veitch 1996; and see 
Spenneman and Head 1996). 
The deposits dated in this 
study comprise a representative 
sample of some two hundred 
shell and earth mounds on 
the Beagle Gulf coast. Many 
hundreds of these mounds 
accumulated around 2500 to 500 
years BP right across the north 
Australian coast, from Princess 
Charlotte Bay to the Pilbara, 
(e.g. see Bailey 1999; Hiscock 
1999; Figure 1) representing 
a period during the Late 
Holocene when Aboriginal 
people followed a tradition 




The data for this study comes from 25 radiocarbon ages on paired samples from five archaeological sites 
on the Beagle Gulf mainland (Table 1). Most of the dates are on a series of five shell/charcoal pairs and 
three shell/otolith/charcoal sets, taken from three Aboriginal midden sites at Hope Inlet (HI81, HI83, 
HI80), which are large stratified mounded shell deposits. These mounds are located within a few 
hundred metres of each other in adjacent ecological zones, on a hinterland headland and associated 
saltflats area partitioned by tidal channels, mangroves and swamps (Figure 2). Radiocarbon dates taken 
from these three deposits show that each accumulated relatively rapidly (within or much less than a few 
hundred years) and provide an opportunity to examine local marine reservoir factors over a relatively 
short time span between 2500 to 500 years BP of human occupation. 
Site	 										Lab	Code	 											Sample	 								Av.	Depth	(cm)	 δ13C(‰) 14CAge(yrBP)
 
HopeInlet    
HI80           *OZC956           A. granosa         3  −3.0  960±80 
HI80           *OZC957           Charcoal          3  −25#  590±110 
HI80           *OZC958           A. granosa       40  −3.2  1190±90 
HI80           *OZC959           Charcoal       40  −24.5  860±80 
HI80           *OZC960           A. granosa       48  −3.5  1060±90 
HI80           *OZC961           Charcoal       48  −24.7  1020±90 
HI80           *OZH889           Otoliths                48–52  −5.3  1165±35 
   
HI83            Wk8252           A. granosa       16  −3.2  2020±90 
HI83          *OZH893           Charcoal                16–20  −25.6  1705±40 
HI83          *OZI287           Otolith       19  −3.9  1995±40 
HI83            Wk6526           A. granosa       67  −2.3  1910±70 
HI83            Wk6527           Charcoal       67  −25.3  1850±70 
   
HI81            Wk6524           A. granosa         5  −1.6  1900±70 
HI81          *OZH891           Charcoal     5–9  −25.4  1570±35 
HI81          *OZH892            Otoliths     5–9  −7.4  1820±40 
HI81          *Wk16609           A. granosa     103  −2.3   2005±33 
HI81          *Wk16610           Charcoal     103  −25.5   1635±38 
HI81            Wk6523           A. granosa              140–42  −2.4  2220±70 
HI81          *OZH890           Charcoal              140–42  −24.6  1835±35 
   
HI97          *OZI286           A. granosa                14–16  −2.6  1800±40 
HI97          *OZH896           Charcoal                14–16  −26.4  1345±45 
   
DarwinHarbour     
MA7           Beta-95257        A. granosa    5–15      0#  1870±70 
MA7           Beta-95256        Charcoal    5–15  −25#  850±80 
MA7           Beta-87872        A. granosa                30–40      0#  1220±60 




# Assumed δ13C values 
The stable isotope values for the Anadara shell indicate that they came from an estuarine environment. More 




 Excavations revealed 
that under a compact surface 
layer of fragmented shell, soil 
and vegetation, these north 
Australian shell mounds are 
unconsolidated deposits, of 
large irregularly  shaped objects 
(shells) packed loosely together, 
with interstitial spaces filled 
with a fine silty matrix.  None-
theless, these stratified middens 
exhibited a relatively high level 
of integrity, with  little evident 
post-depositional disturbance, as 
seen in a stratigraphic profile 
of HI81 exposed after excavation 
(Figure 3). Defined layers were 
observed, of whole, densely 
packed shell alternating with 
ashy humic layers of more 
fragmented Anadara shell, other 
faunal remains and stone 
artefacts, which was borne out 
in the laboratory by analysis 
revealing a low level of shell 
breakage consistent with rapid 
deposition. 
 
 Site HI80 in particular, 
an elongated shell mound 
(5.5 m x 10 m), located on 
the supra-tidal salt-flats of 
Hope Inlet, is a buried, salt-
encrusted, solidly compacted 
shell deposit which, due to 
the cohesive nature of the 
matrix, suggests a stratigraphic 
integrity not usually found 
in north Australian shell 





surements and AMS analysis were undertaken on the Hope Inlet sites by the Waikato Radio-carbon 
Dating Laboratory and the Australian Nuclear Science and Technology Organisation (ANSTO) AMS 
Facility. The estimate on the Darwin  Harbour site was obtained in 1996 from Beta Analytic via The NWG 
Macintosh Centre for Quaternary Dating, the University of Sydney. 
 Initially, prior to the most recent 2005 grant from AINSE, the samples analysed were limited to 
four paired samples. Higham and Hogg (1995) argue that for a more robust analysis to refine the local ΔR 
value, it is necessary to minimise uncertainties associated with small sample size and sample type, by 
increasing the number of samples and range of faunal species used. We had hoped to obtain AMS 
analysis of other fauna, such as fish otoliths and terrestrial (macropod) bone/teeth samples also found in 
close stratigraphic association in the three shell mounds, to cross check against the dates on marine shell 
and on the charcoal, which was unidentified. Unfortunately the terrestrial samples were too fragmented 
and degraded, and not suitable for radiocarbon dating, so only the marine otolith samples were analysed. 
The possibility of a high inbuilt age in charcoal from an unknown species, identified as a problem in 
places with long-lived trees, such as New Zealand or the wet tropics of northeast Australia, (cf. Higham 
and Hogg 1995; Ulm 2002), is considered here to be less likely in the semi-arid tropics of this part of north 
Australia. This region is not known for old trees, due to the annual cycle of cyclones/storms, floods, fires 
and drought, in combination with the ravages of termites (e.g. Bowman and Panton 1994; Wilson and 
Bowman 1987). 
 The samples range from 0.1–1.5 g for the charcoal component and 12–40 g for the shell 
component. Anadara granosa, the dominant species that makes up the shell middens, was used in all 
cases, reducing possible variation due to difference in the relationship of specific species to the carbon 
cycle (Ulm 2002:331). 
 The samples were all within the average size of the Anadara granosa shells in these middens, 
which is between 25–35 mm in length. It takes about 15 months for Anadara cockles to reach a size of 18–
32 mm and specimens larger than 53 mm are a rare occurrence (Broom 1985), so the samples are likely to 
represent relatively short life spans of around two years. 
 Anadara granosa is a marine bivalve cockle with limited mobility, which appears to be both a 
suspension and surface deposit-feeder, gaining nutrition from a mixture of microorganisms attached to 
detritus and benthic microalgae that are easily re-suspended from the substrate (Broom 1985). Studies 
suggest that the use for examining local reservoir conditions, of species that ingest detritus can be 
problematic, as ingested organic carbon from a mixture of sources (including terrestrial organic carbon  
Materials	and	Methods	
  
The paired samples obtained 
from these deposits were mostly 
whole shells and charcoal 
chunks collected during exca- 
vations (by increments of 
average 3 cm spits), where they 
were observed to be in close 
stratigraphic proximity, often 
in situ inside shell valves 
(except the otoliths and the 
samples from HI97 which were 
selected in the lab). 
 The dates were obtained 
with limited funds over a 
number of years (1996–2005). 
Radiometric radiocarbon mea- 
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introduced into estuaries by rivers), can be metabolised and incorporated into shell (Hogg et al. 1998, 
Tanaka et al. 1986; cited in Ulm 2002:330). 
 In this current analysis an additional marine sample type was employed to minimise 
uncertainties associated with the single species sample of Anadara granosa shell. We have used samples of 
the otoliths of forktailed catfish (Arius sp.), to allow a cross check against possible systematic effects of 
carbon incorporation in the Anadara species and thus check the validity of ages obtained on this shell 
(Spenneman and Head 1996). Helen Larson of the Museum and Art Galleries of the Northern Territory 
(MAGNT) estimated that forktailed catfish species, which live in the shallow, inshore waters of the 
estuarine system, have a lifespan of some 10–15 years. 
 Most of radiocarbon dates in this study were analysed at the ANSTO AMS facility (Table 1). The 
chemistry procedures for AMS 14C sample preparation at this facility were as follows: 
 
 For charcoal samples, the samples were washed with 2M HCl at 60oC for two hours to remove  
 any possible carbonate contamination. The samples were then treated with 1–2% NaOH at 60oC  
 until all humic acid contamination was removed, followed by another 2M HCl treatment at room 
 temperature for two hours. Before combustion, the pre-treated samples were oven-dried at 60oC  
 for two days. 
 
 For shell and otolith samples, the samples were washed several times with deionised water in  
 an ultrasonic bath, then were leached for 10–15 minutes in dilute HCl to remove any surface  
 contamination and possible secondary carbonate. They were then dried in an oven at 60oC  
 for two days.  
 
 The cleaned samples were combusted (for charcoal) or hydrolysed (for shell and otolith) to CO2,  
 then converted to graphite using the Fe/H2 method (Hua et al. 2001). AMS 14C measurements  






Our 14C results for shell, otolith and charcoal samples from the study sites, expressed in conventional 
radiocarbon ages, after correction for isotopic fractionation using δ13C values, are presented in Table 1. 
There is a good agreement between 14C ages of shells and those of otoliths as they overlap each other 
within 1σ uncertainty. This gives us confidence in our 14C ages of marine samples. If there were a  proble
m then  the otoliths would systematically date older than the shell, but there was no difference seen with 
just the three samples dated. 
 To calibrate 14C ages of charcoal samples, we used the IntCal04 calibration data set (Reimer et al. 
2004) and the CALIB program version 5.01 (http://radiocarbon.pa.qub. ac.uk/). It is well known that the 
atmospheric 14C levels for different parts of the world are not the same (e.g., Stuiver and Braziunas 1998; 
Hua et al. 2004a). Therefore, a regional atmospheric 14C offset correction has been applied for our study 
sites in the tropics during the age calibration process, using IntCal04 data set, which represents 
atmospheric 14C levels for northern temperate regions. We adopted an atmospheric Δ14C offset between 
our sites at ~12°S and the northern temperate regions at 40–50°N of ~2‰ (atmospheric 14C level at our 
sites is lower) from the modelling work of Braziunas et al. (1995).  This value is equivalent to ~16 14C 
years (terrestrial samples growing at our sites are older) and to simplify the issues we assumed that this 
value is constant through time. Sixteen years was subtracted from all conventional radiocarbon ages of 
charcoal samples before these were converted to calendar ages using the CALIB program and IntCal04 
















































































































































































   
   










   
   










   
























   
   










   
   










   


























   
   










   
   








































   
   











   







































   
   










   
   






































   
   



























   
   










   
   

























































   
   










   
   





































   
   



























   
   










   
   






















   
  














   
   










   
   






















   
  




































   
   










   
   






























































   











   





































   











   























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































 At Hope Inlet, two shell/charcoal paired samples and one shell/charcoal/otolith sample dated 
from mound HI81 show that this mound formed on a laterite ridge at the uplands edge of mudflats over 
a few centuries between ca 1800 and 1400 cal BP (Bourke 2004). The date the mound began to form 
follows a major phase of mudflat build-out dated ca 2300 cal BP at Shoal Bay (Woodroffe and Grime 
1999). Dating of one shell/charcoal pair and one shell/charcoal/otolith sample shows rapid formation of 
mound HI83, located some 300 m inland of HI81, also within this period. One shell/charcoal pair taken 
from a 30 cm wide midden layer within an earth mound (site HI97) that lies inland of the three sampled 
shell mounds, suggests that this mound formed soon after this period. Dating of two shell/charcoal pairs 
and one shell/charcoal/otolith sample shows that mound HI80 was formed on nearby saltflats between 
ca 900 and 500 cal BP, many centuries after HI83 and HI81 ceased accumulating, and following another 
phase of mudflat build-out and chenier building around 1000–900 cal BP at Shoal Bay (Woodroffe and 
Grime 1999). 
 In the neighbouring Darwin Harbour estuary system, dating of two shell/charcoal pairs from a 
smaller shell midden site (MA7), suggests that this mound formed around the same period as HI80, 
around 900–700 cal BP. 
 
 
Marine reservoir ages and correction values 
 A marine reservoir age (R) for a particular region at a time t is determined as: 
 
 Measured R(t) = Measured marine 14C age(t) − Measured charcoal 14C age(t)  
 
 
Measured marine and charcoal 14C ages are presented in columns 5 and 3 of Table 2, respectively. Our R 
values are reported in column 6 of Table 2. 
 
According to Stuiver and Braziunas (1993), a marine reservoir correction value (ΔR) for a  
particular region at a time t is defined as: 
 
 ΔR =  measured R(t)  −  modelled R(t)  +  ΔRa  
 or 
 ΔR =  measured marine 14C age(t)  –  modelled marine 14C age(t)  +  ΔRa  
 
where ΔRa is a fraction of ΔR due to a regional atmospheric 14C offset. 
 
 For this study, ΔRa is different from zero and was incorporated into the calculation of our ΔR 
values during the process of estimating modelled marine 14C age(t) following the method described in 
Owen (2002). 
 
The procedure of ΔR determination is as follows: 
 •  A 16-yr offset correction was applied for all radiocarbon ages of charcoal samples before they  
     were calibrated using CALIB program and IntCal04 data set. Calibrated results are presented  
     in column 7 of Table 2. 
 • The modelled marine age and uncertainty estimate (reported in column 8 of Table 2) are  
     determined by successive approximation as the values that, when calibrated with Marine04  
     curve (Hughen et al. 2004) and ΔR=0, result in the calibrated ages of charcoal samples reported 
     in column 7 of Table 2. The smooth shape of Marine04 curve ensures that there is almost  
     always a unique solution (Owen 2002). 
 •  ΔR value is the difference between measured and modelled marine 14C ages, which are  
     presented in columns 5 and 8 of Table 2, respectively. ΔR values of this study are reported  
     in column 9 of Table 2. 
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 R and ΔR values for Hope Inlet, Beagle Gulf estimated from our 14C data are also illustrated in 
Figures 5 and 6. R values range from 40 to 1020 years. Most values are from 250 to 455 yrs, and only one 
data point shows a very high value of 1020 yrs for MA7 at 5–15 cm, and four data points show low values 
ranging from 40 to 150 yrs, for HI80 at 48–52 cm, HI83 at 67 cm and MA7 at 30–40 cm. Similarly, ΔR 
values vary from −320 to 630 yrs. Most data are in the range of −95 to 105 yrs with the exception of four 
low values from −320 to −180 yrs, and one high value of 630 yrs. Note that the four pairs showing low 





 For MA7, a pair sample 
at 5–15 cm shows a very 
high R value of 1020 yrs and 
the other pair at 30–40 cm 
shows a low R value of 150 yrs. 
It seems that there may be 
a stratigraphic problem for 
this midden, possibly due to 
upward vertical movement of 
shell through  post-depositional 
disturbance by goanna activity 
that is evident in this mound. 
The data derived from this 
mound may therefore not 
be reliable, at least for MA7 
at 5–15 cm.  
 For HI80, two pair 
samples at 48–52 cm show 
low R values of 40 yrs for the 
charcoal/Anadara granosa pair, 
and 145 yrs for the charcoal/
otolith pair. Contami-nation of 
shell or otolith samples by 
secondary carbonate as a result 
of their contact to groundwater 
or seawater may cause low R 
values. However, the fish 
otolith (OZH889) had  a smooth 
surface indicating no or 
minimal contamination by 
secondary carbonate. Both 
marine samples (OZC960 and 
OZH889) were treated at 
ANSTO with dilute acids to 
remove any surface contami-
nation before dating and had 
similar 14C ages. This implies 
contamination by secondary 
carbonate is not the cause for 






 The low R and ΔR values at the base of the HI80 deposit occurs for both the shell and otolith 
samples.  These are taken from the base of a defined layer between 48–52 cm depth, containing a high 
proportion of the bivalves Marcia hiantina and Anadara inaequivalvis in the otherwise Anadara dominated 
deposit (Bourke 2004). These two species thrive in coarser, sandier substrates than the finer, silty muddy 
substrates preferred by the dominant Anadara granosa. In site MA7 too, Marcia hiantina makes up 20% 
more of the total shell taxa than in a nearby mound (MA1) dated to an earlier period (Bourke 2005: Tables 
1 and 2). The results suggest that something occurred around 1000–900 cal BP causing low R and ΔR valu
es, as this can be seen from three data points from two different sites (HI80    and MA7). Sites HI80 at 
Hope Inlet and MA7 on the Darwin Harbour shoreline are approximately 25 km apart in neighbouring 
estuaries. 
 Thus these results may reflect short-term environmental change on a regional rather than local 
micro-scale confined to the Hope Inlet area, and imply high rainfall or storms and changes in relative 
quantities of sand, mud, river and sea currents and the location of sand banks, as observed on the 
Arnhem Land coast during the 1970s (Meehan 1982:62,70, 78, 142). 
 For HI83, a pair sample at 67 cm shows a low R value of 66 yrs. A mismatch between shell and 
charcoal may cause a low R value, but one author (PB) believes that this is not the case here, as the shell/
charcoal pair for site HI83 at 67 cm was recovered in secure stratigraphic association, consisting of a large 
chunk (5 g) of charcoal cemented together with an Anadara granosa valve in a clay base. Contamination of 
shell by secondary carbonate may also cause a low R value. This contamination can be detected by X-ray 
diffraction (XRD) analysis. This shell sample (Wk6526) measured at Waikato was analysed by XRD to 
make sure it had not suffered any secondary carbonate contamination. This indicates secondary 
carbonate contamination may not be the cause for this low R value. Also, a low R value for HI83 at 67 cm 
is thought not to be due to environmental changes at ~1800 cal BP, because a pair sample at HI81 site at 
140–142 cm shows a reasonable R of 385 ± 75 yrs at that time. A possible cause for a low R value for HI83 
at 67 cm is the old wood problem. However, this possibility is unlikely as the semi-arid tropics of north 
Australia are not known for old trees (see discussions in Materials and Methods) (cf. Higham and Hogg 
1995). It is also possible that the charcoal sample is a reworked charcoal that has survived in the 
surrounding environment for a long period of time before finally ending up in the midden. The low R 
value for HI83 at 67 cm is not well understood and should be investigated in the future. 
 If these very high and low values of R are not taken into account, an error-weighted average R 
for Hope Inlet of 340 ± 70 14C yrs for the period 1800–600 cal BP can be inferred (Figure 5). Similarly, if 
these high and low ΔR values are not included, an error-weighted average ΔR for Hope Inlet of −1 ± 72 
14C yrs for the period 1800–600 cal BP can be estimated (Figure 6).  The uncertainties associated with error 





The results of this study, based on a small number of dates obtained on paired samples — shell/charcoal 
pairs and shell/otolith/charcoal sets from five archaeological deposits — indicate for the Hope 
Inlet estuary on the Beagle Gulf mainland, values of an average marine reservoir age (R) of 340 ± 70 yrs 
and ΔR marine correction of −1 ± 72 yrs for the period 1800–600 cal BP.  This marine reservoir age for 
the  Beagle Gulf for the Late Holocene is not significantly different from the R value of 384 ± 58 yrs deter
mined for the north Australian coast (see Reimer and Reimer 2001) as the two values overlap each other 
within 1σ uncertainty. Similarly, the weighted mean ΔR value for Hope Inlet is not significantly different 
from  the regional mean ΔR value of 64 ± 24 yrs quoted in Hua et al.  (2004b) for NW Australia and Java, 
as the two values overlap each other within 1σ uncertainty. 
 The results also show lower values of R and ΔR ranging from 40 to 150 yrs and from −180 to −320 
yrs, respectively, for a short period during 1000–900 cal BP. These low values, based on only 3 paired 
samples from two different shell middens, may reflect short-term environmental change (e.g. high 
rainfall or storms) on a regional scale. More data are needed to confirm this observation. 
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 Studies such as this that provide localized estuary-specific data contribute to coastal and 
estuarine data sets required as a baseline for accurate calibration of marine radiocarbon dates, which are 
increasingly important in refining archaeological and environmental chronologies. Further studies that 
may be useful to investigate local variations in marine 14C reservoir ages would be to locate and measure 
the reservoir ages of historic shells for this region, as well as stable oxygen and carbon isotopic 
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A two-phase process for developing a chronology of Aboriginal occupation in arid western NSW,





method is novel in several ways including the rapid preparation method adopted and the approach to
estimatingthedoserateforsurfacesamples.Wediscussthelimitationsofthisvirtuallynon-destructive














provides an additional method which may be applied in these contexts. For example, Fanning and
Holdaway (2001) used OSL sediment dating combined with 14C dating of hearth charcoal to provide








 In this paper, we present preliminary OSL dating results for heat-retainer hearth stones,
providing age estimates of the last heating event. These results are compared with radiocarbon
determinations on charcoal from the same hearths, and provide powerful evidence of the potential of
OSL for directly dating the hearths. One clear advantage of using OSL dating, in comparison with
radiocarbon,isthatitisfarlessdestructive:onlyasmallnumberofstones,between1and4,needtobe
removed from the hearth for OSL dating, and no excavation is required. In contrast, for reliable
radiocarbondating,asignificantproportion(typicallyonequartertoonehalf)ofahearthmustbefully
excavated to retrieve charcoal (see Fanning et al. this volume). Given the conservation concerns of
heritage managers and the desire of Aboriginal people for their heritage to be left in place, a reliable
alternative method of dating Aboriginal occupation is highly desirable. Moreover, this method, if
successful, will allow age determinations of hearths where the charcoal is no longer present, thereby
extendingthedatasetfromwhichanoccupationchronologyisconstructed.Themethodswhichwehave
developed for rapid preparation of the samples and the approach to estimating the past dose rate
experienced by grains within hearth stones are both new. With further developmental work and more
complete assessment, we consider that this OSL-based approach will provide a new means for







artefacts and associated heat-retainer hearths. The processes involved in their formation have the
potentialtovaryconsiderably,dependingonthegeomorphicsettingandhumanoccupationhistory,but
detailed geomorphological and stratigraphic research of numerous surface archaeological contexts in
western NSW reveals a similar story (Fanning 1999, 2000; Fanning and Holdaway 2001), as described
brieflybelow.
 Typically, a new land surface is constructed from the deposition of alluvial (water-lain) and/or
colluvial(slope)sedimentswithinpartofacatchment,usuallythevalleyfloors,following,forexample,a
flood event. The ‘surface’ simply represents the last sedimentary unit deposited at each location. The
surface is initially free of archaeology, although the sediments have the potential to contain reworked




















 In western NSW, however, the stratigraphic records of upland catchments are dominated by
erosion(FanningandHoldaway2001;Holdawayetal.2004).Acceleratederosioncausedbyovergrazing
bycattleandsheepoverthepast150years is theprincipaldeterminantof thecurrenthighvisibilityof
archaeological material at the surface (Fanning 1999, 2002). Once uncovered, however, these surface
archaeological deposits have a very limited lifespan. Much of the archaeological material currently




andC.Archaeologicalmaterial (lithicartefactsanddebitage,boneandothermaterials) is foundat this
level as indicated by the symbol. Note that some movement of material within the sediment by
bioturbationandotherprocessessuchasswellingandcontractionduringwettinganddryingcycles,and
very localised erosion and redeposition, means that archaeological material can extend over a depth
rangeofseveralcm,ratherthanlyingonexactlyonesurface.
 Typical hearth-sediment relationships are also shown in this figure. Hearths are constructed



















The Western NSW Archaeology
Program (WNSWAP) has, over
the past ten years, developed
a two-phase dating framework
for developing a chronology
of both landform development
and human occupation at
our field sites. The first
phase consists  of stratigraphic
analysis and dating of the
valley fill sequences described
above,primarilyusingOptically
Stimulated Luminescence (OSL)
to date the sedimentary
units above and below the
‘archaeological surfaces’. This
isdescribedindetail inFanning
et al. (2008). The second phase
consists of age determinations
on the heat-retainer hearths
excavated by Aboriginal people
intothe‘archaeologicalsurfaces’
in thepast.Up tonow,wehave
relied on partial excavation
of these hearth remains to







1. Dating heat-retainer hearths using 14C 
Theapproachtodatingheat-retainerhearthsusing14CisdescribedbyHoldawayetal.(2002,2005).Not
allhearthremainscontaincharcoal;onlyonethirdofallhearthsexcavatedinwesternNSWoverthepast
ten years contained identifiable charcoal suitable for dating. This limits the detail with which a
chronology can be constructed, and demands excavation of a large number of hearths. The excavation
process can be relatively slow, and the charcoal requires significant laboratory processing to isolate an
uncontaminatedsample.Excavationisatleastinpartdestructive,andisunderstandablydiscouragedby
heritage managers andAboriginal people. Hearths with significant quantities of charcoal can be dated
usingconventionalmethods,butmoreexpensiveAMSdatingisrequiredforsmallsamples(i.e.lessthan
afewgrams).
 The chronological data provided by 14C dating are of high accuracy and reliability, though
plateau effects and the anthropogenic release of dead carbon reduce resolution at certain periods,
especially for material from the last 250 years. It is possible that the preservation of charcoal is
significantlybetterforyoungerhearths,biasingthechronologicaldatasettowardsyoungerageestimates.
However,preservationiscontrolledbythedegreeoferosionatindividualhearthlocations(Fanningetal.
this volume), which has been demonstrated to be independent of age within the context of a single
archaeologicalsurface(Holdawayetal.2002).

2. OSL dating of hearth stones — a potential non-destructive alternative 
OSLsignalsareresetbyheatingaswellasbylightexposure(Smithetal.1986).Thisprovidesthepossibility
ofusingOSLtodatethelastheatingofhearthstones.Forafiveminuteheattreatment,virtuallyalltheOSL
signal of quartz is removed at a temperature of 300ºC (Smith et al. 1986; 1990).  For longer heating
durations,lowertemperatureshaveasimilarzeroingeffect.Thesetemperaturesarewellwithintherange
of those experienced within typical wood-burning fires, and penetration of temperatures in excess of
several hundred degrees Celsius to the interiors of cobble-sized and smaller hearth stones is considered
likely.Ifinsufficientheatingwereexperienced,ageover-estimationwouldresult.














that the selected stones were part of the identified hearth structure. For this reason, stones showing
obvious signs of burning, including colour change, fire-cracking or conjoining, and pot-lid or other
thermal fracturingstructureswere favoured,andstones fromoutside thehearthclusterweregenerally
avoided. For this assessment project, both large (cobbles of up to 15 cm diameter) and small stones
(pebblesdownto2cmdiameter)wereselected.
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 Usingaportablegammaspectrometerwitha3”NaI crystal, a 900 s (15minute)measurement
wasmadeat thesurfaceof thehearth.Thisprovidesanenvironmentalgammaradiationdetermination
with a 2π geometry. Gamma rays enter the crystal from the underlying sediment and hearth, travelling 
approximately30to40cmfromahalfspherebeneaththecrystal.Nocontributioncanbemeasuredfrom
sedimentthatpreviouslycoveredthehearth,asthishasalreadybeenerodedandredistributedelsewhere
in the landscape. Thus, for the age estimates presented below, this 2π geometry measurement has simply 
been doubled to provide a proxy 4π geometry estimate. Note that this procedure implicitly assumes that 
the sampleswerepreviouslyburiedbyat least 30 cmofoverburdenwitha similar composition to the
surfacematerialonwhichthehearthlies.Weconsiderthisoneofthemainsignificantunknownfactorsin











other minerals (e.g. metamorphic rocks, sandstone). Quartz OSL signals have been demonstrated to
undergo the ‘predose effect’ (Aitken 1985; Smith et al. 1986; Smith and Rhodes 1994), which leads to a
significant increase in luminescence sensitivity as a result of heating for many samples. As all of the
samplesselectedhavebeenheatedinthepast,weexpectedtoencounterhighsensitivityOSLsignals.
 Withtheseconsiderations inmind,andwiththedesire todevelopaprocedurewhichcouldbe
applied to a large number of samples, but where accuracy is limited by environmental dose rate
estimation,wehaveoptednottoundertakeafull‘quartzinclusion’preparationprotocol(Fleming1970).
Instead, we simply isolated rock from at least 3 mm inside each stone, and ground this to sand-size






measurements were performed at 125°C, and were preceded by IRSL measurements at 60°C. Natural
and regenerative-dose measurements were preceded by a preheat of 220°C for 10 s, while sensitivity
measurementswereprecededbyaheatof200°Cfor10s,asusedbyRhodesetal.(2003).Threediscsofeach
sampleweremeasured,usingapost-IROSLprotocol,similartothatdescribedbyBanerjeeetal.(2001).
 For many samples, intense, rapidly decaying natural and regenerated OSL signals were
observed, typical of quartz. Samples showinging bright OSL signals displayed a linear dose response,
andgoodagreementbetweenthethreemeasuredaliquotswasobserved.Severalsampleshadonlyvery
low OSL signal sensitivity (Tables 1 and 2), and some samples displayed significant IRSL signals. This





(De) determinations for each sample. For the dose rate calculation, the signal was assumed to come
dominantly from sand-sized grains with negligible internal dose rate, and insignificant external alpha
particlecontributions.Theseassumptionsmaybeworthyoffurtherinvestigationinthefuture.Thebeta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dose rate for each rock was calculated using ICPMS measurement of U, Th and K content, and the
gamma dose rate used was simply twice the measured 2π geometry measurement at the surface of each 
hearth.Anoverburdenthicknessof50cmwasassumedforeveryrock, inordertocalculatethecosmic
doseratecontributionusingtheformulaeofPrescottandHutton(1994).Thisassumption isdifficult to
support in every case: for most samples there is no information available regarding previous burial
depth. However, for higher dose rate samples, the cosmic ray contribution represents a rather small
component, and uncertainty in this parameter does not lead to a significant uncertainty in the age
estimate. Where the burial depth was less than around 30 cm, the doubling of the measured surface
gamma dose rate would not be valid, and the assumption of >30 cm burial may require further




Preliminary OSL dating results 
The results shown in Tables 1 and 2 represent all those so far measured, and include samples from




14C age estimates. Where 14C calibration leads to multiple peaks, the full range from maximum to
minimum2sigmarangeisquoted.
 SomeoftheOSLresultslistedinTables1and2agreewellwiththecorrespondingcalibrated14C
age estimates (e.g. K0118, K0141, K0519, K0524), while others do not agree (e.g. K0115, K0120, K0526,
K0547). Some OSL-14C sample pairs do not have overlapping 2 sigma age ranges, but do not disagree
substantiallybeyondthese(e.g.K0131,K0143,K0146,K0523,K0535,K0548).
 AtFowlersGap(Table1),19OSLsampleshavecorresponding 14Cageestimates.Of these37%
disagreestrongly,16%disagreemildly,whilefor47%OSLand14Chaveoverlapping2sigmauncertainty
ranges.Thissamplesuitecontainsarelativelyhighproportionofquartzandquartzitesamples,andboth











These preliminary OSL age estimates are very encouraging, as 67% of paired OSL and 14C have
overlapping 2 sigma uncertainty ranges at Poolamacca, and 60% for the two datasets combined.
However,aroundonequarteroftheOSLageestimatesdonotagreewiththeircorresponding14Ccontrol,
anditisclearthatthemethodstillrequiresalittlerefinement.
 Within both datasets, several OSL age under-estimates are observed for quartz and quartzite
samples.ItispossiblethattheserelatetothereductionoftheOSLsignalbydaylight(bleaching)which
penetrated the rock while it was exposed at the surface after erosion of the overburden and before
collection.Forotherlithologies,thisisconsideredveryunlikely,owingtothepresenceofdarkminerals,
inparticularironoxides,whicharestronglylight-absorbent.Itisclear,however,thatsignalbleachinghas
not adversely affected other quartz and quartzite samples, such as K0117 and K0118. Some rocks






























































































































































































































































































































































































under-estimation has been undertaken, though careful re-examination of each sample may reveal




of IRSL magnitude to OSL age was observed.A brief HF treatment might reduce the IRSL signal, and
possiblyalsoimproveOSLageagreement.
 AwidevariationinnaturalsensitivityoftheOSLsignalwasobserved,spanningaround5orders
ofmagnitude;quartzite sampleK0134hada sensitivityof79,650c.s-1.mg-1.Gy-1 (Table1),whilequartz
sampleK554hadonelessthan1c.s-1.mg-1.Gy-1(Table2).Ingeneral,quartzsampleshadthelowestOSL









improve the degree of agreement between OSL and independent chronological control provided by











 We plan to re-measure these samples after a brief HF treatment to reduce possible feldspar
contamination, and to examine the dependence of age on burial depth, internal dose rate, sediment
moisture content, and other parameters. We will also examine the role of sample size and colour in
controlling surface bleaching. From the large dataset of paired OSL and 14C samples presented here, it
will be possible to estimate meaningful values for inter-sample variation beyond the estimated






From the data presented here, we are confident that OSL can provide a very useful technique for
estimatingtheageofheat-retainerhearthsexposedatthesurfaceinaridAustralia.Thistechniqueislikely
tobepopularwithAboriginalgroupsandheritagemanagersasitdoesnotrequireexcavationandcauses
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has yet to be systematically evaluated. This paper presents the results of an HPLC-MS study of food








with other techniques in a multi-stranded approach to archaeological residue characterisation and
identification.









almost 30 years. Condamin and coworkers (1976) first demonstrated that the porous fabric of
earthenware ceramics provides an excellent microenvironment for the preservation of fatty residues.
Initially, chemical exploration of archaeological residues focused on fatty acid derivatives due to their
archaeologicalubiquityandanalytic simplicity (Condaminetal.1976,Morganetal.1984,Patricketal.
1985).Insimpletermsfattyacidsarehydrocarbonchainswithaterminalcarboxylgroup(Markley1960).










1997, Evershed et al. 1997, Gariner et al. 2002), alcohols (Reber and Evershed 2004), terpenes (Eerkens


















 A recent advance in mass spectrometry has been the coupling of high performance liquid
chromatographyandmassspectrometry (HPLC-MS).HPLC is ideally suited to theseparationof large,








This study utilised three datasets: (1) a set of fats and oils extracted from modern plant and animal
products,basedona literaturereviewofAnatolianarchaeological finds; (2)asetof residuesrecovered
fromthefabricofpurpose-builtceramicsafterexperimentalcookingoffoods;and(3)anarchaeological
dataset of residues recovered from Late Bronze and Early Iron Age ceramics from Gordion, central
Turkey (Figure 2). Fats and oils were extracted from the first dataset by ultrasonicating 500 mg of
material in 9 ml of a 1:2 methanol/chloroform mixture for 15 minutes. The supernatant was filtered
through coarse filter paper and the process repeated once. These extracts allowed the assessment of
HPLC-MSseparationandquantificationmethods,providedabaselineforcomparisonwithexperimental
cookingdataandprovidedareferencedatabasefortheinterpretationofarchaeologicalsamples.
powder with a porcelain mortar and pestle.  Eight grams of powdered ceramic was ultrasonicated in
36 ml 1:2 methanol/chloroform for 15 minutes, followed by centrifuging at 3500 rpm. After this, the




for residue analysis based on residue recoveries. Archaeological residues were extracted in the same
mannerasexperimentalresidues.Thisdatasetallowedtheassessmentoftheprimaryfocusofthisstudy:





column fitted with a 20 x 2 mm C18-A (5 μm packing) pre-column guard. Mass spectrometry was
conductedonaVarian1200LQuadrupoleMassSpectrometer.
 Experimental residues
were prepared by boiling food
productsinearthenwareceramic
pots for five hours. After this,
the pots were allowed to cool
and contents removed. The
cooked-in residue was then
extractedbyremovingapieceof
the ceramic from around the
‘waterline’of thepot,where the
most appreciable volumes of
fatty residue accumulate. The
ceramic was cleaned with a
dentaldrillandcrushedtoafine
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 Residues and extracts were first analysed for triacylglycerols using atmospheric pressure





 After triacylglycerol characterisation, the remaining sample was converted into free fatty acids
and analysed by treating the molecules in 0.5 mol methanolic sodium hydroxide at 70°C for 3 hours.
Followingthis,themixturewasacidifiedandfreefattyacidsextractedbywashingwithhexane(Christie
1987).Fattyacidswereanalysedusingelectronsprayionisation,producingdetectablefreefattyacidions
[M-H]– with minimal fragmentation, allowing identification of molecular species by their mass and




lipids identified. For triacylglycerols, the integrated area of the molecular ion [M+H]+ and relevant







HPLC-MS analysis of modern plant and animal products revealed complex mixtures of triacylglycerol
species. From the 13 foods analysed, a total of 108 triacylglycerol species were identified. Samples
containedbetween21(wheat)and41(pea)identifiablespeciesoftriacylglycerol,withameanof29.5.A
total of 13 fatty acid species were identified, ranging from 6 (linseed) to 13 (chickpea, pea and wheat)
fattyacidspeciespersample,withameanof10.8.
 The relative ubiquity of most fatty acid species is immediately recognisable from the dataset.
Only twoof thesamplespossessed less than10of the13 free fattyacidspecies identified.Bycontrast,
triacylglycerols presented a large and divergent dataset.  No sample possessed more than 40% of all
identifiedtriacylglycerolspecies.Further,sometriacylglycerolspeciesoccurredinonlyonesample,ora
group of related samples. For example, MaSS (margaric-stearic-stearic) was found only in ruminant
samples (beef and lamb), while APS (arachidic-palmitic-stearic) was only observed in pork samples.
Further, MyPP (myristic-palmitic-palmitic) and PSS (palmitic-stearic-stearic) were found in all animal
products studied, while plant products could generally be characterised by high levels of highly
unsaturated linoleic- and linolenic-bearing triacylglycerols. Considering that the vast bulk of free fatty
acids studied were derived from triacylglycerols, it is clear that reducing triacylglycerols to their
componentfattyacidsresultsinasignificantlossofcharacteristicinformation.

 Despite the apparent simplicity of the fatty acid dataset, some simple statistics still appear to
providecharacteristicinformation.Theproportionofunsaturatedtosaturatedfattyacidspeciesappears
to differentiate modern plant and animal products (Figure 3). Animal products contained between 55
and 70% unsaturated fatty acids. This range can be reduced to 55 to 61% if chicken, which appears
unusually high in unsaturated fatty acid species, is removed. Plant products possess generally higher
levelsofunsaturates,containingbetween69and86%unsaturatedfattyacids.Therefore, inunmodified









changes in lipid composition
relative to their original plant
and animal sources (Figure 4).
Analysis of triacylglycerols
reveals a simplification of the
dataset, with only 59 of the
108 original triacylglycerols
recovered from experimental
ceramics. This relates to
preferential destruction of the
most unsaturated triacylglycerol
speciesthroughthehydrolysisof
the ester bond between the
component fatty acids and the
glycerolbackbone.
 Fatty acid species were
similarly altered, with a general
reduction in the proportion
of highly unsaturated fatty
acids. While volumes varied
considerably, the complete
removal of lipid species was
uncommon. Overall the fatty
acid species present remain
similar to their original food
products. Experimental residues
contained between 9 (olive)
and 13 (chickpea, wheat) fatty
acid species, with a mean
of 11.5. However, the relative
proportions of these species are
sometimes radically altered.
 Comparing triacylgly-
cerol and free fatty acid results,
triacylglycerols provide more
detailed characteristic markers,
especially for animal products.
Generally, triacylglycerols re-
sembled fatty acids, with the
preferential degradation of
highly unsaturated molecules.
Plant products were preferen-
tially degraded due to the
higher unsaturation of their
triacylglycerol components.  No
samplepossessedmorethan55%





no experimental residue contained less than 9 of the 13 fatty acid species identified and only two
containedlessthan11.
 Thealterationoflipidsbyexperimentalcookingalsohadaninterestingeffectontheproportions
of unsaturated to saturated fatty acids. After cooking, plant residues contained between 18 and 81%
unsaturated species, compared with 69 to 86% in unprocessed extracts. Animal products contained




plant proportions most likely relates to the higher unsaturation of plant fatty acids. While most
unsaturated fatty acids in animal products contain only one unsaturated double bond, plant products
havemuchhigher levelsofpolyunsaturatedfattyacids.Thesusceptibilityof fattyacids todegradation
increasesexponentiallywithincreasingunsaturation(Eerkens2005),renderingplantlipidsmoreliableto
degradationintheprolonged,high-energyenvironmentofthecookingexperiment.
 In conclusion, the experimental dataset reveals a simplification, with the loss of characteristic
triacylglycerols and free fatty acid data. However, triacylglycerols remain a diverse dataset, retaining
important characteristic information. Fatty acids undergo dramatic changes in composition, rendering
theproportionsofunsaturatestosaturatesmeaninglessandpotentiallymisleading.Fromthis, itwould




Of the 18 residues analysed, only 6 contained analytically viable volumes of triacylglycerols. These
residues contained between 5 and 16 identifiable triacylglycerol species, with a mean of 8.
Triacylglycerolsrecoveredtendedtowardsthesaturatedendofthespectrum,containingonlysaturated
and monounsaturated component fatty acids. The dataset does not display the variability of the
unprocessed or experimentally cooked dataset, with one residue sample containing 76% of the
triacylglycerol species identified. However, by reference to the first two datasets, some of the
triacylglycerols identified appear characteristic. Triacylglycerol species only observed in beef and lamb
(MaSS)werepresentin5ofthe6residues,whileamarkeridentifiedonlyinpork(APS)wasobservedin
onesample.Thesamplethatcontainedaporkmarkeralsocontainedthebeef/lambmarker.Markersthat
appeared generally indicative of animal products (MyPP, PSS) were observed in 5 of the 6 residue
samples,withtheonelackingthesemarkerscontainingthebeef/lambmarker.Whilethisevidenceisnot
definitive due to the limits of the reference dataset, archaeological triacylglycerols appear to provide a
specific,narrowrangeofpotentialcandidatesforagivenarchaeologicalresidue.
 Fatty acids are again less informative. All 18 residues analysed contained analytically viable
volumesoffreefattyacids,containingbetween9and13fattyacidspecies.Thepotentialeffectsofancient
reuse, mixing and differential preservation complicate the picture. However, the proportion of
unsaturatedfattyacidsseemstorevealalogicalpicture.Thereappearstobearangeseparationsimilarto








differential preservation or processing technology. If degradation differences were the cause of this




levels of unsaturated fatty
acids and the presence of
triacylglycerols should be
observed. The opposite is, in
fact, the case. Residues that
contain analytically viable
volumes of triacylglycerols
have generally lower propor-
tions of unsaturated fatty acids
than those without (Figure 5).
This data is consistent with
two distinct groups of residue
undergoing degradative pro-
cesses dissimilar to the
experimental dataset; one pre-
dominated by animal products
and another by plant products.
Archaeological residues there-
fore underwent a different
process of alteration and
degradationtothatsimulatedin
our experiments. While a
detailed explanation of this
differenceisbeyondthescopeof
this paper, it is likely that
archaeologicalresidueswerenot
subjected to the prolonged
exposure conditions utilised in the experimental dataset. Without the benefit of triacylglycerol data, it
would  not have been possible to characterise archaeological residues with confidence. Triacylglycerol







for archaeological residue research. We have demonstrated that archaeological triacylglycerols can
providesignificantdiagnostic information,reducingthepotentialsourcesofsomeresiduestoanarrow
bandofrelatedspecies.
 Archaeological triacylglyceroldataalsoprovidedimportant informationforapuzzlepresented
by fattyaciddata.Resolving thispuzzleallowsanewunderstandingofancientprocessing technology
and supporting information for the characterisation of non-triacylglycerol bearing residues.
Inconsistenciesbetweenunprocessedandexperimentallycookedfattyacidsindicatedthatevenabroad
identificationofresiduecontributorswouldbe impossible forresiduesexposedtosimilarconditionsto
the experimental dataset. However, archaeological triacylglycerol data demonstrates a real difference
between residues and a real difference in processing technology and degradation relative to the
experimental dataset. The incomprehensibility of the experimental dataset calls into question previous
archaeologicalapplicationsofratiosusedintheabsenceoftriacylglycerolorothersupportingdata.
 However,HPLC-MSofarchaeologicaltriacylglycerolsdoesnotprovideanexhaustivemethodof





techniquewasunable to identifyanyclassesofmoleculeother than fattyacids,potentiallyresulting in
thelossofimportantdiagnosticinformation.
 In conclusion, HPLC-MS of archaeological fatty residues does provide significant information
that could not be attained with current GC-MS techniques. Further, triacylglycerol data may reveal
importantdetailsofancientprocessing technologies.Theseadvantages leadus toconclude thatHPLC-
MS should be considered as an analytic technique for archaeological fatty residues wherever practical.
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A fundamental concept in compositional studies in archaeology is that an elemental fingerprint most
broadlyreflectsregion-orarea-specificpetrogeneticconditions(theprovenancepostulate).Inthisstudy,
asamplepopulationfromasingleshipwreckassemblageoftradeceramics(stonewarejarsfromEastand
Southeast Asia), can be separated into clear compositional groups. While the multivariate elemental
definition of these groups is not controversial, their interpretation is. The study uses a method of












In the elemental analysis of archaeological ceramics the ‘provenance postulate’ remains a major
conceptual link between geochemical pattern and archaeological interpretation (Olin et al. 1978; Kolb









with any substantial effect on elemental composition. As a result archaeological ceramic elemental
profiles are generally considered unalterable by the varying temperature regimes required for the
successfulproductionofaceramicvessel.
 Amajordifferencebetweenclaycompositionsusedforearthenwareandstonewarerelatestothe




g elements allow firing in the higher temperature ranges required without premature melting and
slumpingoftheceramicvessel(KerrandWood2004).
 Mostarchaeologicalcharacterisationworkonhigh-temperatureceramicsfromEastandSoutheast
Asiahasadopted theprovenancepostulate (andassociatedcaveats)moreor lessuncritically (Impeyand
Tregear1983;GuoandLi1986;Liu1986;PollardandHall1986;PollardandHatcher1986;YangandWang




from, from a single production centre in central northern Thailand, using a sensitive but relatively low-
dimensional technique (PIXE/PIGME). Here I evaluate a more robust elemental dataset for a shipwreck
assemblage of stoneware jars from several East and Southeast Asian production centres in order to
demonstrate the importanceof firing temperatureasavariable thatstructures theelementalcomposition
data derived from high-temperature ceramics (Grave et al. 2005a). An analytic advantage for elemental
analysisofstonewarestoragejarsisthatthesefabricsaretypicallyderivedfromclaysourcesthattendtobe
more elementally complex than the clays used for white bodied ‘fine’ ceramics. Greater compositional
complexityincreasesthelikelihoodofdetectingtherangeoffactorsthatmodulateelementalsignatures.
 Theobjectivesofthispaperaretwofoldandinterrelated.Thefirstistoevaluatethesignificance













East and SoutheastAsian archaeological assemblages of the last thousand years or so typically contain
stonewares from a wide range of production centres of varying technical proficiency. Stoneware
technology, initiated in China prior to the first millennium AD, was widely adopted in East Asia and
mainlandSoutheastAsiafromtheearlysecondmillenniumAD(HayashiyaandHasebe1966;Impey1972;
Mikami1972;Medley1976;Li1990;StevensonandGuy1997).Thistechnologywasresponsibleforgoods






Stoneware kilns ranged from simple in-ground bank kilns to larger more elaborate hill-side brick
structures (‘Dragon’ kilns) (Vallibhotama 1974; Hughes-Stanton and Kerr 1980; Garnsey andAlley 1983;
Shaw1985;Liu1986;HeinandBarbetti1988;Ho1990;Impey1996;Graveetal.2000).
 Thecurrentwork ispartofawiderresearchproject tounderstand the impactof the transition
fromthepre-toearly-moderneconomyinEastandSoutheastAsia.Stonewarecompositionaldatafrom
highresolutionchronologicalcontexts(shipwrecks)canbeusedasanarchaeologicalproxyforchanges




The provenance approach to ceramic elemental analysis is best applied where an extended system of
trade/exchange is thought to have operated over a region, and would seem ideally suited to East and
Southeast Asian archaeological stoneware assemblages. The advantage of establishing an unambiguous
geochemicalsignatureisthatitprovidesameansindependentofmoreformalcriteriasuchastypologyto
distinguish between different production centres, even where the actual source area or centre remains
unknown. This characteristic is especially useful where popular forms were widely emulated, as is the
caseforthenumerouscompetingcentresofAsianstonewareproduction(BrownandSjostrand2002).
 Analytical requirements normally involve a) a relatively large and representative sample
population, b) instrumental technique(s) that can provide accurate and precise (reproducible)
measurementofelements;andc)alargenumberofelementsforahighdimensionaldatasettomaximise
identification of elements or elemental suites that are distinctive of different production centres.
Substantialtechnicaladvancesinmeasurementsensitivityaswellasgreaterflexibilityandavailabilityof
analyticfacilitieshavenodoubtcontributedtothegrowthinpopularityofthisapproach.Criticismofthe
adoption of novel analytical techniques may be justified where there is no proven advantage in larger
numbersofelementsorhighersensitivitymeasurements.
 Recently, Baxter and Jackson (2001) suggested that technical developments, rather than
archaeological requirements, have driven the move to use increasingly large numbers of elements that
may needlessly complicate interpretation. They introduce the idea of data optimisation and adopt a
multivariate modelling solution that seeks the most parsimonious explanation of data structure by
reducing the number of elements required to maintain sample relationships (Krzanowski 1987). While







Out of the extensive empirical and experimental work on the factors contributing to ceramic
compositional signatures, three major themes emerge: provenance; technological modification (usually
focussedonadditiveorsubtractivetechnologies);andpost-depositionalalteration.Assessingthesemajor















— principal components analysis (PCA) — the schematic appearance of these themes can be broadly

























distinctive geochemistry of different catchments. This difference is reflected in independent group
orientationaswellasdistribution(Figure1a).Wheresystematicdifferencesintechnologicalmodification
isthedominantinfluence,suchasremovaloforadditionofinclusions,separationbetweengroupswill
beconstrainedby theorientationandelemental rangeof theparentgeochemical signature (Figure1b).
Finally,post-depositionalalteration,whereadistinctiveprovenance-determinedsignatureisalteredbya
subsequentgeochemicallydistinctdepositionalenvironment,willproduceahybridelementalsignature








debris thatmayreflectawide rangeofproductioncentres, eachofwhichcanvarygreatly in technical
proficiency over time. In order to circumvent these issues, this study uses a representative sample









The applicability of inductively coupled plasma-optical emission spectrometry (ICP-OES) to
compositional analysis of stonewares has been reported elsewhere (Grave et al. 2005a). The technique
reliesonsuperheatedplasma(8000–10000ºcentigrade)toreducecompoundstoatomicconstituents.The
current generation of optical emission spectrometers uses a charge-coupled detector (CCD) to measure
theopticalpropertiesoftheplasma.Afterspectralsplitting,theintensitiesoflightwavelengthsthatare
element-specificaresimultaneouslymeasuredasananalogueofelementalconcentrations.TypicallyICP-
OES enables both a high sample throughput (100–200 per day) and long periods between routine
servicing. Theoretically, ICP-OES is capable of simultaneously measuring up to 70 elements of the
periodictablebutinpracticeisnormallyusedforonly20–30elements.
 The method requires careful sample preparation (removal of surfaces with a tungsten carbide
highspeedburrandultrasonicallycleaned)followedbydryingandpowdering(grainsize<10microns)
in a tungsten carbide ball mill (SPEX 5000) for 10 minutes. Samples are then reduced to an aqueous
solution through digestion of a small amount of sample powder (200 mg) with a high pressure
microwavesystem(MilestoneEthosPlus)andacombinationofhydrofluoricandnitricacidsbasedona




The physical and mineralogical characteristics of a representative subsample were examined using
scanning electron microscopy (SEM). This involved carbon coating fresh fracture surfaces of samples
under vacuum and examination for SEM and X-ray element-specific mapping using a Joel 35C SEM
equippedwithanenergydispersivespectrometer.
 
Accuracy and Precision 
For ICP-OES measurement performance is gauged by reference to external standards to determine
precision and accuracy experimentally. Ideally these standards are as closely matched to the general
matrices of the actual samples as possible. Because no internationally accepted standards exist for





elements that have very good measurement precision (≤10%). Twenty four of these compare well with 
NIST certified/published SRM values (≤25%), indicating a good level of measurement accuracy.  
 
Multivariate Analysis 
Multidimensional data reduction with principal components analysis (PCA) enables standardi-zation of
widelydivergentelementalranges(z-scoring)suchthatthemajorityofdatavariationisaccountedforon
the first few components ((Pollard 1986; Tangri and Wright 1993; Neff 1994). Each successive component
describes variation not otherwise accounted for. Typically, with highly structured ceramic compositional






component 1) from other diagnostic (and non-size related) data structures on subsequent components
(Hennessy and Moss 2001; Adriaens and Verraes 2002; Bruner and Manzi 2004). For archaeological









beenexplored.Thesignificanceofageneralisedfeature lies in thepossibility thatgroupdifferentiation




Polynomial Regression Analysis and ‘goodness of fit’ 
Determining theprobabilityeither that the firstprincipal component isolatesageneralisedeffect,orof
the best fit between the data and a particular model, requires statistical (rather than mathematical)
evaluation.RegressionanalysisanditsassociatedR2scoreisaneffectivewaytotestboth(FanandGijbels
1996). The non-linear transformations involved in PCA require a polynomial regression approach. For
modelling, a hypothesised governing property of the multidimensional behaviour of elements





of 1 reflects a perfect fit and an R2 value of 0 means that the fit predicts the model no better than the
overall response mean. For evaluating how well a general phenomenon is isolated on the first
component, then, this shouldbe reflected inahighR2 score.Conversely, if the first component reflects
compoundeffects,thenthisshouldproducealowR2value.
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Preliminary Modelling Expectations 































Because of the difficulties in separating the two, sample measurements were normalised to Σ 50000 ppm. 
PCA indicates that the normalised dataset is highly structured. It readily separates into five discrete
groups on the first two components, with the eigenvalues for these components accounting for almost 65% 
of overall variation (Figure 2; Table 2). In the accompanying variable plot for these components two
elemental trends are evident. The first ranges from high K samples to high Ca samples and describes
groups1–3and5alongcomponent1.TheseconddistinguisheshighTifromtheK-Catrendandseparates
group4samplesalongcomponent2.Nofurthernewgroupsareevidentonsubsequentcomponents.
 Polynomialregressionof theaccompanyingelementalplotproducesa lowR2valuesuggesting
that, while the object plot clearly distinguishes 5 groups, there is little correlated behaviour between
variables.Optimisationoftheseresultsdetermineshowmanyelementscanberemovedwhileretaining
groupintegrity.Thisstepinvolvesiterativeremovalofredundantornoisyelementsusingimprovements
in the polynomial R2 value as a guide. Elements that exhibit little systematic behaviour due to poor
measurementstatisticsorbecauseofsampleoutliersareobvioustargetsforexclusionbyoptimisation.
 Following R2 optimization the revised dataset was reanalysed by PCA (Figure 3). The results
show a substantial 15% improvement in the variation accounted for by the first two components (from 
~65% to ~80%).  Little substantive difference is evident in the group object scatterplot of component 1 
and2. ThepolynomialregressionR2valuesfortheaccompanyingelementplotshowsanimprovement
from 0.3 to almost 0.9 indicating a high level of descriptive efficiency in the element-reduced dataset.











 Ten elements were discarded to produce the optimised dataset. These include elements at
concentrationswellbelowthoseofthestandardsornotrepresentedinthemandthosethatarelikelyto
have poor measurement characteristics (Cd, Gd, Lu, Pb). However, they also include elements in
concentrationsforwhichmeasurementiseitherpreciseorbothaccurateandprecise(Co,Mn,Na,S,Sr,
Zn). Three of these elements can be discounted because of outlier behaviour (Co: a single sample in
group 2 with significantly elevated levels, >250 ppm), S (significantly enhanced, >500 ppm) for several
group 2, 3 and 5 samples and Zn (elevated levels, >150 ppm) in three group 1 and 2 samples). The




(RodshkinandRuth1997).Amorecomplexargumentneeds tobemountedforSr,a traceelement that
normally tracks Ca. Structural similarities allow substitution of Sr into the Ca molecular lattice. This
relationship is charge dependant and environmentally sensitive (Porder et al. 2005). The Ca/Sr ratio is
substantially higher (Sr depleted) than in the remaining groups (average group 1–4 Ca/Sr ratio: 43.15±
8.72%; group 5 Ca/Sr ratio: 73.03). As Sr-depleted-Ca in group 5 is consistent with a marine rather than 




Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
LowandhighmagnificationSEMandX-raymappingoffreshcarbon-coatedfracturesurfaceswasused
to assess the likely extent of post-depositional chemical alteration of a selection of fabrics from each
group.Allgroupsexhibitextensivevitrification,closedporespacesandthedevelopmentofgasbubbles
(Figure 4a). Contrary to expectations from the elemental profiles, Group 5 samples appear to be more
vitrified with larger coalescing bubbles than the remainder and have no evidence of post-depositional
precipitates (Figure 4b). Group 5 samples also contained numerous fine and coarser Ca- and Na-rich
mineral inclusions. These inclusions retained clear (unmelted) grain boundaries and were part of the








Model A (provenance postulate): 




the compositional separation will be returned to below. Group 2 also includes several examples of a
second smaller form representing a distinctive fabrication convention (two-piece shoulder joined type





1992; Dupoizat 1996). The remaining groups represent about 5% each of the total sample.  The possible 
spatialsignificanceofthisrelativelylowfigurecanbegaugedfromgroup3.Thisgroupincludesarange
of types derived from production centres in more distant Thailand (Brown 1988; Brown and Sjostrand
2002),suggestingthattheothersmallgroupsmayalsoreflectmoredistantproductioncentres(Figure5,
group3).Group4samples(Figure5,group4)areofadistinctivetypewithoutsufficientlygoodparallels
tonominatea sourceareabutwecan infera singleproductionregion fromthe relativelyhomogenous
form and the distinctiveness of the titanium-rich composition of this group. For group 5 (Figure 5,
group 5) large elemental differences coupled with stylistic anomalies (less well-defined neck and rim;
less symmetrical body indicating greater degree of hand finishing) suggest that this group, though







Model B (technology): 
 The results from the PCA of the optimised dataset were used to determine if a generalised
featurewascapturedintheorderofelementsalongthefirstcomponent(effectivelydetrendingthePCA
‘horseshoe’distributioninherentintheeigenvaluesthemselves).Astrongcorrelationisevidentbetween
component-ordered elements and boiling point data (Aylward and Findlay 1983). Several iterations to
improve the polynomial R2 value result in not one but three regression solutions for the component 1
orderofelementsagainsttheirboilingpoints(Figure6).Twoofthesecorrelatewithelementalorderfrom
left to rightandanoveralldecrease inboilingpoint.The thirddescribes lowboilingpointelements in
what is otherwise the high boiling point side of the plot. While only trace elements are represented at
elevatedboilingpoints,thethirdtrendrunscountertothiswithlowboilingpointmajor,minorandtrace
elements in theotherwisehighboilingpointendof the first component.Thisgeneralisedboilingpoint
behaviour isconsistentwithprogressivevolatilisationofelementsunder increasinglyhightemperature
firing regimes. In this scenario the enhancement of a limited suite of low temperature elements in the
hightemperatureendofthecomponentreflectsdevelopmentofanextensiveK-Y-Ba-richfelspathicglass
phasedepletedinotherlowtemperatureelements(Kopeikin1960;YakovlevaandBeznosikova1960).
Model C (environmental effects): 














bedisengaged fromsystematicdifferencesproducedby firing temperature.The first componentof the
PCAanalysisfortheoptimiseddatasetisolatedageneralisedtemperature-relatedbehaviour;polynomial
regressionanalysishighlightedtheexplanatoryefficiencyoftheboilingpointmodelandunderscoredthe
potential pitfalls in optimisation techniques, such as proposed by Baxter and Jackson (2001), that
arbitrarily remove ostensibly redundant elements. In this study the elemental end members of the
optimised PCA that appeared to contain a high level of redundancy in fact represent a complex
relationshipbetweentemperatureandfabriccomposition.
 Of the threeceramicelementalhypotheses (provenance, environmentand technology) twocan
be accommodated within the dataset (Figure 7). While provenance (Model A) can be demonstrated





acomplexproductionenvironment.Theclose typological similarityofbothgroupssuggests theywere
producedbythesamepotters.However,ifthedistinctionbetweenthemprimarilyrelatestodifferences
infiringtechnologythenthissuggeststhattheproductsofasinglepotteryworkshopweresenttoatleast
two kilns with different firing characteristics. This level of complex organisation has good historical
antecedentsfortheoperationoflargepotteryproductioncentresinSoutheasternChinafromatleastas
earlyasthe17thcentury(Sung1966).
 Group 3 consists of vessels that are of entirely different types and are typical of production
centresinThailand.Thisgroup,aboutthesamedistanceonthefirstcomponentfromgroup2asgroup2
is to group 1, also appears to reflect a lower firing temperature technology. Group 4, both
compositionallyandtypologicallydistinctfromtheremaininggroups,representsaclassof jarfromyet
another, (?) more distant, production complex but that more closely matches the higher temperature
range of group 1 and 2 and therefore is more closely related technologically (e.g. northern China,
Vietnam).
 Group5,themostcompositionallydistantofthegroups,broadlyconformstothemostcommon




temperature end member is also richest in fluxing elements (Ca, Mn and Na) that would lower the
eutectic point and promote melting at lower temperatures. The presence of Ca/Na rich minerals with
distinct boundaries in the group 5 fabrics suggests that while extensive melting had occurred this was
curtailedbeforeafullglassphasecoulddevelop.Thesurvivalofmineralscomposedoflowboilingpoint
elementsfurthersupportsgroup5asalowtemperatureendmemberbestexplainedinModelB.Group5
wares appear to be the product of a firing technology with significantly lower temperatures than
represented, for example, in the distance between the Southern Chinese groups 1, 2 and Thai group 3







Temperature plays a role in elemental sequestration of stoneware ceramic datasets. This observation
underlines the opportunities for a better quantitative understanding of the differences between both
contemporaryandsuccessivestonewarefiringtechnologiesofaregion.Italsohighlightsthepotentialof
thisapproachasananalyticalproxyforcomplextechnologicalorganisation(e.g.theapparentdecoupling
of potters of a common jar type from multiple firing complexes with different temperature
characteristics). These conclusions tend to contradict conventional modelling assumptions for
archaeological ceramic elemental datasets with provenance/temperature effects perhaps more
widespread than previously supposed. If so, these types of signatures may prove of broader utility in
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analysis for a variety of applications including dating, sediment-source tracing, and palaeo-
environmental/climaticreconstruction.Whilethesemethodshavebeenusedonsomearchaeologicalsites
(e.g.Ellwoodetal.,1997;DalanandBanerjee1998;Moringaetal.1999;Gose2000;Petersetal.2001),their
applicationhasbeen sporadicand theirpotential asamajor tool for reconstructingarchaeologicaldata
remainsunderutilised.Thispaperprovidesareviewofmethodsofarchaeomagneticanalysistoshowthe
potentialforrecoveringvarioustypesofprimarydatathatcanbeintegratedtoformapowerfultoolfor






Sediment sourcing, input, alteration and palaeoclimatic modelling 
Mineral magnetic studies examine the magnetic nature (minerals, grain sizes and concentration) of the
sedimentaryinputintoadepositionalsystemandthevariousprocessesthathaveactedonthatmaterial
bothbeforeandafteritsdepositioninthatsystem.Soilformedonvolcanicsoilswillhaveaverydifferent
magnetic character to soils formed on karstic landscapes.A study of the magnetic mineralogy of cave
sediments can therefore show changes in sedimentary input, such as a change from locally derived
material to material derived from further afield. This particularly occurs for sites where sediments are
deposited by aeolian activity due to changes in wind speed and direction, which can change between
glacialandinterglacialperiods(Begét2001).Influviallyderiveddeposits,changesgenerallytendtoreflect





1998), but work has shown that cave sediments are also suitable, as they are relatively protected from
externalclimaticprocessesafterdeposition(Herries2006).
 Mineral magnetic analysis of sediment sequences can reveal a climatically-driven signal for a
number of reasons. Primary and secondary iron phases in rocks and sediments are transformed by
weathering and various other climatically driven processes into secondary iron oxides (such as
magnetite,maghaemiteandhaematite),hydroxides(suchasgoethite)andsulphides(suchaspyrrhotite).
Most often, these pedogenic processes convert primary and secondary iron into magnetite, with later
oxidisation to maghaemite through oxidisation/reduction cycles (Maher 1998). This is known as
pedogenic enhancement and it produces a dominance of these ferrimagnetic minerals. With prolonged
weathering,theseprocessesmayalsocausetheformationofanti-ferromagneticminerals,haematiteand
goethite. The degree of pedogenic enhancement is not only determined by climatic and environmental
processes but also by the local lithology, which provides the initial magnetic input into the pedogenic
system through weathering of underlying rock strata. In certain rocks, iron oxides, hydroxides and
sulphides may already coexist with amorphous iron. In igneous landscapes magnetite is the dominant
iron oxide, whereas sedimentary rocks may contain significant haematite, especially in sandstones.As
large amounts of highly magnetic phases are weathered directly from the local rock strata in volcanic
landscapes, the soils tend to show little pedogenic enhancement. The greatest enhancement is seen in
rocktypesthatdonotcontainlargeamountsofprimaryironoxides,suchaslimestone(Maher1998).
 Pedogenic formation of ferrimagnets is driven by temperature and moisture. It appears to be
favouredinwell-drained,poorly-acidicsoilsonweatherable,Fe-bearing(butoftennotFe-rich)substrates
in a climate that produces wetting/drying cycles (Maher 1998). Excessively arid, waterlogged or acidic
soils display little pedogenic enhancement. Maher and Thompson (1995) suggest that in many cases
maximum values of strong ferrimagnetic mineral phases, and so greatest pedogenic enhancement,
correlate well with absolute rainfall. However, in cases where a certain rainfall threshold is exceeded,
water-loggingoccursandcanresult inthedepletionofmagneticmineralsbyprocessessuchasgleying
(Liu et al. 1999). Detailed in situ magnetic susceptibility (MS) measurements of multiple sections can
quickly identify the potential of a site for palaeoclimatic analysis by identifying bulk changes in iron-
bearingminerals.However, tounderstand fully themagneticmineralogical changes, a suiteofmineral






 The survey and identification of archaeological sites using archaeomagnetism is based on
locatingstrongmagneticanomaliesthatarenormallyrelatedtotheuseoffirebyhumans(Mullins1977).
Theseanomaliescanbestronglymagnetisedrocksthatoncemadeupafireplaceorsedimentsthathave
been anthropogenically altered. Palaeoclimatic analysis on archaeological sites is complicated by
anthropogenic alteration of the deposits after deposition. It is therefore of primary importance to
understand how the heating of sediments affects the magnetic mineralogy of the deposits. Magnetic
measurements are sensitive to fire histories because burning causes the transformation of trace iron
withinthefuelsourceitselfor/andwithinsedimentsassociatedwiththeheating(Petersetal.2001,2002).
Changes between different minerals and different grain sizes can occur; these are dependent on the
temperature, longevityandatmosphereofheating (HerriesandKovacheva2007).Oxidising conditions
cause the formation of fine- to ultra-fine-grained single domain ferrimagnetic minerals and at higher
temperatures, haematite (Herries et al. 2007a). In contrast, reducing conditions cause the formation of
largerstablesingle-domaingrainedmagnetite(Herriesetal.2007a).Whileheatingofsedimentsinkilns
and ovens might produce a purely reducing environment (Herries et al. 2007a), campfires, as seen on
StoneAgesites,almostalwaysproduceanoxidisingormixedenvironmentofheating.Aswithmagnetic
enhancement in soils, the effect of heat on sediments is determined primarily by their initial magnetic
makeup(Herriesetal.2007a).Anumberoffactorscanaffectthethermo-magneticenhancementofburnt
deposits, including the type of combustion process used, contaminant mineralogy and fuel chemistry
(Petersetal.2002).Differentfuelsourcescanoftenbedeterminedfromthemagneticmineralogyofash
residues(Petersetal.2002).Mineralogicallycomplexfuel-ashisnormallyconfinedtofuelssuchascoals
and peat. Pure wood-ash, which would be expected to dominate Stone Age and Palaeolithic hearths,






Over the last 10 years a series of samples have been collected from modern and ancient campfires in
South Africa (Figure 1), to come to an understanding of the effect of fire on South African soils and
sediments at different sites. Most often, heating causes the formation of fine-grained ferrimagnetic
particles,whichproducesmagneticenhancementandhighMS(Petersetal.2001).Theviscousgrainsizes
formed by heating can normally be detected by frequency dependence of MS (FD-MS [XFD%])
(ThompsonandOldfield1986).However,SouthAfricancavesedimentsalreadycontainlargeamountsof
these viscous magnetic grains due to pedogenesis and natural burning in the open landscape (Table 1;
Figure 2 colluvium). Further burning causes a high concentration of ultra-fine (superparamagnetic)
grains that are smaller than can be detected by this method using the standard Bartington (Ltd.) MS
equipment. An increase in MS still occurs as these grain sizes are still easily magnetisable. However,





with increased MS (Table 1; Figure 2 fire). At most inland sites, such as Grand Canyon Rockshelter
(LimpopoProvince),RoseCottageCave (FreeState) andMolony’sKloof (NorthernCape)onlya slight
decreaseornochangeinFD-MScanbenoted,althoughanincreaseinMSisstillseen(Table1).Whilea
comparisonofMSandFD-MScanstillbeusedtoidentifyburntsedimentsinSouthAfrica,notallburnt




Site	 	 	 	 Location	 	 State	 	 					MS	 	 FD-MS	

GrandCanyonRockshelter  Limpopo  unburnt  278.4  11.4
GrandCanyonRockshelter  Limpopo  mixed  544.0  10.6
GrandCanyonRockshelter  Limpopo  burnt  1876  9.37
RoseCottageCave  FreeState  unburnt  125.0  9.8
RoseCottageCave  FreeState  mixed  200  10.1
RoseCottageCave  FreeState  burnt  285.0  10.7
Molony’sKloof   NorthernCape  unburnt  35.8  5
Molony’sKloof   NorthernCape  mixed  160.0  6.6
Molony’sKloof   NorthernCape  burnt  231.7  8.9
PinnaclePoint   WesternCape  unburnt  1.1  0.0
PinnaclePoint   WesternCape  mixed  41.0  8.8
PinnaclePoint   WesternCape  burnt  138.0  2
KwaZuluNatalrecent  KwaZuluNatal  unburnt  750.0  12.5
KwaZuluNatalrecent  KwaZuluNatal  naturalburning 900.0  12.0
SibuduCave   KwaZuluNatal  unburnt  92  8.7
SibuduCave   KwaZuluNatal  mixed  362  5.5











 Low temperature mag-
netic susceptibility (LT-MS)
provides another potential
method for identifying burnt
sediments as it can be used
for identifying ultra-fine super-
paramagnetic (SP) grains that
are formed by the heating
process (Peters et al. 2002). SP
grains do not hold a magnetic
remanence, are slightly smaller
than those detected by FD-MS
and are the grain size formed
by heating of sediments in
South Africa. Larger stable
single-domain (SSD) ferrimag-
netic grains show little change
in MS down to the temperature
of liquid nitrogen (−196°C). 
In contrast SP grains show
a large drop in MS down to
−196°C. The RS ratio is the
ratio of MS at +25°C to MS 
at −196°C. As such, SSD 
ferrimagnetic grains have an RS
value close  to 1 and SP values
are much lower. The shape of
the LT-MS can also be used
to identify the mineralogy of
the sample. SP magnetite will
have  a low RS ratio that is
the same between −196 and 
−150°C (the isotopic point 
of magnetite), causing the
formation of a low temperature
tail. Maghaemite does not
have such a low temperature
tail. Haematite can cause a
varietyofbehavioursdepending
on its grain size and its MS
behaviour at low temperatures
is generally less well under-
stoodthanformagnetite.
 Burnt clays from
Bulgarian clay-built pottery
kilnsandLSAhearthsfromRose
Cottage Cave in South Africa
show an LT-MS behaviour that
is quite distinctive and suggests




−150°C and overall the cure has a more S-shaped nature. This is thought to be in part due to the formatio
nofcoarsergrainedhaematite in thesamples.Furtherwork isneedtoclarify thisbut thesedataalong
withtheworkofPetersetal (2002)hasshownthepowerofusingLT-MSinidentifyingburntdeposits.
Bellomo (1994) has also suggested certain magnetic parameters for identifying human/hominin burnt




 In the past, the colouration of sediments was taken as an indicator of burnt archaeological
deposits. However, recent work has shown that reddening of sediments by burning only happens
occasionallyincampfires(CantiandLindford2000).Reddeningofdepositsiscausedbytheformationof
haematite.Whilehaematitecanformatlowtemperaturesinaheavilyoxidisingenvironmentduetothe
transformation of maghaemite (Herries and Kovacheva 2007), it is fine grained and so does not affect
many remanence properties. Courser grained haematite is often not produced until temperatures in
excess of 600°C (Herries et al. 2007a). In most instances the temperature beneath most fires remains below 
500°C and reddening of the soil happens only rarely (Canti and Lindford 2000). Moreover, more reducing 
conditions occur in sediments beneath the campfire and a reddening of deposits would be unlikely to
occurashaematitewouldnotbeformedbyoxidisationprocesses.
 The identification of early fire use by hominins in the open landscape is difficult due to the
occurrenceofnaturalfires,particularlyinAfrica.Oftencolouredsedimentsincaves,wherefiresdonot
occur naturally, are considered to be more reliable indicators of the hominin/human use of fire.
However, the work of Weiner et al. (1998) has also shown that coloured sediments at the Palaeolithic
cavesiteofZhoukoudianareduetoentirelynaturalprocesses.AttheCaveofHearths,atMakapansgat,
aseriesofcolouredsedimentsandcircularboneaccumulationsoccursinEarlyStoneAge(ESA)layers
that have also been interpreted as early fire use (Mason 1988; Maguire 1998). Unaltered alluvial and







The layers therefore showno formofmagnetic enhancementaswouldbeexpected from fireuseora
mineralogyconsistentwithanydocumentedburnt sediments.Themagneticmineralogy indicates that
thefine-grainedmagnetitefraction,presentinsurroundingdeposits(WWS,PM),isabsentandhasmost
likely been altered or destroyed by some other process. It is suggested that the coloured horizons
actuallyrepresentwaterloggedpooldeposits,wherecomplexmineralogicalchangeshaveoccurreddue
to the presence of owl and bat guano. White ashy-looking horizons within the sequence consist of
un-burnt and crushed rodent bones. This research has shown that there is no evidence of fire in the
ESAhorizonsatthesite.
 In theory, the identification of heavily anthropogenically altered layers in a cave sequence is
possibleusingthesemagneticmethodsandmaybeusedtoidentifyheavilyoccupiedlayersorzonesof
anarchaeologicalcave.Ifthebasematerialisparticularlyunmagnetic,inthecaseofmoresand-orclay-
based sediments, the identificationof anthropogenicalteration, and thereforeheavyoccupation should
besimpler.Figure5showsasectionthroughthetesttrenchofSopeñaCaveinAsturias,northernSpain.














seen for the section that
would suggest a climatically
determined signal from
variation in sedimentary input.
However, there are four distinct
layers that have enhanced
MS values. Unaltered layers
are dominated by more coarse-
grained magnetite and some
maghaemite.Whenthesedeposits
are heated they convert to
fine-grained magnetite and a
large increase in magnetisation
andMS is recorded. In contrast,
burnt layers are dominated
by ultra-fine-grained magnetite
and do not alter on heating to
700°C. The magnetic sequence
at Sopeña Cave identifies four
main levels of occupation at
the site (Levels 3, 5, 7 and 13).
However, a section through
different parts of the cave may
alter this picture as occupation
may have taken place in
differentlateralareasofthecave
atdifferentperiods.
 Therefore, the task now
is to try and recreate these data
multi-dimensionally to create a
three dimensional picture of
anthropogenic alteration that
could ultimately be used to
identify spatial patterning of
occupation within archaeological
cave sites. Figure 6 shows a
3D GIS image of magnetic
measurements undertaken at a
Middle Stone Age (MSA) cave
fromMosselBayinSouthAfrica
(Marean et al.. 2007). Over 600
samples were measured from
bulk samples taken during
excavation of the site. The base
sediment in the caves consists
of magnetically weak dune
sand and quartzitic roof spall.
When the sediments are heated
magnetite is formed. High MS




to ‘burnt’ stratigraphic units
identified during excavation.
Betweentheseburntunits,lower
MS values are recorded that
represent the mixing of
magnetically strong phases into
magnetically weak sediments.
This will be in part due to the
movement of humans around
the floor of the cave and can be
usedtodelineatemovementand







Once an understanding of
the effect of anthropogenic
alteration on cave deposits has
been established it is possible
in some cases to recover
palaeoclimatic information from
StoneAgecave sites. In situMS
measurements were made for
theentireexcavatedsequenceat





StateofSouthAfrica (Figure7).Thesequencecovers thepre-Howiesonspoort (HP)MSA, HP,post-HP
MSA, transitional MSA/Late Stone Age (LSA) and LSA period. Samples were additionally taken from
eachmajorlayerwithinthesequenceforlaboratoryanalysis.Aseriesofstandardmineralmagnetictests
(as per Walden et al. 1999) were undertaken on these laboratory samples to assess the reason for MS





MSAdepositsweredepositedat the transition fromOIS5a toOIS4 (~68ka).During theOIS4period
(~58–68 ka) lower magnetic susceptibility values are recorded due to a decrease in the input of fine-
grained ferrimagneticmineralsand increased influence fromdiamagneticandparamagneticweathered











and deposition of derived soils within the cave between the colder, more arid, low MS, OIS 4 and the
warmer, high MS OIS 3. Ongoing analysis on the base of the MSA sequence again suggests that a










also important to assess its contribution to the magnetic signal when conducting detailed
archaeomagnetic studies of an archaeological cave and its deposits. Hysteresis loops, isothermal
remanent magnetisation (IRM) acquisition curves and thermomagnetic curves were conducted on




three ochre samples from the site. One sample has a Curie point (Tc) of 680°C and indicates the domina
nce of haematite. Another sample has a Tc of 575°C that indicates the dominance of magnetite. The final s
amplehasaTcof620°C and a drop in magnetisation on heating that suggests the dominance of maghae
mite. IRM acquisition curves and hysteresis loops indicate that while most red ochre samples contain
haematite, some also contain magnetite and/or maghaemite. Further analysis utilising hysteresis loops
and IRM acquisition curves can provide distinct mineralogies that can further characterise the ochre







 At Sibudu Cave, in
KwaZulu-Natal, a palaeocli-
matic sequence has also been
recovered.However,theprocesses
and mechanisms behind the
palaeoclimatic system are
different (Herries 2006). The
upper sequence covers the
periodbetween>60kaand40ka
(Wadley and Jacobs 2006).
Towards the base of this
sequence a distinct mineral
magnetic transition is noted
with a change from sediments
dominated by derived wind-
blown soils containing high
proportionsofultra-fine-grained
magnetite and maghaemite in
the top section to sediments in
the base with little derived soil
and an increased amount of
haematite from weathering of















stable polarity time periods is also much less well defined, especially for earlier archaeological time
periodsandoutsideofEuropeandtheUnitedStates.Secularvariationstudiescanbedoneusingeither
the palaeo-direction and/or the palaeo-intensity of magnetisation of sediments, speleothems, lavas, or
more normally in archaeological studies, burnt materials (Openshaw et al. 1993, Herrero-Bervera and
Valet 2002; Herries et al. 2007a, b). When these were deposited or cooled they acquired a magnetic
remanence (depositional remanent magnetisation or thermoremanent magnetisation) in the same
direction as the Earth’s ambient magnetic field. This remanence also has an intensity of magnetisation
that is proportional to the strength of the magnetic field at that time. As the Earth’s magnetic field
graduallychangesbothdirectionandintensity,thedirectionandintensityofsamplesfromthesitecanbe
comparedandhencedatedbycomparisonwiththerecordeddirectionandfieldintensityforpasttimes
at that locality, if they exist. In Europe, archaeomagnetic studies have been undertaken to develop
regional archaeomagnetic curves that can be used to date archaeological sites and features (e.g.
Kovacheva 1997; Herries et al. 2007a, b). As a dating method ‘archaeomagnetic dating’, as it is
traditionallytermed,hasatypicalaccuracyofafewhundredyearsandanagerangebacktoaround8ka







Geomagnetic field variation 
Geomagnetic data consists of
palaeo-directional measurements
in the vertical (inclination) and
horizontal (declination) plain as
wellas the intensityof theEarth’s




or taphonomic data are to be
recovered. However, for palaeo-
intensity studies, samples need
not be oriented. Perhaps the best
known application of palaeo-
magnetic studies to archaeology
is the dating of hominin bearing
deposits using magnetostrati-
graphic analysis (Tamrat et al.
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 Archaeologicalsitesprovideaprimeresourcefortherecoveryofgeomagneticfielddata.Inthe
southernhemisphere,particularlySouthAfrica, the lackofa long termrecordofkilnandstonehearth
constructionhasledtoaninabilitytocreateanarchaeomagneticreferencecurve.Therecentdevelopment
of themicrowavepalaeointensity technique (Böhneletal.2003)enablesmuchsmaller samples, suchas
pottery,tobeutilisedtorecordgeomagneticfieldvariation.Assuch,thereisthepotentialinSouthAfrica
tocreateanarchaeointensity record thatcoversat least the last2000years.Toextendbeyond this time
periodtheonlypotentialdataarefromStoneAgehearths.Heat-retainerhearths,asusedinAustralia,are
ideal for this typeofanalysisandpreliminarywork in thisareahasbeenconductedbyBarbetti (1977)
andBartonandBarbetti(1983).However,fewbuilthearthshavebeennotedfromsouthernAfrica.Recent
research has been undertaken on burnt rocks from SouthAfrican StoneAge sites.  These studies have


























magnetite (Tc = 575°C), is normally formed during heating. No heating temperature information can be 
recovered other than that it was heated to above the Curie point. If heated to below the Tc, a partial
thermomagneticremanence(pTRM)isinduced.Heatingtotemperaturesbelowtheancienttemperature
of heating (ATc) will thermally demagnetise the pTRM. The temperature step at which the pTRM is
removed and the magnetic vector changes to the randomised CRM of rock is the estimated last
temperatureofheating.Therefore,subsequentheatingoftherockinthelaboratoryinsmalltemperature




stone-bound hearths during more recent periods in the United States. A series of bedrock sandstone
samples fromCardenParkRockshelterwasburnt inacampfireat theUniversityofLiverpool to see if
this material retained a measurable, stable TRM from heating in a hearth. The sandstone samples
retainedanormalgeologicalmagneticpolarity.Thesampleswereplacedintothefireinvariouspositions
andthecampfirewasstokedforoneandahalfhours.Themaximumtemperatureofheatingofvarious
parts of the hearth was monitored with thermocouples to confirm the accuracy of the maximum
temperatureofheatingmethod(Figure10).SampleBSSB1Acamefromthesurfaceofthesampleandwas
placedat90degreestothenormalgeologicalremanenceofthesampleandinthesameverticalplain.The
mean modern overprint that is recorded in the samples was 354 degrees declination by +65.8 degrees
inclination. The modern field at the location was 355.5 degrees by +67.9. This suggests that sandstone
fulfils the first requirement of recording the current Earth’s field accurately. Thermocouples gave a
maximum temperature for the fire above the burnt rock of 395°C. The base of the rock gave a maximum
temperature of 315°C. The estimate for the maximum temperature of heating using the palaeomagnetic 
vectors method was between 300 and 400°C for all the samples (these are the temperatures between which
the magnetic components switch direction; Figure 10). This suggests that this method is reliable for





 Studiesofamodernhearth fromMakapansgat, in theLimpopoProvinceofSouthAfrica,have
shown that burnt quartzite can successfully record palaeo-directional data , although the samples are
oftensoweakthataverysensitivemagnetometerisneeded.ThemodernfielddirectionatMakapansgat
is 346.2 degrees declination and −54.7degrees inclination (IGRF reference field accessed through the 
British Geological Survey). Burnt rocks from the modern fireplace at Makapansgat record a mean
direction of 345.9 degrees declination and −55.1 degrees inclination (Table 2). A third rock (MAKMOD3; 
Table2)fromthefireplacewasnotincludedinthemeanasithadobviouslybeenmovedsinceheating.
A vector change occurs between 350 and 400°C and indicates that the rocks were heated to a maximum 










 However, recovering reliable data from Stone Age sites is dependent on a number of factors.
Howsuccessfullythegeomagneticfieldisrecordedwillbepartiallydependentonthemorphologyofthe
fireplace.Rocksthatsurroundfireplaceshavethetendencytobemovedafterorbetweenheatingsandso
manydonot retain the correctmodern fielddirection.This is shownby theunreliabledirections from
rock MAKMOD3 (Table 2). Those that lie within the fire appear to generally be more reliable
(MAKMOD1; Table 2) but if too small may be moved during restocking of the fire. Those that are
embedded in sediments underneath fireplaces, either as heat retainers or accidentally heated, will
generallyrecordthefieldmoreaccuratelyastheyarenotsubjectedtomovement,buttheywillbeheated
to a lower temperature than those directly in the hearth (MAKMOD2). Thus, the biggest obstacle to
recoveringsecularvariationdatafromStoneAgesitesisnormallythesizeoftheburntrocksalongwith
theweaknessofthehostrock,themorphologyofthehearthandtherockslocationwithinit.However,
while palaeodirectional data may not be recoverable, it is still possible to identify a number of things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Sample	 	 	 Dec.	 	 Inc.	 	 MAD	 	 Palaeotemp	

CARP1a  353.6  65.3  5.7  350-400
CARP1b  352.4  69.3  6.9  350-400
CARP2a  356.5  63.4  8.3  300-350
CARP2b  349.9  65.4  7.2  300-350
CARP3a  357.4  66.3  5.4  350-400
CARP3b  354.2  65.2  4.4  350-400
mean   354.0  65.8  
Modern   355.5  67.9  
    
MAKMOD1a  344.4  -54.6  7.6  350-400
MAKMOD1b  346.4  -58.2  5.6  350-400
MAKMOD2a  341.5  -52.3  6.7  300-350
MAKMOD2b  351.3  -55.4  4.2  300-350
MAKMOD3a  312.2  -44.3  6.7  300-350
MAKMOD3b  302.9  -40.5  8.2  300-350
mean   345.9  -55.1  
Modern   346.2  -54.7  
    
SIBBDT1  351.7  -3.9  3.4  450-500
SIBBRSP1  30.1  -43.8  5.6  400-450
SIBBRSP2  31.6  -39.6  6.7  400-450
mean   30.35  -41.7  
Table	2.	Palaeodirectional	data	for	burnt	rock	samples	from	an	experimental	fire	at	Carden	Park	(CARP),	a	modern	fire	
at	Makapansgat	(MAKMOD)	and	MSA	samples	from	Sibudu	Cave	(SIBB).	
from the burnt rocks. If the samples have been heated to less than the Tc of the remanence-carrying
mineral (normally magnetite, 575°C), then both the pTRM induced in the sample from heating and the 
original geological remanence can be separately identified as with sample MAKMOD3 (Table 2).Also,




 At Sibudu Cave, in the Kwazulu-Natal, a number of firing events have been discovered
throughout the MSA layers of the site (Herries 2006; Wadley and Jacobs 2006). These occur as both
discrete,shallowfirepitsandassimplescattersofashandcolouredsediment. Bylookingat thefossil
directions of magnetisation within a number of sandstone blocks recovered from these features and
horizons, itwashopedto identify theprimaryheatingcontexts fromsecondaryashscatters.Anumber
of rocks taken from ‘ashy layers’ in the trial trench showed no evidence of burning with a weak NRM
and a weak single component of magnetisation. FTIR analysis of the ashy material identified it as
gypsum. Naturally forming gypsum nodules were then noted in a number of layers at the site. These
gypsum nodules formed during periods of hiatus at the site, as shown by rapid jumps in magnetic
susceptibilityandOSLdates(Herries2006;WadleyandJacobs2006).However,thermaldemagnetisation
of sandstone from a number of fire pits at the site gave meaningful directions that estimated the
maximum temperatures of heating to be around 450–500°C in some cases (Figure 12).  Two separate 
samplesfromthesamefireplacealsogaverelativelyreliablepalaeodirectionresults(Table2:SIBBGY1
andSIBBGY2;Figure12a,12b)Aburntdolerite tool (SIBBDT1;Table2) fromthesitewasalsosampled
andwhileitdidnotgiveareliablepalaeodirection,itdidgiveaconsistenttemperatureofheatingaround
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improved preservation of excavated materials. Additional information can also be obtained from the
material through conservation processing and cleaning on site. The nature and conditions of the site
should be considered when deciding if a conservator is required on a team. The work of the site
conservatorisillustratedbythefunctionscarriedoutbytheauthorasconservatorontheexcavationsby
Dr JudithField (1997–2005)atCuddieSprings,NSW.During theseexcavations, the conservator carried






In the Australia/Pacific Region, it is less common for conservators to be actively employed in
archaeologicalexcavationsthanisthecaseinNorthAmericaorEurope.Thisresultsfromacombination
offactors:thenatureofthematerials,thedegreeofpreservationofmaterialexcavatedintheregion,and
the availability of trained archaeological conservators. Most archaeological materials (particularly
organicsandmetals)havereachedanequilibriumstatewiththeirburialenvironmentwhichisdisturbed
upon excavation. Taking appropriate measures on site to halt rapid deterioration immediately can be
crucialinthepreventionofmajordamageoccurringbeforethefindsreachthelaboratory.
 Thispaperwilloutlinesomeoftheconservationtechniquesthatshouldbeemployedonsiteand
the benefits to the archaeologist. It will also provide a case study showing the application of specific
techniquesatCuddieSprings.



























 Materials: The period, culture and function of the site should be considered, in order to
anticipatethetypesmaterialsthatarelikelytobeexcavated.































































 The long-term storage of the finds should also be considered before the excavation proceeds.
Anysitewhichproducesahighvolumeoffindswillrequiresuitablestoragespace.Somematerialswill
need an additional investment of funds to buy suitable storage units. For example, metals will require































Over night and during breaks the site was covered with polythene sheeting. This also aided the
excavationbykeepingtheclaysurfacesoft.
 Bone material that had been fully exposed and supported by a pedestal of clay sometimes





































LiftingandTransport:The fragmentarynatureof thebonesembedded inamatrixofclaynecessitated
some form of block-lifting to ensure the pieces stayed together during lifting and transport. The jacket
couldhavebeenformedfrompolyurethanefoamorplasterofParis.Thefirststageoftheprocesswasthe
same for both materials. A layer of food-wrap was spread across the bone. A layer of heavy-duty
aluminiumfoilwasthenappliedoverthis.Bothwerethenstippledintothecontoursofthebonesusinga
soft paint brush. The layer of food-wrap was an extra layer of protection to prevent leakage through
pinholesinthefoil.Polyurethanefoam(Jones1980)spacefiller,whichcanbepurchasedinaerosolcans
at hardware stores, was sprayed onto the aluminium foil and allowed to expand and harden. It is not
advisable to apply too much foam in any one application as foam trapped at the base will not set for
days,causingdimensionalmovementinthesupportjacket.
 Plaster of Paris and bandages are cheaper alternatives and faster setting materials, although
moredifficulttoapply.Insomecasestheweightoftheplastermakesitapreferredoption.Forexample,








 Treatment in the
laboratory started with the
removal of the remaining clay
on the bones. This was carried
out while the clay was still
damp. Larger sections of clay
wereremovedwithascalpeland
dental tools. The smaller
deposits that hid the fine detail
in the surface were removed
with a brush, hand-spray and
dental aspirator. This drew a
slurryofwaterandclaystraight
off the surfacewithoutallowing
the water to penetrate and left
averycleansurface(Figure4).
 The nylon gossamer
applied on site to hold the
fragments together was gently
peeled off before consolidation.
Itwas frequentlydetached from
the surface manually. However,
acetone was brushed under
the edge to release the more
stubbornpieces. Figure	4.	Cleaning	bones	using	vacuum	technique	with	water	and	dental	aspirator.	
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 The decision to consolidate the internal structure of the bone was made after assessing the
strength of the remains. It was essential that all samples for analysis or dating were taken before
treatment was carried out. Structural consolidation was best carried out with a polymer in an organic
solvent solution. The high surface tension of the water made penetration by aqueous solutions
problematic. Itwas thereforenecessary todry thebonesslowlybeforeconsolidation.Thisresulted ina
temporary weakening of the bones, as the adhesion of the damp clay was lost. Careful handling was
crucialatthisstage.ThepolymerchosenforconsolidationwasParaloidB72,anacrylicco-polymer,that









 Immersion under vacuum exerts considerable stress on a porous specimen as gas bubbles are




andclaymatrixsoftensand losesall structuralstrength in thesolution.Wheredanger fromthisexists,
specimensshouldbewrappedingauzebandageorsupportedinacradleoffoilbeforeimmersion.These
canberemovedwithacetoneafterdrying.
 Applicationbypipette allows the consolidant solution tobedrawn into thebonebycapillary
action.Itispreferabletoapplyasmuchsolutionaspossiblewitheachapplicationasthedriedpolymer
resinwillinhibitsubsequentapplications.Thiswasthesafestoptionandwasusedonthemajorityofthe
bones treated, although it did not necessarily result in as thorough consolidation as the immersion
techniques.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